From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 28, 2002 8:28:55 PM PDT
To: info@libyaonline.com
Subject: Pan Am Flight 103

Dear Sir, 28 May 2002
I have completed my Smith aircraft accident report for Pan Am
Flight 103. It reveals there was no bomb but the cause to be the
shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation.
It is available upon request in pdf format.
Cheers,
Barry Smith
John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 28, 2002 8:28:55 PM PDT
To: info@libyaonline.com
Subject: Pan Am Flight 103

Dear Sir, 28 May 2002
I have completed my Smith aircraft accident report for Pan Am
Flight 103. It reveals there was no bomb but the cause to be the
shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation.

It is available upon request in pdf format.
Cheers,
Barry Smith
John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 28, 2002 8:29:12 PM PDT
To: :lbyun@undp.org
Subject: Pan Am Flight 103 AAR

Dear Sir, 28 May 2002
I have completed my Smith aircraft accident report for Pan Am
Flight 103. It reveals there was no bomb but the cause to be the
shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation.
It is available upon request in pdf format.
Cheers,
Barry Smith
John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 28, 2002 8:29:12 PM PDT

To: :lbyun@undp.org
Subject: Pan Am Flight 103 AAR

Dear Sir, 28 May 2002
I have completed my Smith aircraft accident report for Pan Am
Flight 103. It reveals there was no bomb but the cause to be the
shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation.
It is available upon request in pdf format.
Cheers,
Barry Smith
John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 28, 2002 8:29:25 PM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Pan Am Flight 103 Explanation

Dear Sir, 28 May 2002
I have completed my Smith aircraft accident report for Pan Am
Flight 103. It reveals there was no bomb but the cause to be the
shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation.
It is available upon request in pdf format.

Cheers,
Barry Smith
John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 28, 2002 8:29:25 PM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Pan Am Flight 103 Explanation

Dear Sir, 28 May 2002
I have completed my Smith aircraft accident report for Pan Am
Flight 103. It reveals there was no bomb but the cause to be the
shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation.
It is available upon request in pdf format.
Cheers,
Barry Smith
John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 11, 2003 2:37:40 PM PST
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Pan American World Airways Flight 103 mechanical

explanation.

Dear Sir, there is a mechanical explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open
cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation
is detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but a
mechanical problem.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 11, 2003 2:37:40 PM PST
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Pan American World Airways Flight 103 mechanical
explanation.

Dear Sir, there is a mechanical explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open
cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation
is detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but a
mechanical problem.

Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 12, 2003 7:46:14 AM PST
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Pan American World Airways Flight 103 mechanical
explanation. 2

Dear Sir, 12 March 2003
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but a
mechanical problem.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 12, 2003 7:46:14 AM PST
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Pan American World Airways Flight 103 mechanical
explanation. 2

Dear Sir, 12 March 2003
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but a
mechanical problem.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 13, 2003 9:50:59 AM PST
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Pan American World Airways Flight 103 mechanical
explanation. 3

Dear Sir, 13 March 2003

There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 13, 2003 9:50:59 AM PST
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Pan American World Airways Flight 103 mechanical
explanation. 3

Dear Sir, 13 March 2003
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a

mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 14, 2003 7:59:19 AM PST
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Pan American World Airways Flight 103 mechanical
explanation. 4

Dear Sir, 14 March 2003
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com

http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 14, 2003 7:59:19 AM PST
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Pan American World Airways Flight 103 mechanical
explanation. 4

Dear Sir, 14 March 2003
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 15, 2003 9:57:26 AM PST
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Pan American World Airways Flight 103 mechanical
explanation. 5

Dear Sir, 15 March 2003
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 15, 2003 9:57:26 AM PST
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Pan American World Airways Flight 103 mechanical
explanation. 5

Dear Sir, 15 March 2003
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is

detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 16, 2003 1:01:30 PM PST
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Pan American World Airways Flight 103 mechanical
explanation. 6

Dear Sir, 16 March 2003
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.

Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 16, 2003 1:01:30 PM PST
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Pan American World Airways Flight 103 mechanical
explanation. 6

Dear Sir, 16 March 2003
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early

model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: March 17, 2003 7:02:13 AM PST
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Pan American World Airways Flight 103 mechanical,
no bomb explanation. 7

Dear Sir, 17 March 2003
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door.

Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: March 17, 2003 7:02:13 AM PST
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Pan American World Airways Flight 103 mechanical,
no bomb explanation. 7

Dear Sir, 17 March 2003
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an

explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: March 17, 2003 12:11:40 PM PST
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Pan American World Airways Flight 103 and human
rights... 8

Dear Sir, 18 March 2003
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.

There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
Libya chairs human rights body
The United Nations Human Rights Commission has begun its
annual session in Geneva amid criticism that its chair - Libya - is
itself guilty of gross human rights violations.
Libya was elected to head the commission in January over strong
objections by the United States and human rights watchdog
groups.
The 53-state assembly is meant to try to uphold the observance
of minimum standards for human rights by governments
worldwide.
But it has no real means of forcing authorities to adopt its codes.

This six week-long annual session is a chance for member states
to name and shame publicly abusers of human rights.
Participating nations can pass resolutions highlighting or
condemning violations committed inside countries, although
resolutions are only adopted when voted upon by a majority of
the commission - and that is the hard part.
The member states are all protecting very different political
interests and proposals are rarely agreed.
Accusations
This year, with international tensions mounting over Iraq, the
commission is in for some hard diplomatic wrangling.
The US has strongly criticised the appointment of Libya, which
is already under UN sanctions for the 1988 Pan-Am bombing,
saying it does not have a legitimate right to head the assembly.
On Monday, the media watchdog group - Reporters Without
Borders (RSF) - was suspended after showering the meeting with
leaflets criticising Libya's record.
In a statement, RSF said that Libya's heading of the commission
was a "sick joke" that called into question its credibility.
Other countries, however, are expected to raise concerns about a
possible US violation of human rights over its treatment of
prisoners held in Guantanamo Bay.
They say the US is holding the prisoners unfairly.

Human rights watchdog groups fear the commission is becoming
blurred and unfocused.
They have called on member countries not to let political and
economic concerns stand in the way of taking action against real
human rights abuses.

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: March 17, 2003 12:11:40 PM PST
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Pan American World Airways Flight 103 and human
rights... 8

Dear Sir, 18 March 2003
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive

decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
Libya chairs human rights body
The United Nations Human Rights Commission has begun its
annual session in Geneva amid criticism that its chair - Libya - is
itself guilty of gross human rights violations.
Libya was elected to head the commission in January over strong
objections by the United States and human rights watchdog
groups.
The 53-state assembly is meant to try to uphold the observance
of minimum standards for human rights by governments
worldwide.
But it has no real means of forcing authorities to adopt its codes.
This six week-long annual session is a chance for member states
to name and shame publicly abusers of human rights.
Participating nations can pass resolutions highlighting or
condemning violations committed inside countries, although
resolutions are only adopted when voted upon by a majority of
the commission - and that is the hard part.

The member states are all protecting very different political
interests and proposals are rarely agreed.
Accusations
This year, with international tensions mounting over Iraq, the
commission is in for some hard diplomatic wrangling.
The US has strongly criticised the appointment of Libya, which
is already under UN sanctions for the 1988 Pan-Am bombing,
saying it does not have a legitimate right to head the assembly.
On Monday, the media watchdog group - Reporters Without
Borders (RSF) - was suspended after showering the meeting with
leaflets criticising Libya's record.
In a statement, RSF said that Libya's heading of the commission
was a "sick joke" that called into question its credibility.
Other countries, however, are expected to raise concerns about a
possible US violation of human rights over its treatment of
prisoners held in Guantanamo Bay.
They say the US is holding the prisoners unfairly.
Human rights watchdog groups fear the commission is becoming
blurred and unfocused.
They have called on member countries not to let political and
economic concerns stand in the way of taking action against real
human rights abuses.

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: March 22, 2003 9:56:17 PM PST
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Pan American World Airways Flight 103, no bomb, 9

Dear Sir, 22 March 2003
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com

http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: March 22, 2003 9:56:17 PM PST
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Pan American World Airways Flight 103, no bomb, 9

Dear Sir, 22 March 2003
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 25, 2003 7:45:35 AM PST
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Pan American World Airways Flight 103, no bomb,
10

Dear Sir, Tuesday, March 25, 2003 7:44 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com
Cheers,

John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 25, 2003 7:45:35 AM PST
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Pan American World Airways Flight 103, no bomb,
10

Dear Sir, Tuesday, March 25, 2003 7:44 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive

decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 26, 2003 7:53:29 AM PST
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: No bomb on Pan American World Airways Flight
103, 11

Dear Sir, Tuesday, Wednesday, March 26, 2003 7:52 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.

Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 27, 2003 3:40:18 PM PST
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: No bomb on Pan American World Airways Flight
103, 12

Dear Sir, Tuesday, Thursday, March 27, 2003 3:40 PM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an

explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 28, 2003 2:25:34 PM PST
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: No bomb on Pan American World Airways Flight
103, 13

Dear Sir, Tuesday, Friday, March 28, 2003 2:25 PM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a

mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 1, 2003 7:16:17 PM PST
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: No bomb on Pan American World Airways Flight
103, 14

Dear Sir, Tuesday, Friday, Tuesday, April 1, 2003 7:16 PM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is

detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 2, 2003 1:01:03 AM PST
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: No bomb on Pan American World Airways Flight
103, 15

Dear Sir, Tuesday, Friday, Wednesday, April 2, 2003 1:00 AM

There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 6, 2003 9:12:21 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org

Subject: Libya Innocent of Pan American World Airways
Flight 103 accident 16

Dear Sir, Tuesday, Friday, Sunday, April 6, 2003 9:11 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 7, 2003 9:30:40 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Libya is innocent and I can prove it. No bomb on
Pan American World Airways Flight 103, 20

Dear Sir, Tuesday, Monday, April 7, 2003 9:30 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com

http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 28, 2003 6:45:32 PM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: China Airlines 611 may have had same mechanical
problem as PA 103. 19

Dear Sir, Wednesday, Monday, April 28, 2003 6:42 PM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com
Three more innocent persons are accused of bombing an early
model Boeing 747 in the Air India Flight 182 case. Again the

evidence is hearsay and gossip.
Vancouver Ñ The case against two suspects in the sensational
Air-India international terrorism trial that began on Monday
hinges mostly on comments they made to close women friends
years after the bombs killed 331 people, the B.C. Supreme court
has been told.
Vancouver businessman Ripudaman Singh Malik and Kamloops
millworker Ajaib Singh Bagri are facing murder charges for the
death of 331 people almost 18 years ago in the worst terrorist
attack in civil aviation history, except for the Sept. 11 World
Trade Center disaster.
Facts, data, and evidence support the shorted wiring/ruptured
open cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup
explanation for Pan American World Airways Flight 103 and Air
India Flight 182.
Would you have a Libyan aircraft pilot evaluate the wiring/cargo
door explanation for Pan American World Airways Flight 103?
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 1, 2003 3:35:00 PM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Libya did not bomb Pan American World Airways
Flight 103 and I can prove it.

Dear Sir, Wednesday, Thursday, May 1, 2003 3:34 PM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com

Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 2, 2003 9:34:36 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Libya did not bomb Pan American World Airways
Flight 103 and I can prove it.

Dear Sir, Wednesday, Friday, May 2, 2003 9:34 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com

Cheers,

John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: May 13, 2003 7:44:09 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: There was no bomb on Pan American World
Airways Flight 103 and I can prove it.

Dear Sir, Tuesday, May 13, 2003 7:43 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive

decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com
Cargo doors open on other aircraft and cause fatalities.
Passengers sucked out of plane as rear door bursts
129 on board vanish 33,000 feet above Congo
KINSHASA, Congo Ñ The rear door of a Russian-built cargo
plane burst open as the aircraft carried police officials and their
relatives across Congo, and 129 passengers were sucked out,
airport officials said Friday.
Kikaya Bin Karubi, a Congolese government spokesman, said
seven people had been confirmed dead after being Òejected from
the planeÓ at an altitude of 33,000 feet near the southern city of
Mbuji-Mayi. Officials were investigating the possibility of other
casualties, he said.
Two officials at the international airport in CongoÕs capital,
Kinshasa, independently told The Associated Press that 129
people were feared dead. The officials spoke on condition of
anonymity.
The accident happened some 45 minutes into the flight. The
pilots managed to turn back and land the plane in Kinshasa,
Defense Minister Irung Awan said. The plane, with its rear door
missing, could be seen on the airport tarmac.
Nine survivors were being treated for minor injuries and
psychological trauma at Kinshasa General Hospital, said
Kabamba Mbwebwe, chief doctor at the hospitalÕs emergency

ward.
ÒThey were traumatized and spoke of their baggage flying
everywhere,Ó Mbwebwe told The Associated Press in a
telephone interview.
The plane, a privately owned Ilyushin 76, apparently had been
chartered to transport Congolese police and their families from
Kinshasa to the southeastern city of Lubumbashi, a diamond
center.
It was not immediately known why the door came open. Weather
conditions during the flight were believed to have been normal.
People in Africa often travel on modified cargo planes that have
few seats, leaving most passengers to cram in among their
belongings in the rear of the aircraft.
The planeÕs owner was not immediately known but the decal on
the fuselage says ÒUkrainian Cargo Airlines.Ó
The Ilyushin76 is a medium- to long-range transport. The model
was first flown in 1971. It is widely used around the world,
particularly in Africa, the Middle East and Asia, as a civilian
freighter.
The plane has had a checkered safety record, including at least
45 accidents that resulted in some 393 deaths, according to the
Aviation Safety Network Web site, an air safety data base.
On Feb. 19, an Ilyushin 76 crashed in bad weather in Iran, killing
275, including more that 200 elite Iranian soldiers. A month
earlier, another of the jets crashed while landing in thick fog in

East Timor, killing all six people on board.
Congo, in central Africa, is in the fifth year of a civil war.
Despite a series of peace deals, fighting persists in the northeast.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: May 20, 2003 10:54:53 PM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: There was no bomb on Pan American World
Airways Flight 103 and I can prove it.

Dear Sir, Tuesday, May 20, 2003 10:54 PM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of

pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com

Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: May 21, 2003 5:00:33 PM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: There was no bomb on Pan American World
Airways Flight 103 and I can prove it.

Dear Sir, Wednesday, May 21, 2003 5:00 PM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a

mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com

Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: May 28, 2003 9:20:20 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: There was no bomb on Pan American World
Airways Flight 103 and I can prove it.

Dear Sir, Wednesday, May 28, 2003 9:20 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo

door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com

Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: May 29, 2003 8:31:03 PM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Pan American World Airways Flight 103 mechanical

explanation

Dear Sir, Thursday, May 29, 2003 8:30 PM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com

Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: May 30, 2003 9:15:34 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Pan American World Airways Flight 103 mechanical
explanation

Dear Sir, Thursday, Friday, May 30, 2003 9:15 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com

Cheers,
John Barry Smith

541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: June 3, 2003 10:06:48 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Pan American World Airways Flight 103 mechanical
explanation

Dear Sir, Thursday, Tuesday, June 3, 2003 10:06 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com

Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: June 10, 2003 10:06:27 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Pan American World Airways Flight 103 mechanical
explanation

Dear Sir, Thursday, Tuesday, June 10, 2003 10:06 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early

model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com

Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: June 13, 2003 2:14:04 PM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Pan American World Airways Flight 103 mechanical
explanation

Dear Sir, Thursday, Friday, June 13, 2003 2:13 PM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward

cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com

Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: June 18, 2003 11:29:27 PM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Pan American World Airways Flight 103 mechanical
explanation

Dear Sir, Thursday, Wednesday, June 18, 2003 11:28 PM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches

United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com
Analysis by June 16, 2003 for China Airlines Flight 611
There have been six inflight breakups of early model Boeing
747s out of the approximately 37 hull losses. All six accidents
were pressurized hull ruptures in flight at altitude and cruising
speed.
CI 611 is the last one of the six and is still a mystery. JAL 123
and United Airlines Flight 811 have little controversy and were
mechanical problems: JAL 123 was a failure of the aft pressure
bulkhead failure and United Airlines Flight 811 was an electrical
problem causing the cargo door to rupture open in flight.
The other three inflight breakups were and are still controversial.
The disputed causes have been attributed to a missile, bombs,
center tank explosion, unknown cause, and structural failure.
To summarize official explanations for the six inflight breakups

for early model Boeing 747s:
1. CI 611: Mystery.
2. United Airlines Flight 811: electrical/ruptured forward cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation.
3. JAL 123: Aft pressure bulkhead repair failure.
4. Air India Flight 182: Canadian Safety Board states explosion
of unknown cause, Indians state bomb explosion. Both state
explosion occurred in forward cargo compartment.
5. Pan American World Airways Flight 103: Bomb in forward
cargo compartment.
6. Trans World Airlines Flight 800: Spontaneous center fuel tank
explosion in wing with undetermined ignition source.
Research by this investigator leads to the conclusion that five of
the six have the same probable cause which is the same cause as
United Airlines Flight 811, the shorted wiring/ruptured open
cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup
explanation. JAL 123 is the exception.
The implications of the wiring/cargo door explanation are
profound: The dangerous circumstances continue to this day that
may lead to another reoccurrence. The outward opening non plug
cargo doors need to be made plug type. The known faulty
polyimide wiring needs to be replaced. China Airlines did not do
a faulty repair after the tail strike incident but an adequate repair.
The problems of non plug doors and faulty wiring that CI 611
will reveal are fleet wide and have international repercussions.
Assumptions so far for CI 611:
1. There was an inflight breakup at high altitude at cruising speed
caused by a pressurized hull rupture.
2. The hull rupture occurred aft of the wing.

3. The aft pressure bulkhead broke into several parts.
4. The aft cargo door broke into several parts scattered far apart
in the debris field.
5. The repair doubler and the local area had scratches and cracks.
Assume that the closer location of the hull rupture aft of the wing
was probably the aft pressure bulkhead, or the aft cargo door, or
the repair doubler. Each location needs to be closely examined
for matches to other similar events in similar aircraft.
For faulty doubler repairs and aft pressure bulkhead failure, JAL
123 is the model.
For cargo door rupturing open, United Airlines Flight 811 is the
model.
For further purposes of this analysis, I will disregard the probable
causes of aft pressure bulkhead failure, missile, bomb, center fuel
tank explosion, and forward cargo door inadvertently opening in
flight. The analysis shall concentrate on the repair doubler failure
and/or the aft cargo door rupturing opening inflight.
Now, did the aft cargo door of CI 611 shatter open? If so, when
and why?
The large pieces of that aft cargo door were found in the debris
field far apart, according to the ASC report. That would indicate
the door fractured high up and the pieces drifted down depending
on their gross aerodynamic qualities.
How high up? May we assume the aft cargo door shattered open
at about 35000 feet along with the entire aft end of CI 611 with
the aft cargo door, aft pressure bulkhead, and repair doubler
included?

Which part of the pressurized hull ruptured first? Did the repair
doubler fail causing a rupture which led to the breakup of the aft
cargo door and aft pressure bulkhead? Did the aft pressure
bulkhead fail causing a rupture which led to the breakup of the
aft cargo door and repair doubler? Did the aft cargo door fail
causing a rupture which led to the breakup of the aft pressure
bulkhead and the repair doubler?
The evidence will determine the sequence.
Is there evidence of an explosive decompression in the repair
doubler and the skin around it? Explosive decompression leaves
tell tale marks or outward opening petal shaped metal skin. So
far in the reports, there has been no mention of that evidence in
or around the repair doubler. Is there evidence of catastrophic
tearing or shattering of the doubler that would indicate it
occurred first? There is no evidence in the record. The
corroborating evidence of a repair doubler failure as the initial
event is missing.
Furthermore, JAL 123 and the recent Ilyushin 76 clam shell
cargo door accident show that an aft centerline explosive
decompression does not cause a total inflight breakup. The force
is exerted aft and not to the starboard or port, putting less strain
on the airframe. Those two aircraft which have suffered an
inflight explosive decompression in the aft centerline continued
to fly for almost an hour after the event. They did not totally
come apart in the air and float down in thousands of pieces.
Based on precedent, if CI 611 had the repair doubler fail as the
initial event, it is reasonable to assume that the centerline
explosive decompression would have allowed the aircraft to
continue to fly for some minutes at least, not a few seconds. The

CVR and FDR would have continued for a few minutes at least,
not the few seconds it did continue before abruptly stopping. The
damage to the aft section horizontal and vertical stabilizer would
be bilateral, not unilateral on the right side as the evidence shows
it to be.
In the opinion of this investigator, based upon the evidence at
this time, it's possible but unlikely that an initial fracture in the
skin of the hull at a repair doubler on centerline would have
caused the evidence recovered for CI 611.
Is there another more plausible and reasonable explanation that
fits the facts, data, and evidence better? Is there evidence of an
explosive decompression at the aft cargo door and the skin
around it? According to the ASC reports, (in quotation marks)
there is evidence of an explosive decompression:
1. 'The lower portion of the door skin was bent outboard
approximately 45 degrees,' indicating a strong and sudden
outward force from within the aft cargo compartment. 'CI 611
wreckage model There were 161 pieces of wreckage digitized
and modeled into 3D SWRPS. All pieces less-than-1-meter,
including the cargo floor beam pieces were ignored,' indicates a
large explosion occurred nearby in the cargo compartment to
make the pieces so small.
2. 'The RHS horizontal stabilizer is considerably more damaged
than the LHS. The inboard portion of the RHS leading edge is
deformed upwards. At the RHS horizontal stabilizer root, the
inboard 10 feet showed considerable impact damage along with
upwards deformation of the compromised structure,' which
indicates more debris from starboard/right hand side/aft cargo
door side striking right hand side stabilizer than debris from

underneath fuselage on centerline.
3. 'Vertical Fin (See Figure 1.12-45) The majority of the upper
portion of the vertical fin (item 2035) was found separate from
the remaining section 48 debris, but also in the red zone. The
forward edges of item 2035 were deformed to the left side
indicating the leading edge portion was struck by a large object
on the right side. The lower edge of this piece exhibited signs of
bending and separation to the left side. At the upper forward edge
of item 2035, there was significant tearing damage from fore to
aft and right to left. The fractures and adjoining skin on item
630C1 contained deformation consistent with the upper portion
of the vertical fin bending to the left. The lower portion of the fin
(item 630C1), the upper portion of the fin (item 2035), and
several of the floating pieces (item 22) show similar evidence of
impact damage on the right side. This evidence indicates more
ejected debris from starboard/right hand side/aft cargo door side
than from debris from underneath fuselage at centerline.
4.
Wreckage reconstruction above for CI 611 shows apparent
outward area of small pieces at the aft cargo door location.

United Airlines Flight 811 after landing shows what happens
when a cargo door opens in flight and the nose does not come
off. The aft cargo door is of identical size and shape as the
forward cargo door. "The National Transportation Safety Board
determines that the probable cause of this accident was the
sudden opening of the forward lower lobe cargo door in flight
and the subsequent explosive decompression. The door opening
was attributed to a faulty switch or wiring in the door control

system which permitted electrical actuation of the door latches
toward the unlatched position after initial door closure and before
takeoff."
It is apparent the entire tail of CI 611 came off suddenly inflight.
It can be seen that if a hole of the above size occurs near the aft
cargo door, the tail would come off almost immediately.
5. CVR and FDR data: United Airlines Flight 811: "The CVR
revealed normal communication before the decompression. At
0209:09:2 HST, a loud bang could be heard on the CVR."
The CVR report of CI 611 details the sudden louder sound after a
period of normal sounds and the sudden cutoff of the FDR. There
is no explanation in the report for the causes. The softer sudden
sound for CI 611 might be attributed to the further distance
between the aft cargo door to the microphones in the cockpit
compared to the distance of the forward cargo door. The key fact
is the sudden, without warning, sound on the CVR that matches
United Airlines Flight 811 in style.

CVR picture for China Airlines Flight 611 from ASC factual
report.
6. 'The upper portion of the door (item 723 [Figure 1.12-36 (a)])
was recovered with the hinge intact and the actuators in the
closed position' is evidence that supports the rupturing open in
flight explanation for two reasons:
a. When the cargo door opens inflight, it peels up and
backwards taking fuselage skin as well as the hinge with it. The
hinge stays attached to the top of the door when it ruptures open
inflight.

b. The 'actuators' referred to in the ASC report must refer to
the bottom eight latches as they do remain latched but the
rupture occurs in the midspan latches which have no locking
sectors to prevent inadvertent opening in flight. The two midspan
actuators need to be recovered and examined as well as the
manual locking handle, the overpressure relief doors, the torque
tubes, the wiring in the door, and the midspan latches and pins.
Absence of those parts is also evidence of a cargo door rupturing
open in flight, because those parts are not recovered, even after
extensive searches on land and sea bottom.
In the ASC factual report there was much consideration and
thoughtful evaluation of the overpressure relief doors in the
cabin. Extensive and excellent tests were done. The aft cargo
door has overpressure relief doors also, and apparently, they are
missing. The overpressure relief doors are mechanical and only
open when the manual locking handle is turned open on the
ground. Those small doors in the big door should have been
closed and were not.
Aft cargo doors on Boeing 747s have opened inadvertently
before but on the ground.
From NTSB AAR 92/02 United Airlines Flight 811
'1.17.6 Uncommanded Cargo Door Opening--UAL B-747, JFK
Airport On June 13, 1991, UAL maintenance personnel were
unable to electrically open the aft cargo door on a Boeing
747-222B, N152UA, at JFK Airport, Jamaica, New York. The
airplane was one of two used exclusively on nonstop flights
between Narita, Japan, and JFK. This particular airplane had
accumulated 19,053 hours and 1,547 cycles at the time of the
occurrence. 'Fluctuations in electrical resistance were noted.
When the plug was reattached to the J-4 junction box, the door
began to open with no activation of the electrical door open

switches. The C-288 circuit breaker was pulled, and the door
operation ceased.'
To summarize:
1. There is scant evidence to support the repair doubler failing
first and much to consider it a later event.
2. There is ample evidence to support the possibility that the aft
cargo door ruptured open inflight as the initial event of the hull
rupture.
3. The causes of the initial hull rupture at the aft cargo door
location can then be considered. An electrical problem causing
the aft cargo door to open in flight is a first thought because of
the precedent of United Airlines Flight 811.
4. The circumstances of faulty wiring and non plug cargo doors
with no locking sectors in the midspan latches exist to this day
which might warrant inspecting active early model Boeing 747s
in the fleet for any frayed wiring in the cargo door activation
circuits.

Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: June 19, 2003 10:23:15 AM PDT

To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Pan American World Airways Flight 103 mechanical
explanation

Dear Sir, Thursday, Thursday, June 19, 2003 10:23 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com
Analysis by June 16, 2003 for China Airlines Flight 611
There have been six inflight breakups of early model Boeing
747s out of the approximately 37 hull losses. All six accidents
were pressurized hull ruptures in flight at altitude and cruising
speed.

CI 611 is the last one of the six and is still a mystery. JAL 123
and United Airlines Flight 811 have little controversy and were
mechanical problems: JAL 123 was a failure of the aft pressure
bulkhead failure and United Airlines Flight 811 was an electrical
problem causing the cargo door to rupture open in flight.
The other three inflight breakups were and are still controversial.
The disputed causes have been attributed to a missile, bombs,
center tank explosion, unknown cause, and structural failure.
To summarize official explanations for the six inflight breakups
for early model Boeing 747s:
1. CI 611: Mystery.
2. United Airlines Flight 811: electrical/ruptured forward cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation.
3. JAL 123: Aft pressure bulkhead repair failure.
4. Air India Flight 182: Canadian Safety Board states explosion
of unknown cause, Indians state bomb explosion. Both state
explosion occurred in forward cargo compartment.
5. Pan American World Airways Flight 103: Bomb in forward
cargo compartment.
6. Trans World Airlines Flight 800: Spontaneous center fuel tank
explosion in wing with undetermined ignition source.
Research by this investigator leads to the conclusion that five of
the six have the same probable cause which is the same cause as
United Airlines Flight 811, the shorted wiring/ruptured open
cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup
explanation. JAL 123 is the exception.
The implications of the wiring/cargo door explanation are
profound: The dangerous circumstances continue to this day that
may lead to another reoccurrence. The outward opening non plug

cargo doors need to be made plug type. The known faulty
polyimide wiring needs to be replaced. China Airlines did not do
a faulty repair after the tail strike incident but an adequate repair.
The problems of non plug doors and faulty wiring that CI 611
will reveal are fleet wide and have international repercussions.
Assumptions so far for CI 611:
1. There was an inflight breakup at high altitude at cruising speed
caused by a pressurized hull rupture.
2. The hull rupture occurred aft of the wing.
3. The aft pressure bulkhead broke into several parts.
4. The aft cargo door broke into several parts scattered far apart
in the debris field.
5. The repair doubler and the local area had scratches and cracks.
Assume that the closer location of the hull rupture aft of the wing
was probably the aft pressure bulkhead, or the aft cargo door, or
the repair doubler. Each location needs to be closely examined
for matches to other similar events in similar aircraft.
For faulty doubler repairs and aft pressure bulkhead failure, JAL
123 is the model.
For cargo door rupturing open, United Airlines Flight 811 is the
model.
For further purposes of this analysis, I will disregard the probable
causes of aft pressure bulkhead failure, missile, bomb, center fuel
tank explosion, and forward cargo door inadvertently opening in
flight. The analysis shall concentrate on the repair doubler failure
and/or the aft cargo door rupturing opening inflight.
Now, did the aft cargo door of CI 611 shatter open? If so, when

and why?
The large pieces of that aft cargo door were found in the debris
field far apart, according to the ASC report. That would indicate
the door fractured high up and the pieces drifted down depending
on their gross aerodynamic qualities.
How high up? May we assume the aft cargo door shattered open
at about 35000 feet along with the entire aft end of CI 611 with
the aft cargo door, aft pressure bulkhead, and repair doubler
included?
Which part of the pressurized hull ruptured first? Did the repair
doubler fail causing a rupture which led to the breakup of the aft
cargo door and aft pressure bulkhead? Did the aft pressure
bulkhead fail causing a rupture which led to the breakup of the
aft cargo door and repair doubler? Did the aft cargo door fail
causing a rupture which led to the breakup of the aft pressure
bulkhead and the repair doubler?
The evidence will determine the sequence.
Is there evidence of an explosive decompression in the repair
doubler and the skin around it? Explosive decompression leaves
tell tale marks or outward opening petal shaped metal skin. So
far in the reports, there has been no mention of that evidence in
or around the repair doubler. Is there evidence of catastrophic
tearing or shattering of the doubler that would indicate it
occurred first? There is no evidence in the record. The
corroborating evidence of a repair doubler failure as the initial
event is missing.
Furthermore, JAL 123 and the recent Ilyushin 76 clam shell

cargo door accident show that an aft centerline explosive
decompression does not cause a total inflight breakup. The force
is exerted aft and not to the starboard or port, putting less strain
on the airframe. Those two aircraft which have suffered an
inflight explosive decompression in the aft centerline continued
to fly for almost an hour after the event. They did not totally
come apart in the air and float down in thousands of pieces.
Based on precedent, if CI 611 had the repair doubler fail as the
initial event, it is reasonable to assume that the centerline
explosive decompression would have allowed the aircraft to
continue to fly for some minutes at least, not a few seconds. The
CVR and FDR would have continued for a few minutes at least,
not the few seconds it did continue before abruptly stopping. The
damage to the aft section horizontal and vertical stabilizer would
be bilateral, not unilateral on the right side as the evidence shows
it to be.
In the opinion of this investigator, based upon the evidence at
this time, it's possible but unlikely that an initial fracture in the
skin of the hull at a repair doubler on centerline would have
caused the evidence recovered for CI 611.
Is there another more plausible and reasonable explanation that
fits the facts, data, and evidence better? Is there evidence of an
explosive decompression at the aft cargo door and the skin
around it? According to the ASC reports, (in quotation marks)
there is evidence of an explosive decompression:
1. 'The lower portion of the door skin was bent outboard
approximately 45 degrees,' indicating a strong and sudden
outward force from within the aft cargo compartment. 'CI 611
wreckage model There were 161 pieces of wreckage digitized
and modeled into 3D SWRPS. All pieces less-than-1-meter,

including the cargo floor beam pieces were ignored,' indicates a
large explosion occurred nearby in the cargo compartment to
make the pieces so small.
2. 'The RHS horizontal stabilizer is considerably more damaged
than the LHS. The inboard portion of the RHS leading edge is
deformed upwards. At the RHS horizontal stabilizer root, the
inboard 10 feet showed considerable impact damage along with
upwards deformation of the compromised structure,' which
indicates more debris from starboard/right hand side/aft cargo
door side striking right hand side stabilizer than debris from
underneath fuselage on centerline.
3. 'Vertical Fin (See Figure 1.12-45) The majority of the upper
portion of the vertical fin (item 2035) was found separate from
the remaining section 48 debris, but also in the red zone. The
forward edges of item 2035 were deformed to the left side
indicating the leading edge portion was struck by a large object
on the right side. The lower edge of this piece exhibited signs of
bending and separation to the left side. At the upper forward edge
of item 2035, there was significant tearing damage from fore to
aft and right to left. The fractures and adjoining skin on item
630C1 contained deformation consistent with the upper portion
of the vertical fin bending to the left. The lower portion of the fin
(item 630C1), the upper portion of the fin (item 2035), and
several of the floating pieces (item 22) show similar evidence of
impact damage on the right side. This evidence indicates more
ejected debris from starboard/right hand side/aft cargo door side
than from debris from underneath fuselage at centerline.
4.
Wreckage reconstruction above for CI 611 shows apparent

outward area of small pieces at the aft cargo door location.

United Airlines Flight 811 after landing shows what happens
when a cargo door opens in flight and the nose does not come
off. The aft cargo door is of identical size and shape as the
forward cargo door. "The National Transportation Safety Board
determines that the probable cause of this accident was the
sudden opening of the forward lower lobe cargo door in flight
and the subsequent explosive decompression. The door opening
was attributed to a faulty switch or wiring in the door control
system which permitted electrical actuation of the door latches
toward the unlatched position after initial door closure and before
takeoff."
It is apparent the entire tail of CI 611 came off suddenly inflight.
It can be seen that if a hole of the above size occurs near the aft
cargo door, the tail would come off almost immediately.
5. CVR and FDR data: United Airlines Flight 811: "The CVR
revealed normal communication before the decompression. At
0209:09:2 HST, a loud bang could be heard on the CVR."
The CVR report of CI 611 details the sudden louder sound after a
period of normal sounds and the sudden cutoff of the FDR. There
is no explanation in the report for the causes. The softer sudden
sound for CI 611 might be attributed to the further distance
between the aft cargo door to the microphones in the cockpit
compared to the distance of the forward cargo door. The key fact
is the sudden, without warning, sound on the CVR that matches
United Airlines Flight 811 in style.

CVR picture for China Airlines Flight 611 from ASC factual
report.
6. 'The upper portion of the door (item 723 [Figure 1.12-36 (a)])
was recovered with the hinge intact and the actuators in the
closed position' is evidence that supports the rupturing open in
flight explanation for two reasons:
a. When the cargo door opens inflight, it peels up and
backwards taking fuselage skin as well as the hinge with it. The
hinge stays attached to the top of the door when it ruptures open
inflight.
b. The 'actuators' referred to in the ASC report must refer to
the bottom eight latches as they do remain latched but the
rupture occurs in the midspan latches which have no locking
sectors to prevent inadvertent opening in flight. The two midspan
actuators need to be recovered and examined as well as the
manual locking handle, the overpressure relief doors, the torque
tubes, the wiring in the door, and the midspan latches and pins.
Absence of those parts is also evidence of a cargo door rupturing
open in flight, because those parts are not recovered, even after
extensive searches on land and sea bottom.
In the ASC factual report there was much consideration and
thoughtful evaluation of the overpressure relief doors in the
cabin. Extensive and excellent tests were done. The aft cargo
door has overpressure relief doors also, and apparently, they are
missing. The overpressure relief doors are mechanical and only
open when the manual locking handle is turned open on the
ground. Those small doors in the big door should have been
closed and were not.
Aft cargo doors on Boeing 747s have opened inadvertently
before but on the ground.

From NTSB AAR 92/02 United Airlines Flight 811
'1.17.6 Uncommanded Cargo Door Opening--UAL B-747, JFK
Airport On June 13, 1991, UAL maintenance personnel were
unable to electrically open the aft cargo door on a Boeing
747-222B, N152UA, at JFK Airport, Jamaica, New York. The
airplane was one of two used exclusively on nonstop flights
between Narita, Japan, and JFK. This particular airplane had
accumulated 19,053 hours and 1,547 cycles at the time of the
occurrence. 'Fluctuations in electrical resistance were noted.
When the plug was reattached to the J-4 junction box, the door
began to open with no activation of the electrical door open
switches. The C-288 circuit breaker was pulled, and the door
operation ceased.'
To summarize:
1. There is scant evidence to support the repair doubler failing
first and much to consider it a later event.
2. There is ample evidence to support the possibility that the aft
cargo door ruptured open inflight as the initial event of the hull
rupture.
3. The causes of the initial hull rupture at the aft cargo door
location can then be considered. An electrical problem causing
the aft cargo door to open in flight is a first thought because of
the precedent of United Airlines Flight 811.
4. The circumstances of faulty wiring and non plug cargo doors
with no locking sectors in the midspan latches exist to this day
which might warrant inspecting active early model Boeing 747s
in the fleet for any frayed wiring in the cargo door activation
circuits.

Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: August 2, 2003 1:37:53 PM PDT
To: info@lycaa.org
Subject: Please send to Safety Department

Dear Sir, Saturday, August 2, 2003 1:37 PM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early

model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: August 4, 2003 10:14:10 AM PDT
To: info@lycaa.org
Subject: Please send to Safety Department

Dear Sir, Monday, August 4, 2003 10:14 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward

cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: August 5, 2003 8:22:26 AM PDT
To: info@lycaa.org
Subject: Please send to Safety Department

Dear Sir, Tuesday, August 5, 2003 8:22 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches

United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: August 6, 2003 9:00:01 AM PDT
To: info@lycaa.org
Subject: Please send to Safety Department

Dear Sir, Wednesday, August 6, 2003 8:59 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World

Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: August 7, 2003 8:51:09 AM PDT
To: info@lycaa.org
Subject: Please send to Safety Department

Dear Sir, Thursday, August 7, 2003 8:51 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: August 8, 2003 11:33:35 AM PDT
To: info@lycaa.org
Subject: Please send to Safety Department

Dear Sir, Friday, August 8, 2003 11:33 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924

831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: August 11, 2003 11:52:18 PM PDT
To: info@lycaa.org
Subject: Please send to Safety Department

Dear Sir, Monday, August 11, 2003 11:52 PM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com

Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: August 19, 2003 10:33:57 AM PDT
To: info@lycaa.org
Subject: Still time to clear Libya for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103

Dear Sir, Tuesday, August 19, 2003 10:33 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.

Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
19 August 2003
Britain sought to draw a line under the Lockerbie affair when it
tabled a resolution at the UN yesterday calling for the formal
lifting of sanctions against Libya. But France threatened to block
the deal unless Libya paid millions of dollars of additional
compensation for a separate terror attack.
Emyr Jones Parry, Britain's ambassador to the UN, circulated the
draft resolution at an afternoon meeting of the Security Council
in New York, calling for an immediate lifting of the sanctions. A
vote is not expected until later this week, in effect giving France
more time for behind-the-scenes negotiations with Libya.
The resolution follows an exchange of letters last week in which
Libya finally accepted "civil responsibility" for the 1988
bombing of Pan Am flight 103, in which 270 people were killed.
It has agreed to pay up to $10m (about £6.3m) in compensation
to the families of each of the victims.
One UN diplomat said yesterday: "Normally a resolution

concludes with the words 'We remain seized of the matter', which
means they might want to come back to the issue. This is the first
time I have seen one without those words."
But while the governments of Britain, Libya and - to a lesser
degree - the US might be trying to draw a line under the issue,
France has threatened to delay the deal, possibly by using its
veto.
The French authorities are under intense domestic pressure to get
additional compensation from Libya for the 1989 bombing of a
French UTA aircraft over Niger, which killed 170 people,
including 65 French citizens. Ten years later, Libya provided just
$36m - about $33,800 per victim - in compensation. In the
original UN resolution that imposed sanctions in 1992, the UTA
bombing was linked to Lockerbie.
"Important progress has been made in these negotiations, which
we would like to lead as rapidly as possible to an agreement on
fair damages in relation to those that will go to the families of the
victims of the Lockerbie attack," the French Foreign Ministry
said.
France has officially refused to say whether it would use its veto,
though in private diplomats have raised the threat. "The French
are talking as tough as they possibly can. But that may be a bluff
to get something out of the Libyans," one council diplomat said.
Over the weekend, Mohammed Abderrahmane Chalgam, Libya's
Foreign Minister, ruled out paying additional compensation to
France.
Libya has yet to deposit the $2.7bn it has agreed into an

international escrow account. This should happen either today or
tomorrow, which will pave the way for a vote by the Security
Council to lift formally the sanctions that were suspended in
1999. The US - which has its own, separate sanctions against
Libya, is likely to abstain.
Libya has been making efforts to return to the international fold
and develop closer trade links with the West since 1999, when it
handed over two Libyan suspects to stand trial under Scottish
law at a purpose-built court in the Netherlands. In January 2001,
one of those suspects, Abdel Basset al-Megrahi, was convicted.
His co-accused was cleared.
The issue of compensation has divided the families of those who
died in the Lockerbie bombing. Many of the families still wish to
see a full, open inquiry into the bombing to answer many of the
questions surrounding the bombing and its subsequent
investigation.
Jim Swire, 67, whose daughter, Flora, was killed on the aircraft
just before her 24th birthday, said: "Compensation is one part of
a complicated process. It doesn't bring us any closer to the truth
we have been fighting for for 15 years."
Lifting the UN sanctions will not affect separate American
sanctions, including a ban on Libyan oil sales to the United
States, which Washington has vowed to keep in force.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: August 19, 2003 10:34:08 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Still time to prove innocence of bombing of Pan

American World Airways Flight 103

Dear Sir, Tuesday, August 19, 2003 10:34 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
19 August 2003

Britain sought to draw a line under the Lockerbie affair when it
tabled a resolution at the UN yesterday calling for the formal
lifting of sanctions against Libya. But France threatened to block
the deal unless Libya paid millions of dollars of additional
compensation for a separate terror attack.
Emyr Jones Parry, Britain's ambassador to the UN, circulated the
draft resolution at an afternoon meeting of the Security Council
in New York, calling for an immediate lifting of the sanctions. A
vote is not expected until later this week, in effect giving France
more time for behind-the-scenes negotiations with Libya.
The resolution follows an exchange of letters last week in which
Libya finally accepted "civil responsibility" for the 1988
bombing of Pan Am flight 103, in which 270 people were killed.
It has agreed to pay up to $10m (about £6.3m) in compensation
to the families of each of the victims.
One UN diplomat said yesterday: "Normally a resolution
concludes with the words 'We remain seized of the matter', which
means they might want to come back to the issue. This is the first
time I have seen one without those words."
But while the governments of Britain, Libya and - to a lesser
degree - the US might be trying to draw a line under the issue,
France has threatened to delay the deal, possibly by using its
veto.
The French authorities are under intense domestic pressure to get
additional compensation from Libya for the 1989 bombing of a
French UTA aircraft over Niger, which killed 170 people,
including 65 French citizens. Ten years later, Libya provided just

$36m - about $33,800 per victim - in compensation. In the
original UN resolution that imposed sanctions in 1992, the UTA
bombing was linked to Lockerbie.
"Important progress has been made in these negotiations, which
we would like to lead as rapidly as possible to an agreement on
fair damages in relation to those that will go to the families of the
victims of the Lockerbie attack," the French Foreign Ministry
said.
France has officially refused to say whether it would use its veto,
though in private diplomats have raised the threat. "The French
are talking as tough as they possibly can. But that may be a bluff
to get something out of the Libyans," one council diplomat said.
Over the weekend, Mohammed Abderrahmane Chalgam, Libya's
Foreign Minister, ruled out paying additional compensation to
France.
Libya has yet to deposit the $2.7bn it has agreed into an
international escrow account. This should happen either today or
tomorrow, which will pave the way for a vote by the Security
Council to lift formally the sanctions that were suspended in
1999. The US - which has its own, separate sanctions against
Libya, is likely to abstain.
Libya has been making efforts to return to the international fold
and develop closer trade links with the West since 1999, when it
handed over two Libyan suspects to stand trial under Scottish
law at a purpose-built court in the Netherlands. In January 2001,
one of those suspects, Abdel Basset al-Megrahi, was convicted.
His co-accused was cleared.

The issue of compensation has divided the families of those who
died in the Lockerbie bombing. Many of the families still wish to
see a full, open inquiry into the bombing to answer many of the
questions surrounding the bombing and its subsequent
investigation.
Jim Swire, 67, whose daughter, Flora, was killed on the aircraft
just before her 24th birthday, said: "Compensation is one part of
a complicated process. It doesn't bring us any closer to the truth
we have been fighting for for 15 years."
Lifting the UN sanctions will not affect separate American
sanctions, including a ban on Libyan oil sales to the United
States, which Washington has vowed to keep in force.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: August 22, 2003 7:00:34 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Still time to prove innocence of bombing of Pan
American World Airways Flight 103

Dear Sir, Friday, August 22, 2003 7:00 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.

There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
19 August 2003
Britain sought to draw a line under the Lockerbie affair when it
tabled a resolution at the UN yesterday calling for the formal
lifting of sanctions against Libya. But France threatened to block
the deal unless Libya paid millions of dollars of additional
compensation for a separate terror attack.
Emyr Jones Parry, Britain's ambassador to the UN, circulated the
draft resolution at an afternoon meeting of the Security Council
in New York, calling for an immediate lifting of the sanctions. A
vote is not expected until later this week, in effect giving France
more time for behind-the-scenes negotiations with Libya.
The resolution follows an exchange of letters last week in which

Libya finally accepted "civil responsibility" for the 1988
bombing of Pan Am flight 103, in which 270 people were killed.
It has agreed to pay up to $10m (about £6.3m) in compensation
to the families of each of the victims.
One UN diplomat said yesterday: "Normally a resolution
concludes with the words 'We remain seized of the matter', which
means they might want to come back to the issue. This is the first
time I have seen one without those words."
But while the governments of Britain, Libya and - to a lesser
degree - the US might be trying to draw a line under the issue,
France has threatened to delay the deal, possibly by using its
veto.
The French authorities are under intense domestic pressure to get
additional compensation from Libya for the 1989 bombing of a
French UTA aircraft over Niger, which killed 170 people,
including 65 French citizens. Ten years later, Libya provided just
$36m - about $33,800 per victim - in compensation. In the
original UN resolution that imposed sanctions in 1992, the UTA
bombing was linked to Lockerbie.
"Important progress has been made in these negotiations, which
we would like to lead as rapidly as possible to an agreement on
fair damages in relation to those that will go to the families of the
victims of the Lockerbie attack," the French Foreign Ministry
said.
France has officially refused to say whether it would use its veto,
though in private diplomats have raised the threat. "The French
are talking as tough as they possibly can. But that may be a bluff
to get something out of the Libyans," one council diplomat said.

Over the weekend, Mohammed Abderrahmane Chalgam, Libya's
Foreign Minister, ruled out paying additional compensation to
France.
Libya has yet to deposit the $2.7bn it has agreed into an
international escrow account. This should happen either today or
tomorrow, which will pave the way for a vote by the Security
Council to lift formally the sanctions that were suspended in
1999. The US - which has its own, separate sanctions against
Libya, is likely to abstain.
Libya has been making efforts to return to the international fold
and develop closer trade links with the West since 1999, when it
handed over two Libyan suspects to stand trial under Scottish
law at a purpose-built court in the Netherlands. In January 2001,
one of those suspects, Abdel Basset al-Megrahi, was convicted.
His co-accused was cleared.
The issue of compensation has divided the families of those who
died in the Lockerbie bombing. Many of the families still wish to
see a full, open inquiry into the bombing to answer many of the
questions surrounding the bombing and its subsequent
investigation.
Jim Swire, 67, whose daughter, Flora, was killed on the aircraft
just before her 24th birthday, said: "Compensation is one part of
a complicated process. It doesn't bring us any closer to the truth
we have been fighting for for 15 years."
Lifting the UN sanctions will not affect separate American
sanctions, including a ban on Libyan oil sales to the United
States, which Washington has vowed to keep in force.

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: August 22, 2003 7:00:46 AM PDT
To: info@lycaa.org
Subject: Still time to clear Libya for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103

Dear Sir, Friday, August 22, 2003 7:00 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive

Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
19 August 2003
Britain sought to draw a line under the Lockerbie affair when it
tabled a resolution at the UN yesterday calling for the formal
lifting of sanctions against Libya. But France threatened to block
the deal unless Libya paid millions of dollars of additional
compensation for a separate terror attack.
Emyr Jones Parry, Britain's ambassador to the UN, circulated the
draft resolution at an afternoon meeting of the Security Council
in New York, calling for an immediate lifting of the sanctions. A
vote is not expected until later this week, in effect giving France
more time for behind-the-scenes negotiations with Libya.
The resolution follows an exchange of letters last week in which
Libya finally accepted "civil responsibility" for the 1988
bombing of Pan Am flight 103, in which 270 people were killed.
It has agreed to pay up to $10m (about £6.3m) in compensation
to the families of each of the victims.
One UN diplomat said yesterday: "Normally a resolution
concludes with the words 'We remain seized of the matter', which
means they might want to come back to the issue. This is the first
time I have seen one without those words."
But while the governments of Britain, Libya and - to a lesser
degree - the US might be trying to draw a line under the issue,
France has threatened to delay the deal, possibly by using its

veto.
The French authorities are under intense domestic pressure to get
additional compensation from Libya for the 1989 bombing of a
French UTA aircraft over Niger, which killed 170 people,
including 65 French citizens. Ten years later, Libya provided just
$36m - about $33,800 per victim - in compensation. In the
original UN resolution that imposed sanctions in 1992, the UTA
bombing was linked to Lockerbie.
"Important progress has been made in these negotiations, which
we would like to lead as rapidly as possible to an agreement on
fair damages in relation to those that will go to the families of the
victims of the Lockerbie attack," the French Foreign Ministry
said.
France has officially refused to say whether it would use its veto,
though in private diplomats have raised the threat. "The French
are talking as tough as they possibly can. But that may be a bluff
to get something out of the Libyans," one council diplomat said.
Over the weekend, Mohammed Abderrahmane Chalgam, Libya's
Foreign Minister, ruled out paying additional compensation to
France.
Libya has yet to deposit the $2.7bn it has agreed into an
international escrow account. This should happen either today or
tomorrow, which will pave the way for a vote by the Security
Council to lift formally the sanctions that were suspended in
1999. The US - which has its own, separate sanctions against
Libya, is likely to abstain.
Libya has been making efforts to return to the international fold

and develop closer trade links with the West since 1999, when it
handed over two Libyan suspects to stand trial under Scottish
law at a purpose-built court in the Netherlands. In January 2001,
one of those suspects, Abdel Basset al-Megrahi, was convicted.
His co-accused was cleared.
The issue of compensation has divided the families of those who
died in the Lockerbie bombing. Many of the families still wish to
see a full, open inquiry into the bombing to answer many of the
questions surrounding the bombing and its subsequent
investigation.
Jim Swire, 67, whose daughter, Flora, was killed on the aircraft
just before her 24th birthday, said: "Compensation is one part of
a complicated process. It doesn't bring us any closer to the truth
we have been fighting for for 15 years."
Lifting the UN sanctions will not affect separate American
sanctions, including a ban on Libyan oil sales to the United
States, which Washington has vowed to keep in force.

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: August 25, 2003 10:02:17 PM PDT
To: info@lycaa.org
Subject: Check out Pan American World Airways Flight 103

Dear Sir, Monday, August 25, 2003 10:01 PM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is

detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: August 25, 2003 10:02:35 PM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Still time to prove innocence of bombing of Pan
American World Airways Flight 103

Dear Sir, Monday, August 25, 2003 10:02 PM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
19 August 2003
Britain sought to draw a line under the Lockerbie affair when it
tabled a resolution at the UN yesterday calling for the formal
lifting of sanctions against Libya. But France threatened to block

the deal unless Libya paid millions of dollars of additional
compensation for a separate terror attack.
Emyr Jones Parry, Britain's ambassador to the UN, circulated the
draft resolution at an afternoon meeting of the Security Council
in New York, calling for an immediate lifting of the sanctions. A
vote is not expected until later this week, in effect giving France
more time for behind-the-scenes negotiations with Libya.
The resolution follows an exchange of letters last week in which
Libya finally accepted "civil responsibility" for the 1988
bombing of Pan Am flight 103, in which 270 people were killed.
It has agreed to pay up to $10m (about £6.3m) in compensation
to the families of each of the victims.
One UN diplomat said yesterday: "Normally a resolution
concludes with the words 'We remain seized of the matter', which
means they might want to come back to the issue. This is the first
time I have seen one without those words."
But while the governments of Britain, Libya and - to a lesser
degree - the US might be trying to draw a line under the issue,
France has threatened to delay the deal, possibly by using its
veto.
The French authorities are under intense domestic pressure to get
additional compensation from Libya for the 1989 bombing of a
French UTA aircraft over Niger, which killed 170 people,
including 65 French citizens. Ten years later, Libya provided just
$36m - about $33,800 per victim - in compensation. In the
original UN resolution that imposed sanctions in 1992, the UTA
bombing was linked to Lockerbie.

"Important progress has been made in these negotiations, which
we would like to lead as rapidly as possible to an agreement on
fair damages in relation to those that will go to the families of the
victims of the Lockerbie attack," the French Foreign Ministry
said.
France has officially refused to say whether it would use its veto,
though in private diplomats have raised the threat. "The French
are talking as tough as they possibly can. But that may be a bluff
to get something out of the Libyans," one council diplomat said.
Over the weekend, Mohammed Abderrahmane Chalgam, Libya's
Foreign Minister, ruled out paying additional compensation to
France.
Libya has yet to deposit the $2.7bn it has agreed into an
international escrow account. This should happen either today or
tomorrow, which will pave the way for a vote by the Security
Council to lift formally the sanctions that were suspended in
1999. The US - which has its own, separate sanctions against
Libya, is likely to abstain.
Libya has been making efforts to return to the international fold
and develop closer trade links with the West since 1999, when it
handed over two Libyan suspects to stand trial under Scottish
law at a purpose-built court in the Netherlands. In January 2001,
one of those suspects, Abdel Basset al-Megrahi, was convicted.
His co-accused was cleared.
The issue of compensation has divided the families of those who
died in the Lockerbie bombing. Many of the families still wish to
see a full, open inquiry into the bombing to answer many of the
questions surrounding the bombing and its subsequent

investigation.
Jim Swire, 67, whose daughter, Flora, was killed on the aircraft
just before her 24th birthday, said: "Compensation is one part of
a complicated process. It doesn't bring us any closer to the truth
we have been fighting for for 15 years."
Lifting the UN sanctions will not affect separate American
sanctions, including a ban on Libyan oil sales to the United
States, which Washington has vowed to keep in force.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: August 26, 2003 10:12:47 PM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Still time to prove innocence of bombing of Pan
American World Airways Flight 103

Dear Sir, Tuesday, August 26, 2003 10:12 PM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be

determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
19 August 2003
Britain sought to draw a line under the Lockerbie affair when it
tabled a resolution at the UN yesterday calling for the formal
lifting of sanctions against Libya. But France threatened to block
the deal unless Libya paid millions of dollars of additional
compensation for a separate terror attack.
Emyr Jones Parry, Britain's ambassador to the UN, circulated the
draft resolution at an afternoon meeting of the Security Council
in New York, calling for an immediate lifting of the sanctions. A
vote is not expected until later this week, in effect giving France
more time for behind-the-scenes negotiations with Libya.
The resolution follows an exchange of letters last week in which
Libya finally accepted "civil responsibility" for the 1988
bombing of Pan Am flight 103, in which 270 people were killed.
It has agreed to pay up to $10m (about £6.3m) in compensation
to the families of each of the victims.

One UN diplomat said yesterday: "Normally a resolution
concludes with the words 'We remain seized of the matter', which
means they might want to come back to the issue. This is the first
time I have seen one without those words."
But while the governments of Britain, Libya and - to a lesser
degree - the US might be trying to draw a line under the issue,
France has threatened to delay the deal, possibly by using its
veto.
The French authorities are under intense domestic pressure to get
additional compensation from Libya for the 1989 bombing of a
French UTA aircraft over Niger, which killed 170 people,
including 65 French citizens. Ten years later, Libya provided just
$36m - about $33,800 per victim - in compensation. In the
original UN resolution that imposed sanctions in 1992, the UTA
bombing was linked to Lockerbie.
"Important progress has been made in these negotiations, which
we would like to lead as rapidly as possible to an agreement on
fair damages in relation to those that will go to the families of the
victims of the Lockerbie attack," the French Foreign Ministry
said.
France has officially refused to say whether it would use its veto,
though in private diplomats have raised the threat. "The French
are talking as tough as they possibly can. But that may be a bluff
to get something out of the Libyans," one council diplomat said.
Over the weekend, Mohammed Abderrahmane Chalgam, Libya's
Foreign Minister, ruled out paying additional compensation to
France.

Libya has yet to deposit the $2.7bn it has agreed into an
international escrow account. This should happen either today or
tomorrow, which will pave the way for a vote by the Security
Council to lift formally the sanctions that were suspended in
1999. The US - which has its own, separate sanctions against
Libya, is likely to abstain.
Libya has been making efforts to return to the international fold
and develop closer trade links with the West since 1999, when it
handed over two Libyan suspects to stand trial under Scottish
law at a purpose-built court in the Netherlands. In January 2001,
one of those suspects, Abdel Basset al-Megrahi, was convicted.
His co-accused was cleared.
The issue of compensation has divided the families of those who
died in the Lockerbie bombing. Many of the families still wish to
see a full, open inquiry into the bombing to answer many of the
questions surrounding the bombing and its subsequent
investigation.
Jim Swire, 67, whose daughter, Flora, was killed on the aircraft
just before her 24th birthday, said: "Compensation is one part of
a complicated process. It doesn't bring us any closer to the truth
we have been fighting for for 15 years."
Lifting the UN sanctions will not affect separate American
sanctions, including a ban on Libyan oil sales to the United
States, which Washington has vowed to keep in force.

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: August 26, 2003 10:13:03 PM PDT

To: info@lycaa.org
Subject: Check out Pan American World Airways Flight 103

Dear Sir, Tuesday, August 26, 2003 10:13 PM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: August 27, 2003 9:30:26 AM PDT
To: info@lycaa.org
Subject: Check out Pan American World Airways Flight 103

Dear Sir, Wednesday, August 27, 2003 9:30 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: August 27, 2003 9:30:39 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Still time to prove innocence of bombing of Pan
American World Airways Flight 103

Dear Sir, Wednesday, August 27, 2003 9:30 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924

831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
19 August 2003
Britain sought to draw a line under the Lockerbie affair when it
tabled a resolution at the UN yesterday calling for the formal
lifting of sanctions against Libya. But France threatened to block
the deal unless Libya paid millions of dollars of additional
compensation for a separate terror attack.
Emyr Jones Parry, Britain's ambassador to the UN, circulated the
draft resolution at an afternoon meeting of the Security Council
in New York, calling for an immediate lifting of the sanctions. A
vote is not expected until later this week, in effect giving France
more time for behind-the-scenes negotiations with Libya.
The resolution follows an exchange of letters last week in which
Libya finally accepted "civil responsibility" for the 1988
bombing of Pan Am flight 103, in which 270 people were killed.
It has agreed to pay up to $10m (about £6.3m) in compensation
to the families of each of the victims.
One UN diplomat said yesterday: "Normally a resolution
concludes with the words 'We remain seized of the matter', which
means they might want to come back to the issue. This is the first
time I have seen one without those words."
But while the governments of Britain, Libya and - to a lesser
degree - the US might be trying to draw a line under the issue,
France has threatened to delay the deal, possibly by using its
veto.

The French authorities are under intense domestic pressure to get
additional compensation from Libya for the 1989 bombing of a
French UTA aircraft over Niger, which killed 170 people,
including 65 French citizens. Ten years later, Libya provided just
$36m - about $33,800 per victim - in compensation. In the
original UN resolution that imposed sanctions in 1992, the UTA
bombing was linked to Lockerbie.
"Important progress has been made in these negotiations, which
we would like to lead as rapidly as possible to an agreement on
fair damages in relation to those that will go to the families of the
victims of the Lockerbie attack," the French Foreign Ministry
said.
France has officially refused to say whether it would use its veto,
though in private diplomats have raised the threat. "The French
are talking as tough as they possibly can. But that may be a bluff
to get something out of the Libyans," one council diplomat said.
Over the weekend, Mohammed Abderrahmane Chalgam, Libya's
Foreign Minister, ruled out paying additional compensation to
France.
Libya has yet to deposit the $2.7bn it has agreed into an
international escrow account. This should happen either today or
tomorrow, which will pave the way for a vote by the Security
Council to lift formally the sanctions that were suspended in
1999. The US - which has its own, separate sanctions against
Libya, is likely to abstain.
Libya has been making efforts to return to the international fold
and develop closer trade links with the West since 1999, when it

handed over two Libyan suspects to stand trial under Scottish
law at a purpose-built court in the Netherlands. In January 2001,
one of those suspects, Abdel Basset al-Megrahi, was convicted.
His co-accused was cleared.
The issue of compensation has divided the families of those who
died in the Lockerbie bombing. Many of the families still wish to
see a full, open inquiry into the bombing to answer many of the
questions surrounding the bombing and its subsequent
investigation.
Jim Swire, 67, whose daughter, Flora, was killed on the aircraft
just before her 24th birthday, said: "Compensation is one part of
a complicated process. It doesn't bring us any closer to the truth
we have been fighting for for 15 years."
Lifting the UN sanctions will not affect separate American
sanctions, including a ban on Libyan oil sales to the United
States, which Washington has vowed to keep in force.

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: August 29, 2003 7:47:02 AM PDT
To: info@lycaa.org
Subject: Check out Pan American World Airways Flight 103

Dear Sir, Friday, August 29, 2003 7:46 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.

Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: August 29, 2003 7:47:09 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Still time to prove innocence of bombing of Pan
American World Airways Flight 103

Dear Sir, Friday, August 29, 2003 7:47 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo

door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
19 August 2003
Britain sought to draw a line under the Lockerbie affair when it
tabled a resolution at the UN yesterday calling for the formal
lifting of sanctions against Libya. But France threatened to block
the deal unless Libya paid millions of dollars of additional
compensation for a separate terror attack.

Emyr Jones Parry, Britain's ambassador to the UN, circulated the
draft resolution at an afternoon meeting of the Security Council
in New York, calling for an immediate lifting of the sanctions. A
vote is not expected until later this week, in effect giving France
more time for behind-the-scenes negotiations with Libya.
The resolution follows an exchange of letters last week in which
Libya finally accepted "civil responsibility" for the 1988
bombing of Pan Am flight 103, in which 270 people were killed.
It has agreed to pay up to $10m (about £6.3m) in compensation
to the families of each of the victims.
One UN diplomat said yesterday: "Normally a resolution
concludes with the words 'We remain seized of the matter', which
means they might want to come back to the issue. This is the first
time I have seen one without those words."
But while the governments of Britain, Libya and - to a lesser
degree - the US might be trying to draw a line under the issue,
France has threatened to delay the deal, possibly by using its
veto.
The French authorities are under intense domestic pressure to get
additional compensation from Libya for the 1989 bombing of a
French UTA aircraft over Niger, which killed 170 people,
including 65 French citizens. Ten years later, Libya provided just
$36m - about $33,800 per victim - in compensation. In the
original UN resolution that imposed sanctions in 1992, the UTA
bombing was linked to Lockerbie.
"Important progress has been made in these negotiations, which
we would like to lead as rapidly as possible to an agreement on
fair damages in relation to those that will go to the families of the

victims of the Lockerbie attack," the French Foreign Ministry
said.
France has officially refused to say whether it would use its veto,
though in private diplomats have raised the threat. "The French
are talking as tough as they possibly can. But that may be a bluff
to get something out of the Libyans," one council diplomat said.
Over the weekend, Mohammed Abderrahmane Chalgam, Libya's
Foreign Minister, ruled out paying additional compensation to
France.
Libya has yet to deposit the $2.7bn it has agreed into an
international escrow account. This should happen either today or
tomorrow, which will pave the way for a vote by the Security
Council to lift formally the sanctions that were suspended in
1999. The US - which has its own, separate sanctions against
Libya, is likely to abstain.
Libya has been making efforts to return to the international fold
and develop closer trade links with the West since 1999, when it
handed over two Libyan suspects to stand trial under Scottish
law at a purpose-built court in the Netherlands. In January 2001,
one of those suspects, Abdel Basset al-Megrahi, was convicted.
His co-accused was cleared.
The issue of compensation has divided the families of those who
died in the Lockerbie bombing. Many of the families still wish to
see a full, open inquiry into the bombing to answer many of the
questions surrounding the bombing and its subsequent
investigation.
Jim Swire, 67, whose daughter, Flora, was killed on the aircraft

just before her 24th birthday, said: "Compensation is one part of
a complicated process. It doesn't bring us any closer to the truth
we have been fighting for for 15 years."
Lifting the UN sanctions will not affect separate American
sanctions, including a ban on Libyan oil sales to the United
States, which Washington has vowed to keep in force.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 17, 2003 8:09:49 AM PDT
To: info@khilafah.com
Subject: Do you have an open mind about a technical
subject? Pan American World Airways Flight 103 was a plane
crash, not a bank robbery.

Dear Editor; Friday, October 17, 2003 8:09 AM
Can you refer a Libyan pilot who knows why airplanes crash to
me so that I may explain to him why Pan American World
Airways Flight 103 was not a bomb but instead the shorted
wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation?
It was a mechanical event. It was not a crime. There are no
criminals. Mr. Abdel Baset A. Megrahi is innocent. Libya is
paying out money it does not have to pay. The hazard of faulty
wiring in early model Boeing 747s is still there.
Details at www.corazon.com. A PDF file of the Smith AAR for
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 is available for
download and analysis at www.corazon.com also.
I have emailed the aviation authorities of Libya but have had no
reply>info@lycaa.org

It's not too late.
Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

2.5.1. Premise: Explosion of a improvised explosive device in
the forward cargo compartment
on the left side.
2.5.2 Discussion: The evidence which explains how the
investigators may have been misled into
the belief that a relatively mild blast was actually a powerful
bomb explosion is detailed in Part
IV:Comparison of reports, of this Smith AAR. The evidence
which refutes an explosion of a bomb
in the forward cargo compartment on the left side can be
summed up by the following evidence.
If a powerful bomb were to explode in the forward cargo hold of
Pan Am Flight 103 on the left
side, certain corroborating evidence would be present such as
hot-gas pitting on pieces of metal,
punctures, shrapnel, explosive residue, pitting, cratering,
explosive type injuries to passengers
sitting in the cabin, timer, fuze, and a bomb explosion sound on
the cockpit voice recorder.
For Pan Am Flight 103:

A. Pitting: Present
B. Cratering: Present
C. Hot gas washing: Absent
D. Holes: Absent
E. Punctures: Absent
F. Shrapnel: Absent
G. Explosive residue: Found.
H. Burn injuries to passengers sitting in the cabin: Absent
I. Sooted metal: Present
J . Timer or bomb casing: Fragments of plastic.
K. Fuze: Absent
L. Bomb explosion sound on the cockpit voice recorder: Absent
Bombs have been considered for Air India Flight 182 and Trans
World Airlines Flight 800 as well
as Pan Am Flight 103 and thus extensively investigated. The
same reasons for ruling out a bomb
for Trans World Airlines Flight 800 are the same reasons to rule
it out for Air India Flight 182 and
Pan Am Flight 103.
The NTSB states in AAR 00/03 regarding Trans World Airlines
Flight 800: Page 180, footnote
368: ÔEvidence of a bomb explosion included deformation of
materials away from a location at the
height of the passenger seat pan, hot-gas pitting damage on
multiple pieces of wreckage that
formed a pattern radiating from the same location (including into
the CWT), punctures radiating
from the same location, and shrapnel. Further, according to the
FBI's laboratory report, No.
91204034 S YQ YB/91207052 S YQ YB, dated January 30,
1990, chemical analysis of a piece of
wreckage from the right side of the CWT identified the presence
of RDX and PETN high

explosive. These two explosives comprise about 86 percent of
the composition of SEMTEX,
which is a rubberlike material manufactured by Synthesia
Corporation of Semtin, Czechoslovakia,
Smith AAR PA 103
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primarily for use in mining and other civil engineering activities.
According to the FBI, SEMTEX
has been used by criminal and terrorist elements in Europe since
1966. (SEMTEX was identified
as the material used in the bomb placed on Pan Am flight 103.
For additional information, see
section 1.11.1.2.)Õ
Page 257 to page 259 of NTSB AAR 00/03 for Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 Ô2.2.1.2
Consideration of a High-Energy Explosive Device Detonation
(Bomb or Missile Warhead) Several
factors led to speculation that the accident might have been
caused by a bomb or missile strike.
These factors included heightened safety and security concerns
because of the 1996 Olympics then
being held in the United States, the fact that TWA flight 800 was
an international flight, and the
sudden and catastrophic nature of the in-flight breakup. In
addition, numerous witnesses to the
accident reported seeing a streak of light and then a fireball,
which some people believed
represented a missile destroying the airplane. Further, some
anomalous primary radar targets were
recorded by the Islip, New York, radar site in the general vicinity
of TWA flight 800 at the time of
the accident that apparently could not be explained. Accordingly,
the Safety Board considered the

possibility that a bomb exploded inside the airplane or that a
missile warhead from a shoulderlaunched
missile exploded upon impact with the airplane. Testing
performed by the Federal Bureau
of Investigation (FBI) found trace amounts of explosives on three
separate pieces of airplane
wreckage (described by the FBI as a piece of canvaslike material
and two pieces of floor panel).
However, none of the damage characteristics typically associated
with a high-energy explosion of a
bomb or missile warhead (such as severe pitting, cratering,
petalling, or hot gas washing) were
found on any portion of the recovered airplane structure,
including the pieces on which the trace
amounts of explosives were found. Only about 5 percent of the
airplane's fuselage was not
recovered, and none of the areas of missing fuselage were large
enough to have encompassed all of
the damage that would have been caused by the detonation of a
bomb or missile. Although several
large holes are visible in the reconstructed portion of the airplane
fuselage, almost all of the
structure that originally filled in these holes is attached to the
remaining structure but is folded
either inward or outward. No area of structure in the
reconstructed portion of the airplane contained
any unexplained holes large enough to represent the entry point
of a missile. Further, the victims
remains showed no evidence of injuries that could have been
caused by high-energy explosives,
nor was there any damage to the airplane seats and other interior
components consistent with a
high-energy explosion. Investigators considered several

scenarios to determine how the trace
amounts of explosive residue might have gotten on the wreckage
from the accident airplane. Trace
amounts of explosive residue could have been transferred to the
contaminated pieces from the
military personnel (and their associated clothing, boots, and
equipment) that were on board the
accident airplane when it was used to transport troops during the
Gulf War in 1991. In addition,
explosives were placed and then removed from several locations
in the accident airplane during a
dog-training explosive detection exercise about 1 month before
the accident. Despite being unable
to determine the exact source of the trace amounts of explosive
residue found on the wreckage, the
lack of any corroborating evidence associated with a high-energy
explosion indicates that these
trace amounts did not result from the detonation of a high-energy
explosive device on TWA flight
800. Accordingly, the Safety Board concludes that the in-flight
breakup of TWA flight 800 was
not initiated by a bomb or a missile strike.Ó
From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 Ô1.13 Medical
and pathological information The
results of the post mortem examination of the victims indicated
that the majority had experienced
severe multiple injuries at different stages, consistent with the inflight disintegration of the aircraft
and ground impact. There was no pathological indication of an
in-flight fire and no evidence that
any of the victims had been injured by shrapnel from the
explosion. There was also no evidence
which unequivocally indicated that passengers or cabin crew had

been killed or injured by the
effects of a blast. Of the casualties from the aircraft, the majority
were found in areas which
Smith AAR PA 103
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indicated that they had been thrown from the fuselage during the
disintegration. Although the
pattern of distribution of bodies on the ground was not clear cut
there was some correlation with
seat allocation which suggested that the forward part of the
aircraft had broken away from the rear
early in the disintegration process. The bodies of 10 passengers
were not recovered and of these, 8
had been allocated seats in rows 23 to 28 positioned over the
wing at the front of the economy
section.Õ
Most of the required evidence that corroborates a bomb
explosion on Pan Am Flight 103 is missing
and those few traces of residue can now be explained as benign
based upon Trans World Airlines
Flight 800. Evidence of Semtex was found on both Pan Am
Flight 103 and Trans World Airlines
Flight 800 yet called benign for one and could be for the other,
too. The two tiny pieces of plastic
hard evidence are suspect as to location and purpose.
The initial event time was officially determined to be the sudden
loud sound on the CVR. The
initial event of the sudden loud sound is likely the explosive
decompression sound when the
rupture/structural failure occurred and the air molecules rushed
out making the sudden loud sound
on the CVR. Pan Am Flight 103 has been matched to Air India
Flight 182 in the AAIB report. This

initial event sudden sound on the CVR for Air India Flight 182
has been matched to a DC-10
explosive decompression sound when its cargo door opened in
flight. All four Boeing 747 sudden
sound events have been matched by NTSB in Chart 12 of the
public docket for Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 (Chart 12 on cover sheet of Part II). The
accidents are all linked together by the
sudden loud sound on the CVR which is the primary, not the
secondary event, of the structural
failure when the door ruptured open and explosive
decompression ensued. (Detailed in Part II:
Comparisons.)
The time of the structural failure of the ruptured open forward
cargo door on the starboard side and
the opening of the 20 inch hole on the port side was determined
to be the initial event time of the
sudden loud sound by the AAIB wreckage distribution drawings
in Appendix B in the AAIB report
which are based upon the distance from the datum line of the
retrieved wreckage. These data
showed at initial event time the large rectangular shaped fuselage
skin area around the shattered
forward cargo door occurred at the same time as the 20 inch hole
on the smoother port side. As the
seconds progressed, the subsequent drawings show the damage
holes getting bigger and bigger
with the starboard cargo door side hole always remaining larger.
Based on wreckage distribution data, it can be deduced by the
evidence that the 20 inch hole on the
port side occurred at about the same time as the twenty foot by
thirty foot hole on the starboard side
and both were at initial event time of the sudden loud sound on

the CVR.
2.5.3 Conclusion: Based upon a very small amount or a benign
finding of corroborative
evidence, an explosion of a powerful explosion from a bomb as a
probable cause for Pan Am
Flight 103 may be ruled doubtful.
2 . 6 . 1 Premise: Firing of a rather large shotgun in a baggage
container.
2.6.2. Discussion: The firing of a rather large shotgun may have
given evidence which led
investigators to conclude a powerful bomb had been detonated
causing the destruction of Pan Am
Flight 103. (Detailed in Part IV: Comparison of Reports.)
The evidence and AAIB interpretation indicated a relatively mild
directed blast existed a corner of a
baggage container, traveled about 25 inches and caused a 20 inch
hole in the fuselage skin. The
sound of the mild directed blast was not heard on the cockpit
voice recorder. Bombs are loud,
Smith AAR PA 103
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spherical, and powerful. Shotgun blasts are relatively mild and
directed.
The damage in the baggage container and adjacent area was from
a mild directed blast as if a rather
large shotgun had gone off at close range. (AAIB stated in
Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90
(EW/C1094) section: 1.12.2.1 Fuselage: ÒWhere these panels
formed the boundary of the shatter
zone, the metal in the immediate locality was ragged, heavily
distorted, and the inner surfaces were
pitted and sooted - rather as if a very large shotgun had been fired
at the inner surface of the

fuselage at close range,Ó and 8. Analysis: ÒWith the two
container reconstructions placed together it
became apparent that a relatively mild blast had exited container
4041 through the rear lower face to
the left of the curtain and impinged at an angle on the forward
face of container 7511.)Õ
An AAIB official opined the cause of the damage he/she
personally viewed to be as if a rather large
shotgun had been fired at the fuselage at close range. It may not
have been exactly a shotgun but
some other type of directed firearm.
This AAIB opinion may have been correct in its assessment of
the cause of the mild blast, pitting,
sooting, distortions, ragged, and shattered skin as if a very large
shotgun had been fired at the
inner surface of the fuselage at close range. It may be that pitting,
sooting, distortions, ragged, and
shattered skin could also have been erroneously interpreted as
evidence of a bomb explosion.
Loaded guns have been inserted into baggage holds of airliners
before and have been accidentally
discharged as detailed in Appendix K. (April 26, 2000 Gun goes
off in bag being loaded into jet.
Associated Press - Portland ÒA high-powered handgun went off
in the baggage compartment of an
Alaska Airlines jetliner on the tarmac at Portland International
Airport, sending a bullet into the
passenger compartment within inches of passengers' feet.
Nobody was injured.Ó)
Shotgun cartridges give sooty residue when fired. A shotgun fires
in a directed manner and would
give a relatively mild blast compared to a high explosive bomb.
The sound of the weapon firing is

not heard on the cockpit voice recorder because the power had
been abruptly cut in the adjacent
main equipment compartment after the tremendous explosive
decompression when the huge hole
appeared on the starboard side of the hold or the gunshot was
over shouted by the tremendous
noise from the huge hole and the explosive decompression.
The evidence corroborates the firing of a device called a rather
large shotgun in a baggage container
which caused a relatively mild directed blast which resulted in a
20 inch hole in the fuselage skin
on the port side. This damage was not sufficient to cause the nose
to come off Pan Am Flight 103
because the structure was designed to withstand a hold that size
in the pressurized hull by the
presences of stiffeners, ribs, and belts. The firing of the shotgun
was after the explosive
decompression because the sound of the gunshot is not on the
cockpit voice recorder.
The location in the forward cargo compartment in the baggage
container which had its lower
quadrant blown way may have held a rather large shotgun which
was stored in baggage, was
loaded, and was safe unless a tremendous explosion happened
nearby. A tremendous explosion
did happen nearby when the opposite fuselage blew out when a
huge twenty foot by forty foot
hold appeared suddenly where the forward cargo door and skin
above it used to be. The rather
large shotgun went off, the relatively mild explosion left soot on
a rib, burst through the corner of
the baggage container, went 25 inches and made a 20 inch hole
in the port side of the fuselage. A

sooty rib was soon found on the ground and immediately
incorrectly declared proof a bomb had
gone off instead of a shotgun cartridge.
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2.6.3 Conclusion: Based upon the presence of corroborative
evidence, the firing of rather large
shotgun in the forward cargo hold Pan Am Flight 103 may be
ruled in as occurring but ruled out
as the cause of the subsequent structural failure pending further
investigation.

Libya breaks off payout talks
Libya has never accepted responsibility for the UTA bombing
Libya has suspended talks on compensating the families of those
killed in the 1989 bombing of a French airliner over the Sahara.
The head of the Libyan delegation at the Paris talks accused
France of reneging on an interim agreement reached last month.
As a result of that deal, France lifted a threat to block a UN
resolution ending sanctions on Libya over the 1988 Lockerbie
bombing.
The French Government has been seeking compensation for
destruction of the UTA airliner comparable to the $2.7bn agreed
for relatives of the 270 Lockerbie victims.

The explosion aboard a Paris-bound DC-10 killed 170 people
over Niger in September 1989.
The French foreign ministry tried to wriggle out of the
agreement.
Salah Abdel Salam
Head of Libyan delegation
The talks between Libyan officials and the victims' families
opened on Tuesday, after the two sides missed a Saturday
deadline for a deal set under last month's agreement.
On Monday the son of Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi, Seif alIslam - who heads a foundation expected to pay for the
compensation - insisted on a maximum payout of $1m per
victim.
Relatives have rejected this sum, which is much less than the
Lockerbie payout.
'Doubts'
The head of the Libyan delegation, Salah Abdel Salam, told the
AFP news agency on Tuesday there was no point continuing the
negotiations.
"Our doubts (about the talks) were confirmed when the French
foreign ministry tried to wriggle out of the agreement," he said.
LIBYA SANCTIONS
First imposed in 1992
Bans on flights, arms sales, and oil exports
Freeze on Libyan funds
Reduce Libyan diplomatic representation

Suspended, but not lifted, in 1999
Lifting sanctions
The Libyan Government has accepted responsibility for the
Lockerbie bombing - but not for the UTA explosion.
It describes as a humanitarian gesture any compensation it agrees
with the French families.
The money is to be paid not by Tripoli, but by Seif al-Islam's
Gaddafi International Association for Charitable Organisations which the Libyan government says is independent.
In 1999 a French court tried six Libyan officials in absentia and
found them guilty of organising the bombing.
Libya refused to extradite the six, who include Colonel Gaddafi's
brother-in-law, and has always maintained their innocence.
However, it agreed to pay out $33m demanded by the court in
compensation.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 20, 2003 6:31:28 AM PDT
To: info@khilafah.com
Subject: Do you have an open mind about a technical
subject? Pan American World Airways Flight 103 was a plane
crash, not a bank robbery.

Dear Editor; Monday, October 20, 2003 6:30 AM
Can you refer a Libyan pilot who knows why airplanes crash to
me so that I may explain to him why Pan American World
Airways Flight 103 was not a bomb but instead the shorted

wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation?
It was a mechanical event. It was not a crime. There are no
criminals. Mr. Abdel Baset A. Megrahi is innocent. Libya is
paying out money it does not have to pay. The hazard of faulty
wiring in early model Boeing 747s is still there.
Details at www.corazon.com. A PDF file of the Smith AAR for
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 is available for
download and analysis at www.corazon.com also.
I have emailed the aviation authorities of Libya but have had no
reply>info@lycaa.org
It's not too late.
Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

2.5.1. Premise: Explosion of a improvised explosive device in
the forward cargo compartment
on the left side.
2.5.2 Discussion: The evidence which explains how the
investigators may have been misled into
the belief that a relatively mild blast was actually a powerful

bomb explosion is detailed in Part
IV:Comparison of reports, of this Smith AAR. The evidence
which refutes an explosion of a bomb
in the forward cargo compartment on the left side can be
summed up by the following evidence.
If a powerful bomb were to explode in the forward cargo hold of
Pan Am Flight 103 on the left
side, certain corroborating evidence would be present such as
hot-gas pitting on pieces of metal,
punctures, shrapnel, explosive residue, pitting, cratering,
explosive type injuries to passengers
sitting in the cabin, timer, fuze, and a bomb explosion sound on
the cockpit voice recorder.
For Pan Am Flight 103:
A. Pitting: Present
B. Cratering: Present
C. Hot gas washing: Absent
D. Holes: Absent
E. Punctures: Absent
F. Shrapnel: Absent
G. Explosive residue: Found.
H. Burn injuries to passengers sitting in the cabin: Absent
I. Sooted metal: Present
J . Timer or bomb casing: Fragments of plastic.
K. Fuze: Absent
L. Bomb explosion sound on the cockpit voice recorder: Absent
Bombs have been considered for Air India Flight 182 and Trans
World Airlines Flight 800 as well
as Pan Am Flight 103 and thus extensively investigated. The
same reasons for ruling out a bomb
for Trans World Airlines Flight 800 are the same reasons to rule
it out for Air India Flight 182 and
Pan Am Flight 103.

The NTSB states in AAR 00/03 regarding Trans World Airlines
Flight 800: Page 180, footnote
368: ÔEvidence of a bomb explosion included deformation of
materials away from a location at the
height of the passenger seat pan, hot-gas pitting damage on
multiple pieces of wreckage that
formed a pattern radiating from the same location (including into
the CWT), punctures radiating
from the same location, and shrapnel. Further, according to the
FBI's laboratory report, No.
91204034 S YQ YB/91207052 S YQ YB, dated January 30,
1990, chemical analysis of a piece of
wreckage from the right side of the CWT identified the presence
of RDX and PETN high
explosive. These two explosives comprise about 86 percent of
the composition of SEMTEX,
which is a rubberlike material manufactured by Synthesia
Corporation of Semtin, Czechoslovakia,
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primarily for use in mining and other civil engineering activities.
According to the FBI, SEMTEX
has been used by criminal and terrorist elements in Europe since
1966. (SEMTEX was identified
as the material used in the bomb placed on Pan Am flight 103.
For additional information, see
section 1.11.1.2.)Õ
Page 257 to page 259 of NTSB AAR 00/03 for Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 Ô2.2.1.2
Consideration of a High-Energy Explosive Device Detonation
(Bomb or Missile Warhead) Several
factors led to speculation that the accident might have been
caused by a bomb or missile strike.

These factors included heightened safety and security concerns
because of the 1996 Olympics then
being held in the United States, the fact that TWA flight 800 was
an international flight, and the
sudden and catastrophic nature of the in-flight breakup. In
addition, numerous witnesses to the
accident reported seeing a streak of light and then a fireball,
which some people believed
represented a missile destroying the airplane. Further, some
anomalous primary radar targets were
recorded by the Islip, New York, radar site in the general vicinity
of TWA flight 800 at the time of
the accident that apparently could not be explained. Accordingly,
the Safety Board considered the
possibility that a bomb exploded inside the airplane or that a
missile warhead from a shoulderlaunched
missile exploded upon impact with the airplane. Testing
performed by the Federal Bureau
of Investigation (FBI) found trace amounts of explosives on three
separate pieces of airplane
wreckage (described by the FBI as a piece of canvaslike material
and two pieces of floor panel).
However, none of the damage characteristics typically associated
with a high-energy explosion of a
bomb or missile warhead (such as severe pitting, cratering,
petalling, or hot gas washing) were
found on any portion of the recovered airplane structure,
including the pieces on which the trace
amounts of explosives were found. Only about 5 percent of the
airplane's fuselage was not
recovered, and none of the areas of missing fuselage were large
enough to have encompassed all of
the damage that would have been caused by the detonation of a

bomb or missile. Although several
large holes are visible in the reconstructed portion of the airplane
fuselage, almost all of the
structure that originally filled in these holes is attached to the
remaining structure but is folded
either inward or outward. No area of structure in the
reconstructed portion of the airplane contained
any unexplained holes large enough to represent the entry point
of a missile. Further, the victims
remains showed no evidence of injuries that could have been
caused by high-energy explosives,
nor was there any damage to the airplane seats and other interior
components consistent with a
high-energy explosion. Investigators considered several
scenarios to determine how the trace
amounts of explosive residue might have gotten on the wreckage
from the accident airplane. Trace
amounts of explosive residue could have been transferred to the
contaminated pieces from the
military personnel (and their associated clothing, boots, and
equipment) that were on board the
accident airplane when it was used to transport troops during the
Gulf War in 1991. In addition,
explosives were placed and then removed from several locations
in the accident airplane during a
dog-training explosive detection exercise about 1 month before
the accident. Despite being unable
to determine the exact source of the trace amounts of explosive
residue found on the wreckage, the
lack of any corroborating evidence associated with a high-energy
explosion indicates that these
trace amounts did not result from the detonation of a high-energy
explosive device on TWA flight

800. Accordingly, the Safety Board concludes that the in-flight
breakup of TWA flight 800 was
not initiated by a bomb or a missile strike.Ó
From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 Ô1.13 Medical
and pathological information The
results of the post mortem examination of the victims indicated
that the majority had experienced
severe multiple injuries at different stages, consistent with the inflight disintegration of the aircraft
and ground impact. There was no pathological indication of an
in-flight fire and no evidence that
any of the victims had been injured by shrapnel from the
explosion. There was also no evidence
which unequivocally indicated that passengers or cabin crew had
been killed or injured by the
effects of a blast. Of the casualties from the aircraft, the majority
were found in areas which
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indicated that they had been thrown from the fuselage during the
disintegration. Although the
pattern of distribution of bodies on the ground was not clear cut
there was some correlation with
seat allocation which suggested that the forward part of the
aircraft had broken away from the rear
early in the disintegration process. The bodies of 10 passengers
were not recovered and of these, 8
had been allocated seats in rows 23 to 28 positioned over the
wing at the front of the economy
section.Õ
Most of the required evidence that corroborates a bomb
explosion on Pan Am Flight 103 is missing
and those few traces of residue can now be explained as benign

based upon Trans World Airlines
Flight 800. Evidence of Semtex was found on both Pan Am
Flight 103 and Trans World Airlines
Flight 800 yet called benign for one and could be for the other,
too. The two tiny pieces of plastic
hard evidence are suspect as to location and purpose.
The initial event time was officially determined to be the sudden
loud sound on the CVR. The
initial event of the sudden loud sound is likely the explosive
decompression sound when the
rupture/structural failure occurred and the air molecules rushed
out making the sudden loud sound
on the CVR. Pan Am Flight 103 has been matched to Air India
Flight 182 in the AAIB report. This
initial event sudden sound on the CVR for Air India Flight 182
has been matched to a DC-10
explosive decompression sound when its cargo door opened in
flight. All four Boeing 747 sudden
sound events have been matched by NTSB in Chart 12 of the
public docket for Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 (Chart 12 on cover sheet of Part II). The
accidents are all linked together by the
sudden loud sound on the CVR which is the primary, not the
secondary event, of the structural
failure when the door ruptured open and explosive
decompression ensued. (Detailed in Part II:
Comparisons.)
The time of the structural failure of the ruptured open forward
cargo door on the starboard side and
the opening of the 20 inch hole on the port side was determined
to be the initial event time of the
sudden loud sound by the AAIB wreckage distribution drawings
in Appendix B in the AAIB report

which are based upon the distance from the datum line of the
retrieved wreckage. These data
showed at initial event time the large rectangular shaped fuselage
skin area around the shattered
forward cargo door occurred at the same time as the 20 inch hole
on the smoother port side. As the
seconds progressed, the subsequent drawings show the damage
holes getting bigger and bigger
with the starboard cargo door side hole always remaining larger.
Based on wreckage distribution data, it can be deduced by the
evidence that the 20 inch hole on the
port side occurred at about the same time as the twenty foot by
thirty foot hole on the starboard side
and both were at initial event time of the sudden loud sound on
the CVR.
2.5.3 Conclusion: Based upon a very small amount or a benign
finding of corroborative
evidence, an explosion of a powerful explosion from a bomb as a
probable cause for Pan Am
Flight 103 may be ruled doubtful.
2 . 6 . 1 Premise: Firing of a rather large shotgun in a baggage
container.
2.6.2. Discussion: The firing of a rather large shotgun may have
given evidence which led
investigators to conclude a powerful bomb had been detonated
causing the destruction of Pan Am
Flight 103. (Detailed in Part IV: Comparison of Reports.)
The evidence and AAIB interpretation indicated a relatively mild
directed blast existed a corner of a
baggage container, traveled about 25 inches and caused a 20 inch
hole in the fuselage skin. The
sound of the mild directed blast was not heard on the cockpit
voice recorder. Bombs are loud,
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spherical, and powerful. Shotgun blasts are relatively mild and
directed.
The damage in the baggage container and adjacent area was from
a mild directed blast as if a rather
large shotgun had gone off at close range. (AAIB stated in
Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90
(EW/C1094) section: 1.12.2.1 Fuselage: ÒWhere these panels
formed the boundary of the shatter
zone, the metal in the immediate locality was ragged, heavily
distorted, and the inner surfaces were
pitted and sooted - rather as if a very large shotgun had been fired
at the inner surface of the
fuselage at close range,Ó and 8. Analysis: ÒWith the two
container reconstructions placed together it
became apparent that a relatively mild blast had exited container
4041 through the rear lower face to
the left of the curtain and impinged at an angle on the forward
face of container 7511.)Õ
An AAIB official opined the cause of the damage he/she
personally viewed to be as if a rather large
shotgun had been fired at the fuselage at close range. It may not
have been exactly a shotgun but
some other type of directed firearm.
This AAIB opinion may have been correct in its assessment of
the cause of the mild blast, pitting,
sooting, distortions, ragged, and shattered skin as if a very large
shotgun had been fired at the
inner surface of the fuselage at close range. It may be that pitting,
sooting, distortions, ragged, and
shattered skin could also have been erroneously interpreted as
evidence of a bomb explosion.

Loaded guns have been inserted into baggage holds of airliners
before and have been accidentally
discharged as detailed in Appendix K. (April 26, 2000 Gun goes
off in bag being loaded into jet.
Associated Press - Portland ÒA high-powered handgun went off
in the baggage compartment of an
Alaska Airlines jetliner on the tarmac at Portland International
Airport, sending a bullet into the
passenger compartment within inches of passengers' feet.
Nobody was injured.Ó)
Shotgun cartridges give sooty residue when fired. A shotgun fires
in a directed manner and would
give a relatively mild blast compared to a high explosive bomb.
The sound of the weapon firing is
not heard on the cockpit voice recorder because the power had
been abruptly cut in the adjacent
main equipment compartment after the tremendous explosive
decompression when the huge hole
appeared on the starboard side of the hold or the gunshot was
over shouted by the tremendous
noise from the huge hole and the explosive decompression.
The evidence corroborates the firing of a device called a rather
large shotgun in a baggage container
which caused a relatively mild directed blast which resulted in a
20 inch hole in the fuselage skin
on the port side. This damage was not sufficient to cause the nose
to come off Pan Am Flight 103
because the structure was designed to withstand a hold that size
in the pressurized hull by the
presences of stiffeners, ribs, and belts. The firing of the shotgun
was after the explosive
decompression because the sound of the gunshot is not on the
cockpit voice recorder.

The location in the forward cargo compartment in the baggage
container which had its lower
quadrant blown way may have held a rather large shotgun which
was stored in baggage, was
loaded, and was safe unless a tremendous explosion happened
nearby. A tremendous explosion
did happen nearby when the opposite fuselage blew out when a
huge twenty foot by forty foot
hold appeared suddenly where the forward cargo door and skin
above it used to be. The rather
large shotgun went off, the relatively mild explosion left soot on
a rib, burst through the corner of
the baggage container, went 25 inches and made a 20 inch hole
in the port side of the fuselage. A
sooty rib was soon found on the ground and immediately
incorrectly declared proof a bomb had
gone off instead of a shotgun cartridge.
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2.6.3 Conclusion: Based upon the presence of corroborative
evidence, the firing of rather large
shotgun in the forward cargo hold Pan Am Flight 103 may be
ruled in as occurring but ruled out
as the cause of the subsequent structural failure pending further
investigation.

Libya breaks off payout talks
Libya has never accepted responsibility for the UTA bombing

Libya has suspended talks on compensating the families of those
killed in the 1989 bombing of a French airliner over the Sahara.
The head of the Libyan delegation at the Paris talks accused
France of reneging on an interim agreement reached last month.
As a result of that deal, France lifted a threat to block a UN
resolution ending sanctions on Libya over the 1988 Lockerbie
bombing.
The French Government has been seeking compensation for
destruction of the UTA airliner comparable to the $2.7bn agreed
for relatives of the 270 Lockerbie victims.
The explosion aboard a Paris-bound DC-10 killed 170 people
over Niger in September 1989.
The French foreign ministry tried to wriggle out of the
agreement.
Salah Abdel Salam
Head of Libyan delegation
The talks between Libyan officials and the victims' families
opened on Tuesday, after the two sides missed a Saturday
deadline for a deal set under last month's agreement.
On Monday the son of Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi, Seif alIslam - who heads a foundation expected to pay for the
compensation - insisted on a maximum payout of $1m per
victim.
Relatives have rejected this sum, which is much less than the
Lockerbie payout.

'Doubts'
The head of the Libyan delegation, Salah Abdel Salam, told the
AFP news agency on Tuesday there was no point continuing the
negotiations.
"Our doubts (about the talks) were confirmed when the French
foreign ministry tried to wriggle out of the agreement," he said.
LIBYA SANCTIONS
First imposed in 1992
Bans on flights, arms sales, and oil exports
Freeze on Libyan funds
Reduce Libyan diplomatic representation
Suspended, but not lifted, in 1999
Lifting sanctions
The Libyan Government has accepted responsibility for the
Lockerbie bombing - but not for the UTA explosion.
It describes as a humanitarian gesture any compensation it agrees
with the French families.
The money is to be paid not by Tripoli, but by Seif al-Islam's
Gaddafi International Association for Charitable Organisations which the Libyan government says is independent.
In 1999 a French court tried six Libyan officials in absentia and
found them guilty of organising the bombing.
Libya refused to extradite the six, who include Colonel Gaddafi's
brother-in-law, and has always maintained their innocence.

However, it agreed to pay out $33m demanded by the court in
compensation.

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: October 23, 2003 7:32:25 AM PDT
To: info@khilafah.com
Subject: Do you ask questions of a source on a story you are
following?

Dear Editor; Thursday, October 23, 2003 7:30 AM
Do you think Megrahi is innocent? So do I. I know so since
'nobody' did it. Pan American World Airways Flight 103 was not
a crime and I can prove it. Not many people want to hear that the
cause was not a bomb but I would think you might be interested.
It was a mechanical event. It was not a crime. There are no
criminals. Mr. Abdel Baset A. Megrahi is innocent. Libya is
paying out money it does not have to pay. The hazard of faulty
wiring in early model Boeing 747s is still there.
Details at www.corazon.com. A PDF file of the Smith AAR for
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 is available for
download and analysis at www.corazon.com also.
It's never too late.
Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

2.5.1. Premise: Explosion of a improvised explosive device in
the forward cargo compartment
on the left side.
2.5.2 Discussion: The evidence which explains how the
investigators may have been misled into
the belief that a relatively mild blast was actually a powerful
bomb explosion is detailed in Part
IV:Comparison of reports, of this Smith AAR. The evidence
which refutes an explosion of a bomb
in the forward cargo compartment on the left side can be
summed up by the following evidence.
If a powerful bomb were to explode in the forward cargo hold of
Pan Am Flight 103 on the left
side, certain corroborating evidence would be present such as
hot-gas pitting on pieces of metal,
punctures, shrapnel, explosive residue, pitting, cratering,
explosive type injuries to passengers
sitting in the cabin, timer, fuze, and a bomb explosion sound on
the cockpit voice recorder.
For Pan Am Flight 103:
A. Pitting: Present
B. Cratering: Present
C. Hot gas washing: Absent
D. Holes: Absent
E. Punctures: Absent
F. Shrapnel: Absent
G. Explosive residue: Found.
H. Burn injuries to passengers sitting in the cabin: Absent
I. Sooted metal: Present

J . Timer or bomb casing: Fragments of plastic.
K. Fuze: Absent
L. Bomb explosion sound on the cockpit voice recorder: Absent
Bombs have been considered for Air India Flight 182 and Trans
World Airlines Flight 800 as well
as Pan Am Flight 103 and thus extensively investigated. The
same reasons for ruling out a bomb
for Trans World Airlines Flight 800 are the same reasons to rule
it out for Air India Flight 182 and
Pan Am Flight 103.
The NTSB states in AAR 00/03 regarding Trans World Airlines
Flight 800: Page 180, footnote
368: ÔEvidence of a bomb explosion included deformation of
materials away from a location at the
height of the passenger seat pan, hot-gas pitting damage on
multiple pieces of wreckage that
formed a pattern radiating from the same location (including into
the CWT), punctures radiating
from the same location, and shrapnel. Further, according to the
FBI's laboratory report, No.
91204034 S YQ YB/91207052 S YQ YB, dated January 30,
1990, chemical analysis of a piece of
wreckage from the right side of the CWT identified the presence
of RDX and PETN high
explosive. These two explosives comprise about 86 percent of
the composition of SEMTEX,
which is a rubberlike material manufactured by Synthesia
Corporation of Semtin, Czechoslovakia,
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primarily for use in mining and other civil engineering activities.
According to the FBI, SEMTEX
has been used by criminal and terrorist elements in Europe since

1966. (SEMTEX was identified
as the material used in the bomb placed on Pan Am flight 103.
For additional information, see
section 1.11.1.2.)Õ
Page 257 to page 259 of NTSB AAR 00/03 for Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 Ô2.2.1.2
Consideration of a High-Energy Explosive Device Detonation
(Bomb or Missile Warhead) Several
factors led to speculation that the accident might have been
caused by a bomb or missile strike.
These factors included heightened safety and security concerns
because of the 1996 Olympics then
being held in the United States, the fact that TWA flight 800 was
an international flight, and the
sudden and catastrophic nature of the in-flight breakup. In
addition, numerous witnesses to the
accident reported seeing a streak of light and then a fireball,
which some people believed
represented a missile destroying the airplane. Further, some
anomalous primary radar targets were
recorded by the Islip, New York, radar site in the general vicinity
of TWA flight 800 at the time of
the accident that apparently could not be explained. Accordingly,
the Safety Board considered the
possibility that a bomb exploded inside the airplane or that a
missile warhead from a shoulderlaunched
missile exploded upon impact with the airplane. Testing
performed by the Federal Bureau
of Investigation (FBI) found trace amounts of explosives on three
separate pieces of airplane
wreckage (described by the FBI as a piece of canvaslike material
and two pieces of floor panel).
However, none of the damage characteristics typically associated

with a high-energy explosion of a
bomb or missile warhead (such as severe pitting, cratering,
petalling, or hot gas washing) were
found on any portion of the recovered airplane structure,
including the pieces on which the trace
amounts of explosives were found. Only about 5 percent of the
airplane's fuselage was not
recovered, and none of the areas of missing fuselage were large
enough to have encompassed all of
the damage that would have been caused by the detonation of a
bomb or missile. Although several
large holes are visible in the reconstructed portion of the airplane
fuselage, almost all of the
structure that originally filled in these holes is attached to the
remaining structure but is folded
either inward or outward. No area of structure in the
reconstructed portion of the airplane contained
any unexplained holes large enough to represent the entry point
of a missile. Further, the victims
remains showed no evidence of injuries that could have been
caused by high-energy explosives,
nor was there any damage to the airplane seats and other interior
components consistent with a
high-energy explosion. Investigators considered several
scenarios to determine how the trace
amounts of explosive residue might have gotten on the wreckage
from the accident airplane. Trace
amounts of explosive residue could have been transferred to the
contaminated pieces from the
military personnel (and their associated clothing, boots, and
equipment) that were on board the
accident airplane when it was used to transport troops during the
Gulf War in 1991. In addition,

explosives were placed and then removed from several locations
in the accident airplane during a
dog-training explosive detection exercise about 1 month before
the accident. Despite being unable
to determine the exact source of the trace amounts of explosive
residue found on the wreckage, the
lack of any corroborating evidence associated with a high-energy
explosion indicates that these
trace amounts did not result from the detonation of a high-energy
explosive device on TWA flight
800. Accordingly, the Safety Board concludes that the in-flight
breakup of TWA flight 800 was
not initiated by a bomb or a missile strike.Ó
From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 Ô1.13 Medical
and pathological information The
results of the post mortem examination of the victims indicated
that the majority had experienced
severe multiple injuries at different stages, consistent with the inflight disintegration of the aircraft
and ground impact. There was no pathological indication of an
in-flight fire and no evidence that
any of the victims had been injured by shrapnel from the
explosion. There was also no evidence
which unequivocally indicated that passengers or cabin crew had
been killed or injured by the
effects of a blast. Of the casualties from the aircraft, the majority
were found in areas which
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indicated that they had been thrown from the fuselage during the
disintegration. Although the
pattern of distribution of bodies on the ground was not clear cut
there was some correlation with

seat allocation which suggested that the forward part of the
aircraft had broken away from the rear
early in the disintegration process. The bodies of 10 passengers
were not recovered and of these, 8
had been allocated seats in rows 23 to 28 positioned over the
wing at the front of the economy
section.Õ
Most of the required evidence that corroborates a bomb
explosion on Pan Am Flight 103 is missing
and those few traces of residue can now be explained as benign
based upon Trans World Airlines
Flight 800. Evidence of Semtex was found on both Pan Am
Flight 103 and Trans World Airlines
Flight 800 yet called benign for one and could be for the other,
too. The two tiny pieces of plastic
hard evidence are suspect as to location and purpose.
The initial event time was officially determined to be the sudden
loud sound on the CVR. The
initial event of the sudden loud sound is likely the explosive
decompression sound when the
rupture/structural failure occurred and the air molecules rushed
out making the sudden loud sound
on the CVR. Pan Am Flight 103 has been matched to Air India
Flight 182 in the AAIB report. This
initial event sudden sound on the CVR for Air India Flight 182
has been matched to a DC-10
explosive decompression sound when its cargo door opened in
flight. All four Boeing 747 sudden
sound events have been matched by NTSB in Chart 12 of the
public docket for Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 (Chart 12 on cover sheet of Part II). The
accidents are all linked together by the
sudden loud sound on the CVR which is the primary, not the

secondary event, of the structural
failure when the door ruptured open and explosive
decompression ensued. (Detailed in Part II:
Comparisons.)
The time of the structural failure of the ruptured open forward
cargo door on the starboard side and
the opening of the 20 inch hole on the port side was determined
to be the initial event time of the
sudden loud sound by the AAIB wreckage distribution drawings
in Appendix B in the AAIB report
which are based upon the distance from the datum line of the
retrieved wreckage. These data
showed at initial event time the large rectangular shaped fuselage
skin area around the shattered
forward cargo door occurred at the same time as the 20 inch hole
on the smoother port side. As the
seconds progressed, the subsequent drawings show the damage
holes getting bigger and bigger
with the starboard cargo door side hole always remaining larger.
Based on wreckage distribution data, it can be deduced by the
evidence that the 20 inch hole on the
port side occurred at about the same time as the twenty foot by
thirty foot hole on the starboard side
and both were at initial event time of the sudden loud sound on
the CVR.
2.5.3 Conclusion: Based upon a very small amount or a benign
finding of corroborative
evidence, an explosion of a powerful explosion from a bomb as a
probable cause for Pan Am
Flight 103 may be ruled doubtful.
2 . 6 . 1 Premise: Firing of a rather large shotgun in a baggage
container.
2.6.2. Discussion: The firing of a rather large shotgun may have

given evidence which led
investigators to conclude a powerful bomb had been detonated
causing the destruction of Pan Am
Flight 103. (Detailed in Part IV: Comparison of Reports.)
The evidence and AAIB interpretation indicated a relatively mild
directed blast existed a corner of a
baggage container, traveled about 25 inches and caused a 20 inch
hole in the fuselage skin. The
sound of the mild directed blast was not heard on the cockpit
voice recorder. Bombs are loud,
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spherical, and powerful. Shotgun blasts are relatively mild and
directed.
The damage in the baggage container and adjacent area was from
a mild directed blast as if a rather
large shotgun had gone off at close range. (AAIB stated in
Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90
(EW/C1094) section: 1.12.2.1 Fuselage: ÒWhere these panels
formed the boundary of the shatter
zone, the metal in the immediate locality was ragged, heavily
distorted, and the inner surfaces were
pitted and sooted - rather as if a very large shotgun had been fired
at the inner surface of the
fuselage at close range,Ó and 8. Analysis: ÒWith the two
container reconstructions placed together it
became apparent that a relatively mild blast had exited container
4041 through the rear lower face to
the left of the curtain and impinged at an angle on the forward
face of container 7511.)Õ
An AAIB official opined the cause of the damage he/she
personally viewed to be as if a rather large
shotgun had been fired at the fuselage at close range. It may not

have been exactly a shotgun but
some other type of directed firearm.
This AAIB opinion may have been correct in its assessment of
the cause of the mild blast, pitting,
sooting, distortions, ragged, and shattered skin as if a very large
shotgun had been fired at the
inner surface of the fuselage at close range. It may be that pitting,
sooting, distortions, ragged, and
shattered skin could also have been erroneously interpreted as
evidence of a bomb explosion.
Loaded guns have been inserted into baggage holds of airliners
before and have been accidentally
discharged as detailed in Appendix K. (April 26, 2000 Gun goes
off in bag being loaded into jet.
Associated Press - Portland ÒA high-powered handgun went off
in the baggage compartment of an
Alaska Airlines jetliner on the tarmac at Portland International
Airport, sending a bullet into the
passenger compartment within inches of passengers' feet.
Nobody was injured.Ó)
Shotgun cartridges give sooty residue when fired. A shotgun fires
in a directed manner and would
give a relatively mild blast compared to a high explosive bomb.
The sound of the weapon firing is
not heard on the cockpit voice recorder because the power had
been abruptly cut in the adjacent
main equipment compartment after the tremendous explosive
decompression when the huge hole
appeared on the starboard side of the hold or the gunshot was
over shouted by the tremendous
noise from the huge hole and the explosive decompression.
The evidence corroborates the firing of a device called a rather
large shotgun in a baggage container

which caused a relatively mild directed blast which resulted in a
20 inch hole in the fuselage skin
on the port side. This damage was not sufficient to cause the nose
to come off Pan Am Flight 103
because the structure was designed to withstand a hold that size
in the pressurized hull by the
presences of stiffeners, ribs, and belts. The firing of the shotgun
was after the explosive
decompression because the sound of the gunshot is not on the
cockpit voice recorder.
The location in the forward cargo compartment in the baggage
container which had its lower
quadrant blown way may have held a rather large shotgun which
was stored in baggage, was
loaded, and was safe unless a tremendous explosion happened
nearby. A tremendous explosion
did happen nearby when the opposite fuselage blew out when a
huge twenty foot by forty foot
hold appeared suddenly where the forward cargo door and skin
above it used to be. The rather
large shotgun went off, the relatively mild explosion left soot on
a rib, burst through the corner of
the baggage container, went 25 inches and made a 20 inch hole
in the port side of the fuselage. A
sooty rib was soon found on the ground and immediately
incorrectly declared proof a bomb had
gone off instead of a shotgun cartridge.
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2.6.3 Conclusion: Based upon the presence of corroborative
evidence, the firing of rather large
shotgun in the forward cargo hold Pan Am Flight 103 may be
ruled in as occurring but ruled out

as the cause of the subsequent structural failure pending further
investigation.

Libya breaks off payout talks
Libya has never accepted responsibility for the UTA bombing
Libya has suspended talks on compensating the families of those
killed in the 1989 bombing of a French airliner over the Sahara.
The head of the Libyan delegation at the Paris talks accused
France of reneging on an interim agreement reached last month.
As a result of that deal, France lifted a threat to block a UN
resolution ending sanctions on Libya over the 1988 Lockerbie
bombing.
The French Government has been seeking compensation for
destruction of the UTA airliner comparable to the $2.7bn agreed
for relatives of the 270 Lockerbie victims.
The explosion aboard a Paris-bound DC-10 killed 170 people
over Niger in September 1989.
The French foreign ministry tried to wriggle out of the
agreement.
Salah Abdel Salam
Head of Libyan delegation
The talks between Libyan officials and the victims' families
opened on Tuesday, after the two sides missed a Saturday

deadline for a deal set under last month's agreement.
On Monday the son of Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi, Seif alIslam - who heads a foundation expected to pay for the
compensation - insisted on a maximum payout of $1m per
victim.
Relatives have rejected this sum, which is much less than the
Lockerbie payout.
'Doubts'
The head of the Libyan delegation, Salah Abdel Salam, told the
AFP news agency on Tuesday there was no point continuing the
negotiations.
"Our doubts (about the talks) were confirmed when the French
foreign ministry tried to wriggle out of the agreement," he said.
LIBYA SANCTIONS
First imposed in 1992
Bans on flights, arms sales, and oil exports
Freeze on Libyan funds
Reduce Libyan diplomatic representation
Suspended, but not lifted, in 1999
Lifting sanctions
The Libyan Government has accepted responsibility for the
Lockerbie bombing - but not for the UTA explosion.
It describes as a humanitarian gesture any compensation it agrees
with the French families.

The money is to be paid not by Tripoli, but by Seif al-Islam's
Gaddafi International Association for Charitable Organisations which the Libyan government says is independent.
In 1999 a French court tried six Libyan officials in absentia and
found them guilty of organising the bombing.
Libya refused to extradite the six, who include Colonel Gaddafi's
brother-in-law, and has always maintained their innocence.
However, it agreed to pay out $33m demanded by the court in
compensation.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 28, 2003 10:11:55 PM PST
To: info@khilafah.com
Subject: Pan American World Airways Flight 103 is science,
not conspiracy

Dear Editor, Tuesday, October 28, 2003 10:00PM
It is said that Arabs are conspiracy wild, that is, everything is
explained by plots of some people against other people.
It has been recently said that Islam has shunted aside science in
favor of studying religious texts.
You are acting in both those manners. You continue to believe
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 was caused by a
conspiracy of terrorists to blow up the aircraft....but your country
men were not the conspirators, others were.
You refuse to evaluate a scientific explanation for the accident

which is the shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation.
Those two beliefs of conspiracies everywhere and neglecting
science have gotten your country into the situation it finds itself
now and has been for 15 years. You are trying to buy yourself out
of it. The money may start changing hands but minds against
Libya will remain for centuries.
Libya is innocent. It had nothing to do with Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. No one did. It was an airplane crash acting
upon scientific principles. There was no crime; there are no
criminals.
Science will save you and your country its honor and its billions.
But first, you have to read, to understand why airplanes crash. It's
all detailed at www.corazon.com. You will see a photo never
seen in 15 years, that of the starboard side of Pan American
World Airways Flight 103. The accident report has two on the
port side but none of the forward cargo door side, the starboard
side. You will see the blown out cargo door area, and area which
matches another early model Boeing 747 which had a similar
accident, United Airlines Flight 811. That accident was caused by
the shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation although it was also
thought to be a bomb. It wasn't.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 was not caused by a
bomb. The science proves it. The science shows the real culprit,
bad wiring turning on the door unlatch motor in flight leading to
explosive decompression and inflight breakup.
You are a newspaper reporting relevant news for your readers.

This story is relevant. Check it out. Ask questions.
It's not too late.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: John Barry Smith <barry@qp6.com>
Date: November 5, 2005 6:43:42 AM PST
To: lbyun@undp.org
Subject: May I talk to a pilot about Pan Am Flight 103?

Dear Sir, Saturday, November 5, 2005 at 6:40 AM
Can you refer a Libyan pilot who knows why airplanes crash to
me so that I may explain to him why Pan American World
Airways Flight 103 was not a bomb but instead the shorted
wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation?

It was a mechanical event. It was not a crime. There are no
criminals. Mr. Abdel Baset A. Megrahi is innocent. Libya is
paying out money it does not have to pay. The hazard of faulty
wiring in early model Boeing 747s is still there.
Details at www.ntsb.org and montereypeninsulaairport.com. A
PDF file of the Smith AAR for Pan American World Airways
Flight 103 attached.
Please defer to the reality of the evidence and not to the
perceived evil in men's minds when trying to understand why a
Boeing 747 came apart in the air at 300 knots at 31000 feet 38
minutes after takeoff.
It's not too late because the case is now being reviewed by the
Scottish Criminal Court Review Commission.
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA, 93924
831 659 3552
barry@ntsn.org

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:06 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: China Airlines 611 may have had same mechanical
problem as PA 103.

Dear Sir, Wednesday, April 9, 2003 11:33 PM

There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com
It may have happened again last May with China Airlines Flight
611, another early model Boeing 747 that within an hour of
takeoff had and inflight breakup, just like Pan American World
Airways Flight 103.

quote:
-----------------------------------------------------------------------TaiwanÕs China Airlines, which has had a series of maintenance
issues, including a suspected fatigue-related failure of a cargo
door in the loss of a Boeing 747-200 last year, has named
Singapore Airlines Engineering Co. to restructure its engineering

maintenance division.
AW&ST March 24,2003
-----------------------------------------------------------------------This report indicates that the investigation has already
determined the cause or probable cause of the accident. If the
cause has been determined, can anyone tell us if the Òfatigue
related failure of a cargo doorÓ was a result of a failure of the
tail-strike repaired area or a result of something else?
Report this post to a moderator | IP: Logged
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Posts: 75 | From: Hong Kong | Registered: May 2002 | Status:
Offline | IP: Logged
JohnBarrySmith
Still just another number
Click here to order your Personal Title
posted 8th April 2003 15:56
-----------------------------------------------------------------------'failure of a cargo door in the loss of a Boeing 747-200'
Hello? This is the first time ever that anyone has said that cargo
door 'failed.' Where did that come from? ASC? AVWeek? Not me
who has been saying check out that cargo door all along. It looks
like somebody checked it out and it 'failed.' Fatigue related? Is
that like old wiring gets tired and shorts? Just joking. The
prejudgment is in so far and the answer for CI 611 is a one off
problem caused by bad mantenance years ago. It's not an
industry wide problem of faulty wiring. Too bad about Swiss Air
111, another one off anomaly and United Airlines Flight 811 and
I say, Air India Flight 182 and Pan American World Airways
Flight 103 and Trans World Airlines Flight 800.

At least ASC or whoever said the cargo door failed, for Trans
World Airlines Flight 800 it was damaged on 'water impact', for
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 there is silence, and for
Air India Flight 182 it was for a 'cause yet to be determined.' The
photos for all show the obvious inflight rupturing and shattering
and the wreckage debris fields show the scattering of the pieces
of the cargo door indicating the inflight disintegration.
Available at www.corazon.com.

John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:06 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: You are not responsible for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103, it was not a bomb but mechanical.

Dear Sir, Wednesday, Monday, April 28, 2003 6:42 PM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a

mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com
Lockerbie 'responsibilty' reports examined
(Filed: 29/04/2003)
Foreign Office officials are examining reports from Libya in
which it accepts civic responsibility for the Lockerbie bombing.
A Libyan government minister is reported to have said his
country accepted civil responsibility for the 1988 atrocity. The
statement is not likely to satisfy America which has demanded
that Libya admits full responsibility.
Libya has been under pressure to admit its part in the bombing
and to pay compensation to the families.
Long-running talks over the matters have been ongoing between
London, Washington and Tripoli.
A Foreign Office spokesman said: "In light of this latest report
we will be looking forward to further dialogue with the Libyan
government."

A Libyan intelligence official was convicted of the deaths of 270
people when a bomb exploded aboard Pan Am 103.
Would you have a Libyan aircraft pilot evaluate the wiring/cargo
door explanation for Pan American World Airways Flight 103?
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:06 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: You are not responsible for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103, it was not a bomb but mechanical.

Dear Sir, Wednesday, Monday, April 28, 2003 6:42 PM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward

cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com
Lockerbie 'responsibilty' reports examined
(Filed: 29/04/2003)
Foreign Office officials are examining reports from Libya in
which it accepts civic responsibility for the Lockerbie bombing.
A Libyan government minister is reported to have said his
country accepted civil responsibility for the 1988 atrocity. The
statement is not likely to satisfy America which has demanded
that Libya admits full responsibility.
Libya has been under pressure to admit its part in the bombing
and to pay compensation to the families.
Long-running talks over the matters have been ongoing between
London, Washington and Tripoli.
A Foreign Office spokesman said: "In light of this latest report
we will be looking forward to further dialogue with the Libyan
government."
A Libyan intelligence official was convicted of the deaths of 270
people when a bomb exploded aboard Pan Am 103.
Would you have a Libyan aircraft pilot evaluate the wiring/cargo

door explanation for Pan American World Airways Flight 103?
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:06 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: You are not responsible for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103, it was not a bomb but mechanical.

Dear Sir, Wednesday, Wednesday, April 30, 2003 8:16 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the

shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com

Four U.S. oil companies, ConocoPhillips, Marathon Oil,
Amerada Hess Corp. and Occidental Petroleum Corp., are
hoping to resume operations in Libya, on hold since U.S.
President Ronald Reagan ordered an embargo in 1986.
Libya Accepts Responsibility for Lockerbie Bombing
Wed April 30, 2003 06:44 AM ET
TRIPOLI, Libya (Reuters) - The Libyan government has
accepted responsibility for the 1988 Lockerbie bombing and set
up a fund to compensate victims' families, Foreign Minister
Mohammed Abderrahmane Chalgam said on Wednesday.
The United States has demanded that Tripoli accept the
responsibility for the bombing and pay compensation before
U.N. and U.S. sanctions can be scrapped, a moment eagerly
awaited by at least four U.S. oil companies.
A British official said after the announcement Washington and
London were discussing the outstanding requirements.
"We have taken on the responsibility for this case on the basis of
the international law which states that the state takes on
responsibility for what its employees do," Chalgam said.
In a statement received by Reuters, he also said Libya had set up
a fund to compensate victims' families. "The provisioning of that
fund with the decided amount has started," he added.

A Pan Am airliner exploded over the Scottish town of Lockerbie
in December 1988, killing 270 people. Libyan intelligence agent
Abdel Basset al-Magrahi was convicted for the crime in 2001 by
a court sitting in the Netherlands.
Libyan officials have held talks with government officials from
Britain and the United States in recent months, the latest in early
March.
The sticking point had been Libya's acceptance of government
responsibility rather than the compensation, which was largely
agreed last year and could reach $10 million per victim, or about
$2.7 billion in total, Tripoli-based diplomats said.
In an apparent face-saving bid, Chalgam did not mention a
direct government role collecting compensation funds but said
Libyan and foreign businessmen as well as Libyan and foreign
companies were "participating in the collection of the money."
"We are working seriously to end the Lockerbie case and close
definitively this matter in a short period," he said.
The United States had said it had yet to get official confirmation
on the Libyan move. "We have seen press reports but have heard
nothing officially from the Libyan government," a U.S. official
said on Tuesday.
"The U.S. and the UK have held a series of trilateral meetings
with Libya aimed at attaining Libyan compliance with its UN
Security Council obligations related to the 1988 Pan Am 103
bombing. These obligations include payment of compensation
and acceptance of responsibility. The last trilateral meeting,
which was on March 11, made progress but Libya has yet not

met the U.N. requirements." the official said.
In London, a Foreign Office spokeswoman said on Wednesday
"we and the Americans are discussing the outstanding
requirements. The requirements are that Libya accepts
responsibility for the actions and pays compensation."
"We had a useful and productive meeting last month and we will
be looking forward to resuming our talks," she added.
The United Nations and European Union suspended sanctions in
1999, including an air and arms embargo and a ban on some oil
equipment, when Libya handed over two Lockerbie suspects for
trial by Scottish judges in the Netherlands.
European firms have grabbed new Libyan acreage while
Washington's unilateral ban kept U.S. companies sidelined.
Four U.S. oil companies, ConocoPhillips, Marathon Oil,
Amerada Hess Corp. and Occidental Petroleum Corp., are
hoping to resume operations in Libya, on hold since U.S.
President Ronald Reagan ordered an embargo in 1986.
If sanctions are lifted the United States would also be able to
buy Libyan oil again for the first time in 17 years.
Libyan officials have said they would give priority to
negotiations with U.S. companies on frozen assets if Washington
lifts sanctions.
Would you have a Libyan aircraft pilot evaluate the wiring/cargo
door explanation for Pan American World Airways Flight 103?
Cheers,

John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:06 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Libya did not bomb Pan American World Airways
Flight 103 and I can prove it.

Dear Sir, Wednesday, Monday, May 5, 2003 11:34 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive

decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com
For Air India Flight 182: No bomb was a very live issue.

Reyat defence was to argue against blast
Thursday, February 27, 2003
By Robert Matas
VANCOUVER -- If his trial had gone ahead, Inderjit Singh
Reyat was preparing to challenge the widely held assumption
that Air-India Flight 182 was destroyed by a bomb at the rear of
the aircraft.
Under a plea-bargain deal with the prosecution, Mr. Reyat was
sentenced to five years in prison for manslaughter. The deal was
announced shortly before John Garstang, an expert on analyzing
wreckage scatter, was to be questioned at a pretrial hearing.
Court documents that now can be reported show that Mr. Reyat's
lawyers had told the court as early as November, 2001, that they
were reviewing several contradictory reports on the cause of the
disaster and the location of the bomb.
Most of the Boeing 747 wreckage remains on the ocean floor,
despite two RCMP dives. By weight, only 3 to 4 per cent of the
aircraft has been retrieved.
An aggressive effort failed to find the remains of many of the
329 people on the flight. Only 131 bodies, including 30 children,
were recovered and taken to Cork, Ireland, for autopsies.

An insurance-arbitration report for Lloyd's of London on a civil
dispute over the cause of the crash notes that neither the bodies
nor the wreckage provided clues to the cause of the crash.
"None of the recovered parts of the aircraft showed any sign
whatsoever of damage from explosives," Lord Roskill wrote in a
report dated March 21, 1988. "None of the 131 bodies . . .
showed any sign of death having been caused by explosive
injuries or by shrapnel."
Lord Roskill said he was faced with a situation in which neither
side in the dispute could point to a recovered part of the aircraft
or a body to establish conclusively whether the plane was
brought down by a bomb blast or structural failure.
Lord Roskill, after noting that the suitcase believed to be housing
a bomb was placed in the aft cargo compartment, concluded that
a bomb exploded in the cargo hold at the back of the plane.
His findings contradict the conclusions of Canadian experts and a
judicial inquiry in India.
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board found that an "explosion"
occurred in the plane's forward cargo compartment. "This
evidence is not conclusive. However, the evidence does not
support any other conclusion," the agency stated in a submission
to the judicial inquiry in India.
Mr. Justice B. N. Kirpal of the High Court of Delhi was more
direct. Circumstantial and direct evidence directly points to "an
explosion of a bomb in the forward cargo hold" as the cause of
the incident, he wrote in a February, 1986, report.

At the Air-India trial in Vancouver, documents show that the
prosecution preferred Lord Roskill's analysis to those of the
Canadian experts and the Kirpal Commission's.
The prosecution was prepared to show at trial that a bomb
exploded at the rear, in the cargo compartment where a suitcase
from Vancouver was placed.
The court heard that the prosecution had a list of 49 potential
witnesses to testify about the wreckage and 39 potential
witnesses to testify about the analysis of injuries to the
passengers.
At least 16 forensic experts were available to present evidence on
the characteristics of a bomb, and 86 potential witnesses could be
called to explain how the bomb was placed at the rear.
Mr. Reyat's lawyers told the court that conflicting opinions about
whether the crash could be conclusively attributed to a bomb in
the rear of the aircraft was "a very live issue" for the trial.
"Although many murder cases involve one, two or perhaps more
competing expert battles, a case involving scores of such experts
is virtually unknown," the defence counsel said.

Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:06 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Libya did not bomb Pan American World Airways
Flight 103 and I can prove it.

Dear Sir, Wednesday, Monday, May 5, 2003 11:34 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com
For Air India Flight 182: No bomb was a very live issue.

Reyat defence was to argue against blast
Thursday, February 27, 2003
By Robert Matas
VANCOUVER -- If his trial had gone ahead, Inderjit Singh
Reyat was preparing to challenge the widely held assumption
that Air-India Flight 182 was destroyed by a bomb at the rear of
the aircraft.
Under a plea-bargain deal with the prosecution, Mr. Reyat was
sentenced to five years in prison for manslaughter. The deal was
announced shortly before John Garstang, an expert on analyzing
wreckage scatter, was to be questioned at a pretrial hearing.
Court documents that now can be reported show that Mr. Reyat's
lawyers had told the court as early as November, 2001, that they
were reviewing several contradictory reports on the cause of the
disaster and the location of the bomb.
Most of the Boeing 747 wreckage remains on the ocean floor,
despite two RCMP dives. By weight, only 3 to 4 per cent of the
aircraft has been retrieved.
An aggressive effort failed to find the remains of many of the
329 people on the flight. Only 131 bodies, including 30 children,
were recovered and taken to Cork, Ireland, for autopsies.
An insurance-arbitration report for Lloyd's of London on a civil
dispute over the cause of the crash notes that neither the bodies
nor the wreckage provided clues to the cause of the crash.
"None of the recovered parts of the aircraft showed any sign
whatsoever of damage from explosives," Lord Roskill wrote in a

report dated March 21, 1988. "None of the 131 bodies . . .
showed any sign of death having been caused by explosive
injuries or by shrapnel."
Lord Roskill said he was faced with a situation in which neither
side in the dispute could point to a recovered part of the aircraft
or a body to establish conclusively whether the plane was
brought down by a bomb blast or structural failure.
Lord Roskill, after noting that the suitcase believed to be housing
a bomb was placed in the aft cargo compartment, concluded that
a bomb exploded in the cargo hold at the back of the plane.
His findings contradict the conclusions of Canadian experts and a
judicial inquiry in India.
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board found that an "explosion"
occurred in the plane's forward cargo compartment. "This
evidence is not conclusive. However, the evidence does not
support any other conclusion," the agency stated in a submission
to the judicial inquiry in India.
Mr. Justice B. N. Kirpal of the High Court of Delhi was more
direct. Circumstantial and direct evidence directly points to "an
explosion of a bomb in the forward cargo hold" as the cause of
the incident, he wrote in a February, 1986, report.
At the Air-India trial in Vancouver, documents show that the
prosecution preferred Lord Roskill's analysis to those of the
Canadian experts and the Kirpal Commission's.
The prosecution was prepared to show at trial that a bomb
exploded at the rear, in the cargo compartment where a suitcase

from Vancouver was placed.
The court heard that the prosecution had a list of 49 potential
witnesses to testify about the wreckage and 39 potential
witnesses to testify about the analysis of injuries to the
passengers.
At least 16 forensic experts were available to present evidence on
the characteristics of a bomb, and 86 potential witnesses could be
called to explain how the bomb was placed at the rear.
Mr. Reyat's lawyers told the court that conflicting opinions about
whether the crash could be conclusively attributed to a bomb in
the rear of the aircraft was "a very live issue" for the trial.
"Although many murder cases involve one, two or perhaps more
competing expert battles, a case involving scores of such experts
is virtually unknown," the defence counsel said.

Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:06 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Libya did not bomb Pan American World Airways

Flight 103 and I can prove it.

Dear Sir, Wednesday, Tuesday, May 6, 2003 1:54 PM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com
For Air India Flight 182: No bomb was a very live issue.

Reyat defence was to argue against blast
Thursday, February 27, 2003
By Robert Matas
VANCOUVER -- If his trial had gone ahead, Inderjit Singh
Reyat was preparing to challenge the widely held assumption

that Air-India Flight 182 was destroyed by a bomb at the rear of
the aircraft.
Under a plea-bargain deal with the prosecution, Mr. Reyat was
sentenced to five years in prison for manslaughter. The deal was
announced shortly before John Garstang, an expert on analyzing
wreckage scatter, was to be questioned at a pretrial hearing.
Court documents that now can be reported show that Mr. Reyat's
lawyers had told the court as early as November, 2001, that they
were reviewing several contradictory reports on the cause of the
disaster and the location of the bomb.
Most of the Boeing 747 wreckage remains on the ocean floor,
despite two RCMP dives. By weight, only 3 to 4 per cent of the
aircraft has been retrieved.
An aggressive effort failed to find the remains of many of the
329 people on the flight. Only 131 bodies, including 30 children,
were recovered and taken to Cork, Ireland, for autopsies.
An insurance-arbitration report for Lloyd's of London on a civil
dispute over the cause of the crash notes that neither the bodies
nor the wreckage provided clues to the cause of the crash.
"None of the recovered parts of the aircraft showed any sign
whatsoever of damage from explosives," Lord Roskill wrote in a
report dated March 21, 1988. "None of the 131 bodies . . .
showed any sign of death having been caused by explosive
injuries or by shrapnel."
Lord Roskill said he was faced with a situation in which neither
side in the dispute could point to a recovered part of the aircraft

or a body to establish conclusively whether the plane was
brought down by a bomb blast or structural failure.
Lord Roskill, after noting that the suitcase believed to be housing
a bomb was placed in the aft cargo compartment, concluded that
a bomb exploded in the cargo hold at the back of the plane.
His findings contradict the conclusions of Canadian experts and a
judicial inquiry in India.
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board found that an "explosion"
occurred in the plane's forward cargo compartment. "This
evidence is not conclusive. However, the evidence does not
support any other conclusion," the agency stated in a submission
to the judicial inquiry in India.
Mr. Justice B. N. Kirpal of the High Court of Delhi was more
direct. Circumstantial and direct evidence directly points to "an
explosion of a bomb in the forward cargo hold" as the cause of
the incident, he wrote in a February, 1986, report.
At the Air-India trial in Vancouver, documents show that the
prosecution preferred Lord Roskill's analysis to those of the
Canadian experts and the Kirpal Commission's.
The prosecution was prepared to show at trial that a bomb
exploded at the rear, in the cargo compartment where a suitcase
from Vancouver was placed.
The court heard that the prosecution had a list of 49 potential
witnesses to testify about the wreckage and 39 potential
witnesses to testify about the analysis of injuries to the
passengers.

At least 16 forensic experts were available to present evidence on
the characteristics of a bomb, and 86 potential witnesses could be
called to explain how the bomb was placed at the rear.
Mr. Reyat's lawyers told the court that conflicting opinions about
whether the crash could be conclusively attributed to a bomb in
the rear of the aircraft was "a very live issue" for the trial.
"Although many murder cases involve one, two or perhaps more
competing expert battles, a case involving scores of such experts
is virtually unknown," the defence counsel said.

Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:06 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Libya did not bomb Pan American World Airways
Flight 103 and I can prove it.

Dear Sir, Wednesday, Monday, May 12, 2003 8:58 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.

Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com
For Air India Flight 182: No bomb was a very live issue.

Reyat defence was to argue against blast
Thursday, February 27, 2003
By Robert Matas
VANCOUVER -- If his trial had gone ahead, Inderjit Singh
Reyat was preparing to challenge the widely held assumption
that Air-India Flight 182 was destroyed by a bomb at the rear of
the aircraft.
Under a plea-bargain deal with the prosecution, Mr. Reyat was
sentenced to five years in prison for manslaughter. The deal was
announced shortly before John Garstang, an expert on analyzing
wreckage scatter, was to be questioned at a pretrial hearing.

Court documents that now can be reported show that Mr. Reyat's
lawyers had told the court as early as November, 2001, that they
were reviewing several contradictory reports on the cause of the
disaster and the location of the bomb.
Most of the Boeing 747 wreckage remains on the ocean floor,
despite two RCMP dives. By weight, only 3 to 4 per cent of the
aircraft has been retrieved.
An aggressive effort failed to find the remains of many of the
329 people on the flight. Only 131 bodies, including 30 children,
were recovered and taken to Cork, Ireland, for autopsies.
An insurance-arbitration report for Lloyd's of London on a civil
dispute over the cause of the crash notes that neither the bodies
nor the wreckage provided clues to the cause of the crash.
"None of the recovered parts of the aircraft showed any sign
whatsoever of damage from explosives," Lord Roskill wrote in a
report dated March 21, 1988. "None of the 131 bodies . . .
showed any sign of death having been caused by explosive
injuries or by shrapnel."
Lord Roskill said he was faced with a situation in which neither
side in the dispute could point to a recovered part of the aircraft
or a body to establish conclusively whether the plane was
brought down by a bomb blast or structural failure.
Lord Roskill, after noting that the suitcase believed to be housing
a bomb was placed in the aft cargo compartment, concluded that
a bomb exploded in the cargo hold at the back of the plane.

His findings contradict the conclusions of Canadian experts and a
judicial inquiry in India.
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board found that an "explosion"
occurred in the plane's forward cargo compartment. "This
evidence is not conclusive. However, the evidence does not
support any other conclusion," the agency stated in a submission
to the judicial inquiry in India.
Mr. Justice B. N. Kirpal of the High Court of Delhi was more
direct. Circumstantial and direct evidence directly points to "an
explosion of a bomb in the forward cargo hold" as the cause of
the incident, he wrote in a February, 1986, report.
At the Air-India trial in Vancouver, documents show that the
prosecution preferred Lord Roskill's analysis to those of the
Canadian experts and the Kirpal Commission's.
The prosecution was prepared to show at trial that a bomb
exploded at the rear, in the cargo compartment where a suitcase
from Vancouver was placed.
The court heard that the prosecution had a list of 49 potential
witnesses to testify about the wreckage and 39 potential
witnesses to testify about the analysis of injuries to the
passengers.
At least 16 forensic experts were available to present evidence on
the characteristics of a bomb, and 86 potential witnesses could be
called to explain how the bomb was placed at the rear.
Mr. Reyat's lawyers told the court that conflicting opinions about
whether the crash could be conclusively attributed to a bomb in

the rear of the aircraft was "a very live issue" for the trial.
"Although many murder cases involve one, two or perhaps more
competing expert battles, a case involving scores of such experts
is virtually unknown," the defence counsel said.

Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:06 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Libya did not bomb Pan American World Airways
Flight 103 and I can prove it.

Dear Sir, Monday, May 12, 2003 7:07 PM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward

cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com
For Air India Flight 182: No bomb was a very live issue.

Reyat defence was to argue against blast
Thursday, February 27, 2003
By Robert Matas
VANCOUVER -- If his trial had gone ahead, Inderjit Singh
Reyat was preparing to challenge the widely held assumption
that Air-India Flight 182 was destroyed by a bomb at the rear of
the aircraft.
Under a plea-bargain deal with the prosecution, Mr. Reyat was
sentenced to five years in prison for manslaughter. The deal was
announced shortly before John Garstang, an expert on analyzing
wreckage scatter, was to be questioned at a pretrial hearing.
Court documents that now can be reported show that Mr. Reyat's
lawyers had told the court as early as November, 2001, that they
were reviewing several contradictory reports on the cause of the
disaster and the location of the bomb.
Most of the Boeing 747 wreckage remains on the ocean floor,

despite two RCMP dives. By weight, only 3 to 4 per cent of the
aircraft has been retrieved.
An aggressive effort failed to find the remains of many of the
329 people on the flight. Only 131 bodies, including 30 children,
were recovered and taken to Cork, Ireland, for autopsies.
An insurance-arbitration report for Lloyd's of London on a civil
dispute over the cause of the crash notes that neither the bodies
nor the wreckage provided clues to the cause of the crash.
"None of the recovered parts of the aircraft showed any sign
whatsoever of damage from explosives," Lord Roskill wrote in a
report dated March 21, 1988. "None of the 131 bodies . . .
showed any sign of death having been caused by explosive
injuries or by shrapnel."
Lord Roskill said he was faced with a situation in which neither
side in the dispute could point to a recovered part of the aircraft
or a body to establish conclusively whether the plane was
brought down by a bomb blast or structural failure.
Lord Roskill, after noting that the suitcase believed to be housing
a bomb was placed in the aft cargo compartment, concluded that
a bomb exploded in the cargo hold at the back of the plane.
His findings contradict the conclusions of Canadian experts and a
judicial inquiry in India.
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board found that an "explosion"
occurred in the plane's forward cargo compartment. "This
evidence is not conclusive. However, the evidence does not
support any other conclusion," the agency stated in a submission

to the judicial inquiry in India.
Mr. Justice B. N. Kirpal of the High Court of Delhi was more
direct. Circumstantial and direct evidence directly points to "an
explosion of a bomb in the forward cargo hold" as the cause of
the incident, he wrote in a February, 1986, report.
At the Air-India trial in Vancouver, documents show that the
prosecution preferred Lord Roskill's analysis to those of the
Canadian experts and the Kirpal Commission's.
The prosecution was prepared to show at trial that a bomb
exploded at the rear, in the cargo compartment where a suitcase
from Vancouver was placed.
The court heard that the prosecution had a list of 49 potential
witnesses to testify about the wreckage and 39 potential
witnesses to testify about the analysis of injuries to the
passengers.
At least 16 forensic experts were available to present evidence on
the characteristics of a bomb, and 86 potential witnesses could be
called to explain how the bomb was placed at the rear.
Mr. Reyat's lawyers told the court that conflicting opinions about
whether the crash could be conclusively attributed to a bomb in
the rear of the aircraft was "a very live issue" for the trial.
"Although many murder cases involve one, two or perhaps more
competing expert battles, a case involving scores of such experts
is virtually unknown," the defence counsel said.

Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:06 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Tell Leader Gaddafi that PA 103 was a mechanical
explanation, not a bomb.

They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not
yet made the strategic decision to accept responsibility on
behalf of Libya. Until he does so, little can happen, they
add
Dear Sir, Tuesday, June 24, 2003 11:24 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be

determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not
yet made the strategic decision to accept responsibility on
behalf of Libya. Until he does so, little can happen, they
add.
Lawyers Fix Timetable for Lockerbie Deal
Tue June 24, 2003 12:40 PM ET
By Jonathan Wright
WASHINGTON (Reuters) - Lawyers for Libya and the
families of people killed in the 1988 bombing of a Pan Am
plane have agreed to choose a bank by July 3 to handle
$2.67 billion in compensation funds, according to a letter
from the lawyers to the families.
The letter was made available to Reuters on Tuesday.
Libya is expected to pay into an escrow account either at
the Bank of England or the Bank for International

Settlements, which is based in Basel, Switzerland, New
York lawyers Kreindler and Kreindler said in the letter.
The date is part of the timetable for a settlement that
would result in an end to the U.N. sanctions imposed on
Libya in 1992 to make the country hand over the two
Libyan men accused of planting a bomb on the plane,
which exploded over the Scottish town of Lockerbie, killing
270.
The United Nations suspended the sanctions after Libya
handed over the men but Libya wants them lifted
completely. One man was convicted and the other
acquitted.
Under the timetable, agreed upon when the lawyers met in
London this week, the lawyers plan to meet again in
Europe on July 9 to sign an agreement setting up the
escrow account.
Within weeks, Libya would give the U.N. Security Council
a letter accepting responsibility for the bombing. "We
understand that the required letter has already been
prepared and approved by the U.S. and U.K.
governments," the lawyers said.
U.S. officials were not immediately available for comment
but on previous occasions they have played down
expectations that the dispute is drawing to a conclusion.
They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not
yet made the strategic decision to accept responsibility on
behalf of Libya. Until he does so, little can happen, they
add.

The lawyers said that once Libya accepts responsibility, it
would have 30 days to pay the $2.67 billion -- $10 million
for each of 267 plaintiffs -- into the escrow account.
"As a result, at that time the U.N. Security Council should
promptly issue a resolution to lift its sanctions, which will
trigger the payment of $4 million from the escrow account
for each decedent," the letter added.
If the United States lifts bilateral commercial sanctions
against Libya, the account will pay out an additional $4
million per plaintiff. If Libya is removed from the U.S. list of
"states that sponsor terrorism," it will pay out $2 million
more, for the total of $10 million.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:06 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Tell Leader Gaddafi that PA 103 was a mechanical
explanation, not a bomb.

They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made
the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.
Until he does so, little can happen, they add
Dear Sir, Wednesday, June 25, 2003 11:10 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a

mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made
the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.
Until he does so, little can happen, they add.

Lawyers Fix Timetable for Lockerbie Deal
Tue June 24, 2003 12:40 PM ET
By Jonathan Wright
WASHINGTON (Reuters) - Lawyers for Libya and the families
of people killed in the 1988 bombing of a Pan Am plane have
agreed to choose a bank by July 3 to handle $2.67 billion in
compensation funds, according to a letter from the lawyers to
the families.

The letter was made available to Reuters on Tuesday.
Libya is expected to pay into an escrow account either at the
Bank of England or the Bank for International Settlements,
which is based in Basel, Switzerland, New York lawyers
Kreindler and Kreindler said in the letter.
The date is part of the timetable for a settlement that would
result in an end to the U.N. sanctions imposed on Libya in 1992
to make the country hand over the two Libyan men accused of
planting a bomb on the plane, which exploded over the Scottish
town of Lockerbie, killing 270.
The United Nations suspended the sanctions after Libya handed
over the men but Libya wants them lifted completely. One man
was convicted and the other acquitted.
Under the timetable, agreed upon when the lawyers met in
London this week, the lawyers plan to meet again in Europe on
July 9 to sign an agreement setting up the escrow account.
Within weeks, Libya would give the U.N. Security Council a
letter accepting responsibility for the bombing. "We understand
that the required letter has already been prepared and approved
by the U.S. and U.K. governments," the lawyers said.
U.S. officials were not immediately available for comment but
on previous occasions they have played down expectations that
the dispute is drawing to a conclusion.
They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made
the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.
Until he does so, little can happen, they add.

The lawyers said that once Libya accepts responsibility, it would
have 30 days to pay the $2.67 billion -- $10 million for each of
267 plaintiffs -- into the escrow account.
"As a result, at that time the U.N. Security Council should
promptly issue a resolution to lift its sanctions, which will
trigger the payment of $4 million from the escrow account for
each decedent," the letter added.
If the United States lifts bilateral commercial sanctions against
Libya, the account will pay out an additional $4 million per
plaintiff. If Libya is removed from the U.S. list of "states that
sponsor terrorism," it will pay out $2 million more, for the total
of $10 million.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:06 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Tell Leader Gaddafi that PA 103 was a mechanical
explanation, not a bomb.

They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made
the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.
Until he does so, little can happen, they add
Dear Sir, Wednesday, Monday, June 30, 2003 6:33 PM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches

United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made
the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.
Until he does so, little can happen, they add.

Lawyers Fix Timetable for Lockerbie Deal
Tue June 24, 2003 12:40 PM ET
By Jonathan Wright
WASHINGTON (Reuters) - Lawyers for Libya and the families
of people killed in the 1988 bombing of a Pan Am plane have
agreed to choose a bank by July 3 to handle $2.67 billion in
compensation funds, according to a letter from the lawyers to

the families.
The letter was made available to Reuters on Tuesday.
Libya is expected to pay into an escrow account either at the
Bank of England or the Bank for International Settlements,
which is based in Basel, Switzerland, New York lawyers
Kreindler and Kreindler said in the letter.
The date is part of the timetable for a settlement that would
result in an end to the U.N. sanctions imposed on Libya in 1992
to make the country hand over the two Libyan men accused of
planting a bomb on the plane, which exploded over the Scottish
town of Lockerbie, killing 270.
The United Nations suspended the sanctions after Libya handed
over the men but Libya wants them lifted completely. One man
was convicted and the other acquitted.
Under the timetable, agreed upon when the lawyers met in
London this week, the lawyers plan to meet again in Europe on
July 9 to sign an agreement setting up the escrow account.
Within weeks, Libya would give the U.N. Security Council a
letter accepting responsibility for the bombing. "We understand
that the required letter has already been prepared and approved
by the U.S. and U.K. governments," the lawyers said.
U.S. officials were not immediately available for comment but
on previous occasions they have played down expectations that
the dispute is drawing to a conclusion.
They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made
the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.

Until he does so, little can happen, they add.
The lawyers said that once Libya accepts responsibility, it would
have 30 days to pay the $2.67 billion -- $10 million for each of
267 plaintiffs -- into the escrow account.
"As a result, at that time the U.N. Security Council should
promptly issue a resolution to lift its sanctions, which will
trigger the payment of $4 million from the escrow account for
each decedent," the letter added.
If the United States lifts bilateral commercial sanctions against
Libya, the account will pay out an additional $4 million per
plaintiff. If Libya is removed from the U.S. list of "states that
sponsor terrorism," it will pay out $2 million more, for the total
of $10 million.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:06 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Leader Gaddafi needs to know that PA 103 was a
mechanical explanation, not a bomb.

They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made
the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.
Until he does so, little can happen, they add
Dear Sir, Wednesday, July 2, 2003 10:16 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.

Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made
the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.
Until he does so, little can happen, they add.

Lawyers Fix Timetable for Lockerbie Deal
Tue June 24, 2003 12:40 PM ET
By Jonathan Wright
WASHINGTON (Reuters) - Lawyers for Libya and the families
of people killed in the 1988 bombing of a Pan Am plane have
agreed to choose a bank by July 3 to handle $2.67 billion in

compensation funds, according to a letter from the lawyers to
the families.
The letter was made available to Reuters on Tuesday.
Libya is expected to pay into an escrow account either at the
Bank of England or the Bank for International Settlements,
which is based in Basel, Switzerland, New York lawyers
Kreindler and Kreindler said in the letter.
The date is part of the timetable for a settlement that would
result in an end to the U.N. sanctions imposed on Libya in 1992
to make the country hand over the two Libyan men accused of
planting a bomb on the plane, which exploded over the Scottish
town of Lockerbie, killing 270.
The United Nations suspended the sanctions after Libya handed
over the men but Libya wants them lifted completely. One man
was convicted and the other acquitted.
Under the timetable, agreed upon when the lawyers met in
London this week, the lawyers plan to meet again in Europe on
July 9 to sign an agreement setting up the escrow account.
Within weeks, Libya would give the U.N. Security Council a
letter accepting responsibility for the bombing. "We understand
that the required letter has already been prepared and approved
by the U.S. and U.K. governments," the lawyers said.
U.S. officials were not immediately available for comment but
on previous occasions they have played down expectations that
the dispute is drawing to a conclusion.
They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made

the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.
Until he does so, little can happen, they add.
The lawyers said that once Libya accepts responsibility, it would
have 30 days to pay the $2.67 billion -- $10 million for each of
267 plaintiffs -- into the escrow account.
"As a result, at that time the U.N. Security Council should
promptly issue a resolution to lift its sanctions, which will
trigger the payment of $4 million from the escrow account for
each decedent," the letter added.
If the United States lifts bilateral commercial sanctions against
Libya, the account will pay out an additional $4 million per
plaintiff. If Libya is removed from the U.S. list of "states that
sponsor terrorism," it will pay out $2 million more, for the total
of $10 million.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:06 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Leader Gaddafi needs to know that PA 103 was a
mechanical explanation, not a bomb.

They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made
the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.
Until he does so, little can happen, they add
Dear Sir, Wednesday, July 9, 2003 9:17 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.

Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made
the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.
Until he does so, little can happen, they add.

Lawyers Fix Timetable for Lockerbie Deal
Tue June 24, 2003 12:40 PM ET
By Jonathan Wright
WASHINGTON (Reuters) - Lawyers for Libya and the families
of people killed in the 1988 bombing of a Pan Am plane have

agreed to choose a bank by July 3 to handle $2.67 billion in
compensation funds, according to a letter from the lawyers to
the families.
The letter was made available to Reuters on Tuesday.
Libya is expected to pay into an escrow account either at the
Bank of England or the Bank for International Settlements,
which is based in Basel, Switzerland, New York lawyers
Kreindler and Kreindler said in the letter.
The date is part of the timetable for a settlement that would
result in an end to the U.N. sanctions imposed on Libya in 1992
to make the country hand over the two Libyan men accused of
planting a bomb on the plane, which exploded over the Scottish
town of Lockerbie, killing 270.
The United Nations suspended the sanctions after Libya handed
over the men but Libya wants them lifted completely. One man
was convicted and the other acquitted.
Under the timetable, agreed upon when the lawyers met in
London this week, the lawyers plan to meet again in Europe on
July 9 to sign an agreement setting up the escrow account.
Within weeks, Libya would give the U.N. Security Council a
letter accepting responsibility for the bombing. "We understand
that the required letter has already been prepared and approved
by the U.S. and U.K. governments," the lawyers said.
U.S. officials were not immediately available for comment but
on previous occasions they have played down expectations that
the dispute is drawing to a conclusion.

They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made
the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.
Until he does so, little can happen, they add.
The lawyers said that once Libya accepts responsibility, it would
have 30 days to pay the $2.67 billion -- $10 million for each of
267 plaintiffs -- into the escrow account.
"As a result, at that time the U.N. Security Council should
promptly issue a resolution to lift its sanctions, which will
trigger the payment of $4 million from the escrow account for
each decedent," the letter added.
If the United States lifts bilateral commercial sanctions against
Libya, the account will pay out an additional $4 million per
plaintiff. If Libya is removed from the U.S. list of "states that
sponsor terrorism," it will pay out $2 million more, for the total
of $10 million.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:06 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Leader Gaddafi needs to know that PA 103 was a
mechanical explanation, not a bomb.

They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made
the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.
Until he does so, little can happen, they add
Dear Sir, Thursday, July 10, 2003 11:11 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is

detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made
the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.
Until he does so, little can happen, they add.

Lawyers Fix Timetable for Lockerbie Deal
Tue June 24, 2003 12:40 PM ET
By Jonathan Wright
WASHINGTON (Reuters) - Lawyers for Libya and the families

of people killed in the 1988 bombing of a Pan Am plane have
agreed to choose a bank by July 3 to handle $2.67 billion in
compensation funds, according to a letter from the lawyers to
the families.
The letter was made available to Reuters on Tuesday.
Libya is expected to pay into an escrow account either at the
Bank of England or the Bank for International Settlements,
which is based in Basel, Switzerland, New York lawyers
Kreindler and Kreindler said in the letter.
The date is part of the timetable for a settlement that would
result in an end to the U.N. sanctions imposed on Libya in 1992
to make the country hand over the two Libyan men accused of
planting a bomb on the plane, which exploded over the Scottish
town of Lockerbie, killing 270.
The United Nations suspended the sanctions after Libya handed
over the men but Libya wants them lifted completely. One man
was convicted and the other acquitted.
Under the timetable, agreed upon when the lawyers met in
London this week, the lawyers plan to meet again in Europe on
July 9 to sign an agreement setting up the escrow account.
Within weeks, Libya would give the U.N. Security Council a
letter accepting responsibility for the bombing. "We understand
that the required letter has already been prepared and approved
by the U.S. and U.K. governments," the lawyers said.
U.S. officials were not immediately available for comment but
on previous occasions they have played down expectations that

the dispute is drawing to a conclusion.
They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made
the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.
Until he does so, little can happen, they add.
The lawyers said that once Libya accepts responsibility, it would
have 30 days to pay the $2.67 billion -- $10 million for each of
267 plaintiffs -- into the escrow account.
"As a result, at that time the U.N. Security Council should
promptly issue a resolution to lift its sanctions, which will
trigger the payment of $4 million from the escrow account for
each decedent," the letter added.
If the United States lifts bilateral commercial sanctions against
Libya, the account will pay out an additional $4 million per
plaintiff. If Libya is removed from the U.S. list of "states that
sponsor terrorism," it will pay out $2 million more, for the total
of $10 million.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:06 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Leader Gaddafi needs to know that PA 103 was a
mechanical explanation, not a bomb.

They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made
the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.
Until he does so, little can happen, they add
Dear Sir, Friday, July 11, 2003 9:27 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo

door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made
the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.
Until he does so, little can happen, they add.

Lawyers Fix Timetable for Lockerbie Deal
Tue June 24, 2003 12:40 PM ET
By Jonathan Wright

WASHINGTON (Reuters) - Lawyers for Libya and the families
of people killed in the 1988 bombing of a Pan Am plane have
agreed to choose a bank by July 3 to handle $2.67 billion in
compensation funds, according to a letter from the lawyers to
the families.
The letter was made available to Reuters on Tuesday.
Libya is expected to pay into an escrow account either at the
Bank of England or the Bank for International Settlements,
which is based in Basel, Switzerland, New York lawyers
Kreindler and Kreindler said in the letter.
The date is part of the timetable for a settlement that would
result in an end to the U.N. sanctions imposed on Libya in 1992
to make the country hand over the two Libyan men accused of
planting a bomb on the plane, which exploded over the Scottish
town of Lockerbie, killing 270.
The United Nations suspended the sanctions after Libya handed
over the men but Libya wants them lifted completely. One man
was convicted and the other acquitted.
Under the timetable, agreed upon when the lawyers met in
London this week, the lawyers plan to meet again in Europe on
July 9 to sign an agreement setting up the escrow account.
Within weeks, Libya would give the U.N. Security Council a
letter accepting responsibility for the bombing. "We understand
that the required letter has already been prepared and approved
by the U.S. and U.K. governments," the lawyers said.
U.S. officials were not immediately available for comment but

on previous occasions they have played down expectations that
the dispute is drawing to a conclusion.
They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made
the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.
Until he does so, little can happen, they add.
The lawyers said that once Libya accepts responsibility, it would
have 30 days to pay the $2.67 billion -- $10 million for each of
267 plaintiffs -- into the escrow account.
"As a result, at that time the U.N. Security Council should
promptly issue a resolution to lift its sanctions, which will
trigger the payment of $4 million from the escrow account for
each decedent," the letter added.
If the United States lifts bilateral commercial sanctions against
Libya, the account will pay out an additional $4 million per
plaintiff. If Libya is removed from the U.S. list of "states that
sponsor terrorism," it will pay out $2 million more, for the total
of $10 million.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:06 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Leader Gaddafi needs to know that PA 103 was a
mechanical explanation, not a bomb.

They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made
the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.
Until he does so, little can happen, they add
Dear Sir, Saturday, July 12, 2003 11:21 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World

Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made
the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.
Until he does so, little can happen, they add.

Lawyers Fix Timetable for Lockerbie Deal
Tue June 24, 2003 12:40 PM ET
By Jonathan Wright

WASHINGTON (Reuters) - Lawyers for Libya and the families
of people killed in the 1988 bombing of a Pan Am plane have
agreed to choose a bank by July 3 to handle $2.67 billion in
compensation funds, according to a letter from the lawyers to
the families.
The letter was made available to Reuters on Tuesday.
Libya is expected to pay into an escrow account either at the
Bank of England or the Bank for International Settlements,
which is based in Basel, Switzerland, New York lawyers
Kreindler and Kreindler said in the letter.
The date is part of the timetable for a settlement that would
result in an end to the U.N. sanctions imposed on Libya in 1992
to make the country hand over the two Libyan men accused of
planting a bomb on the plane, which exploded over the Scottish
town of Lockerbie, killing 270.
The United Nations suspended the sanctions after Libya handed
over the men but Libya wants them lifted completely. One man
was convicted and the other acquitted.
Under the timetable, agreed upon when the lawyers met in
London this week, the lawyers plan to meet again in Europe on
July 9 to sign an agreement setting up the escrow account.
Within weeks, Libya would give the U.N. Security Council a
letter accepting responsibility for the bombing. "We understand
that the required letter has already been prepared and approved
by the U.S. and U.K. governments," the lawyers said.

U.S. officials were not immediately available for comment but
on previous occasions they have played down expectations that
the dispute is drawing to a conclusion.
They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made
the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.
Until he does so, little can happen, they add.
The lawyers said that once Libya accepts responsibility, it would
have 30 days to pay the $2.67 billion -- $10 million for each of
267 plaintiffs -- into the escrow account.
"As a result, at that time the U.N. Security Council should
promptly issue a resolution to lift its sanctions, which will
trigger the payment of $4 million from the escrow account for
each decedent," the letter added.
If the United States lifts bilateral commercial sanctions against
Libya, the account will pay out an additional $4 million per
plaintiff. If Libya is removed from the U.S. list of "states that
sponsor terrorism," it will pay out $2 million more, for the total
of $10 million.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:06 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Leader Gaddafi needs to know that PA 103 was a
mechanical explanation, not a bomb.

They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made
the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.
Until he does so, little can happen, they add
Dear Sir, Monday, July 14, 2003 3:32 AM

There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made
the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.
Until he does so, little can happen, they add.

Lawyers Fix Timetable for Lockerbie Deal
Tue June 24, 2003 12:40 PM ET

By Jonathan Wright
WASHINGTON (Reuters) - Lawyers for Libya and the families
of people killed in the 1988 bombing of a Pan Am plane have
agreed to choose a bank by July 3 to handle $2.67 billion in
compensation funds, according to a letter from the lawyers to
the families.
The letter was made available to Reuters on Tuesday.
Libya is expected to pay into an escrow account either at the
Bank of England or the Bank for International Settlements,
which is based in Basel, Switzerland, New York lawyers
Kreindler and Kreindler said in the letter.
The date is part of the timetable for a settlement that would
result in an end to the U.N. sanctions imposed on Libya in 1992
to make the country hand over the two Libyan men accused of
planting a bomb on the plane, which exploded over the Scottish
town of Lockerbie, killing 270.
The United Nations suspended the sanctions after Libya handed
over the men but Libya wants them lifted completely. One man
was convicted and the other acquitted.
Under the timetable, agreed upon when the lawyers met in
London this week, the lawyers plan to meet again in Europe on
July 9 to sign an agreement setting up the escrow account.
Within weeks, Libya would give the U.N. Security Council a
letter accepting responsibility for the bombing. "We understand
that the required letter has already been prepared and approved
by the U.S. and U.K. governments," the lawyers said.

U.S. officials were not immediately available for comment but
on previous occasions they have played down expectations that
the dispute is drawing to a conclusion.
They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made
the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.
Until he does so, little can happen, they add.
The lawyers said that once Libya accepts responsibility, it would
have 30 days to pay the $2.67 billion -- $10 million for each of
267 plaintiffs -- into the escrow account.
"As a result, at that time the U.N. Security Council should
promptly issue a resolution to lift its sanctions, which will
trigger the payment of $4 million from the escrow account for
each decedent," the letter added.
If the United States lifts bilateral commercial sanctions against
Libya, the account will pay out an additional $4 million per
plaintiff. If Libya is removed from the U.S. list of "states that
sponsor terrorism," it will pay out $2 million more, for the total
of $10 million.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:06 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Leader Gaddafi needs to know that PA 103 was a
mechanical explanation, not a bomb.

They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made
the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.
Until he does so, little can happen, they add
Dear Sir, Monday, July 21, 2003 8:37 AM

There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made
the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.
Until he does so, little can happen, they add.

Lawyers Fix Timetable for Lockerbie Deal

Tue June 24, 2003 12:40 PM ET
By Jonathan Wright
WASHINGTON (Reuters) - Lawyers for Libya and the families
of people killed in the 1988 bombing of a Pan Am plane have
agreed to choose a bank by July 3 to handle $2.67 billion in
compensation funds, according to a letter from the lawyers to
the families.
The letter was made available to Reuters on Tuesday.
Libya is expected to pay into an escrow account either at the
Bank of England or the Bank for International Settlements,
which is based in Basel, Switzerland, New York lawyers
Kreindler and Kreindler said in the letter.
The date is part of the timetable for a settlement that would
result in an end to the U.N. sanctions imposed on Libya in 1992
to make the country hand over the two Libyan men accused of
planting a bomb on the plane, which exploded over the Scottish
town of Lockerbie, killing 270.
The United Nations suspended the sanctions after Libya handed
over the men but Libya wants them lifted completely. One man
was convicted and the other acquitted.
Under the timetable, agreed upon when the lawyers met in
London this week, the lawyers plan to meet again in Europe on
July 9 to sign an agreement setting up the escrow account.
Within weeks, Libya would give the U.N. Security Council a
letter accepting responsibility for the bombing. "We understand
that the required letter has already been prepared and approved

by the U.S. and U.K. governments," the lawyers said.
U.S. officials were not immediately available for comment but
on previous occasions they have played down expectations that
the dispute is drawing to a conclusion.
They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made
the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.
Until he does so, little can happen, they add.
The lawyers said that once Libya accepts responsibility, it would
have 30 days to pay the $2.67 billion -- $10 million for each of
267 plaintiffs -- into the escrow account.
"As a result, at that time the U.N. Security Council should
promptly issue a resolution to lift its sanctions, which will
trigger the payment of $4 million from the escrow account for
each decedent," the letter added.
If the United States lifts bilateral commercial sanctions against
Libya, the account will pay out an additional $4 million per
plaintiff. If Libya is removed from the U.S. list of "states that
sponsor terrorism," it will pay out $2 million more, for the total
of $10 million.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:06 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Leader Gaddafi needs to know that PA 103 was a
mechanical explanation, not a bomb.

They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made
the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.
Until he does so, little can happen, they add

Dear Sir, Wednesday, July 30, 2003 8:21 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made
the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.
Until he does so, little can happen, they add.

Lawyers Fix Timetable for Lockerbie Deal
Tue June 24, 2003 12:40 PM ET
By Jonathan Wright
WASHINGTON (Reuters) - Lawyers for Libya and the families
of people killed in the 1988 bombing of a Pan Am plane have
agreed to choose a bank by July 3 to handle $2.67 billion in
compensation funds, according to a letter from the lawyers to
the families.
The letter was made available to Reuters on Tuesday.
Libya is expected to pay into an escrow account either at the
Bank of England or the Bank for International Settlements,
which is based in Basel, Switzerland, New York lawyers
Kreindler and Kreindler said in the letter.
The date is part of the timetable for a settlement that would
result in an end to the U.N. sanctions imposed on Libya in 1992
to make the country hand over the two Libyan men accused of
planting a bomb on the plane, which exploded over the Scottish
town of Lockerbie, killing 270.
The United Nations suspended the sanctions after Libya handed
over the men but Libya wants them lifted completely. One man
was convicted and the other acquitted.
Under the timetable, agreed upon when the lawyers met in
London this week, the lawyers plan to meet again in Europe on
July 9 to sign an agreement setting up the escrow account.
Within weeks, Libya would give the U.N. Security Council a
letter accepting responsibility for the bombing. "We understand

that the required letter has already been prepared and approved
by the U.S. and U.K. governments," the lawyers said.
U.S. officials were not immediately available for comment but
on previous occasions they have played down expectations that
the dispute is drawing to a conclusion.
They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made
the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.
Until he does so, little can happen, they add.
The lawyers said that once Libya accepts responsibility, it would
have 30 days to pay the $2.67 billion -- $10 million for each of
267 plaintiffs -- into the escrow account.
"As a result, at that time the U.N. Security Council should
promptly issue a resolution to lift its sanctions, which will
trigger the payment of $4 million from the escrow account for
each decedent," the letter added.
If the United States lifts bilateral commercial sanctions against
Libya, the account will pay out an additional $4 million per
plaintiff. If Libya is removed from the U.S. list of "states that
sponsor terrorism," it will pay out $2 million more, for the total
of $10 million.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:06 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Leader Gaddafi needs to know that PA 103 was a
mechanical explanation, not a bomb.

They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made
the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.
Until he does so, little can happen, they add

Dear Sir, Thursday, July 31, 2003 10:20 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made
the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.
Until he does so, little can happen, they add.

Lawyers Fix Timetable for Lockerbie Deal
Tue June 24, 2003 12:40 PM ET
By Jonathan Wright
WASHINGTON (Reuters) - Lawyers for Libya and the families
of people killed in the 1988 bombing of a Pan Am plane have
agreed to choose a bank by July 3 to handle $2.67 billion in
compensation funds, according to a letter from the lawyers to
the families.
The letter was made available to Reuters on Tuesday.
Libya is expected to pay into an escrow account either at the
Bank of England or the Bank for International Settlements,
which is based in Basel, Switzerland, New York lawyers
Kreindler and Kreindler said in the letter.
The date is part of the timetable for a settlement that would
result in an end to the U.N. sanctions imposed on Libya in 1992
to make the country hand over the two Libyan men accused of
planting a bomb on the plane, which exploded over the Scottish
town of Lockerbie, killing 270.
The United Nations suspended the sanctions after Libya handed
over the men but Libya wants them lifted completely. One man
was convicted and the other acquitted.
Under the timetable, agreed upon when the lawyers met in
London this week, the lawyers plan to meet again in Europe on
July 9 to sign an agreement setting up the escrow account.
Within weeks, Libya would give the U.N. Security Council a

letter accepting responsibility for the bombing. "We understand
that the required letter has already been prepared and approved
by the U.S. and U.K. governments," the lawyers said.
U.S. officials were not immediately available for comment but
on previous occasions they have played down expectations that
the dispute is drawing to a conclusion.
They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made
the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.
Until he does so, little can happen, they add.
The lawyers said that once Libya accepts responsibility, it would
have 30 days to pay the $2.67 billion -- $10 million for each of
267 plaintiffs -- into the escrow account.
"As a result, at that time the U.N. Security Council should
promptly issue a resolution to lift its sanctions, which will
trigger the payment of $4 million from the escrow account for
each decedent," the letter added.
If the United States lifts bilateral commercial sanctions against
Libya, the account will pay out an additional $4 million per
plaintiff. If Libya is removed from the U.S. list of "states that
sponsor terrorism," it will pay out $2 million more, for the total
of $10 million.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:06 AM PDT
To: info@lycaa.org
Subject: Pan American World Airways Flight 103 was
mechanical, not terrorist bombing. Please check it out.

Dear Sir, Thursday, July 31, 2003 10:20 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.

Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made
the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.
Until he does so, little can happen, they add.

Lawyers Fix Timetable for Lockerbie Deal
Tue June 24, 2003 12:40 PM ET
By Jonathan Wright
WASHINGTON (Reuters) - Lawyers for Libya and the families
of people killed in the 1988 bombing of a Pan Am plane have
agreed to choose a bank by July 3 to handle $2.67 billion in
compensation funds, according to a letter from the lawyers to
the families.
The letter was made available to Reuters on Tuesday.
Libya is expected to pay into an escrow account either at the
Bank of England or the Bank for International Settlements,
which is based in Basel, Switzerland, New York lawyers
Kreindler and Kreindler said in the letter.
The date is part of the timetable for a settlement that would
result in an end to the U.N. sanctions imposed on Libya in 1992
to make the country hand over the two Libyan men accused of
planting a bomb on the plane, which exploded over the Scottish
town of Lockerbie, killing 270.
The United Nations suspended the sanctions after Libya handed
over the men but Libya wants them lifted completely. One man
was convicted and the other acquitted.
Under the timetable, agreed upon when the lawyers met in

London this week, the lawyers plan to meet again in Europe on
July 9 to sign an agreement setting up the escrow account.
Within weeks, Libya would give the U.N. Security Council a
letter accepting responsibility for the bombing. "We understand
that the required letter has already been prepared and approved
by the U.S. and U.K. governments," the lawyers said.
U.S. officials were not immediately available for comment but
on previous occasions they have played down expectations that
the dispute is drawing to a conclusion.
They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made
the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.
Until he does so, little can happen, they add.
The lawyers said that once Libya accepts responsibility, it would
have 30 days to pay the $2.67 billion -- $10 million for each of
267 plaintiffs -- into the escrow account.
"As a result, at that time the U.N. Security Council should
promptly issue a resolution to lift its sanctions, which will
trigger the payment of $4 million from the escrow account for
each decedent," the letter added.
If the United States lifts bilateral commercial sanctions against
Libya, the account will pay out an additional $4 million per
plaintiff. If Libya is removed from the U.S. list of "states that
sponsor terrorism," it will pay out $2 million more, for the total
of $10 million.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:06 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org

Subject: Leader Gaddafi needs to know that PA 103 was a
mechanical explanation, not a bomb.

They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made
the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.
Until he does so, little can happen, they add
Dear Sir, Saturday, August 2, 2003 1:38 PM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made
the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.
Until he does so, little can happen, they add.

Lawyers Fix Timetable for Lockerbie Deal
Tue June 24, 2003 12:40 PM ET
By Jonathan Wright
WASHINGTON (Reuters) - Lawyers for Libya and the families
of people killed in the 1988 bombing of a Pan Am plane have
agreed to choose a bank by July 3 to handle $2.67 billion in
compensation funds, according to a letter from the lawyers to
the families.
The letter was made available to Reuters on Tuesday.
Libya is expected to pay into an escrow account either at the
Bank of England or the Bank for International Settlements,
which is based in Basel, Switzerland, New York lawyers
Kreindler and Kreindler said in the letter.
The date is part of the timetable for a settlement that would
result in an end to the U.N. sanctions imposed on Libya in 1992
to make the country hand over the two Libyan men accused of
planting a bomb on the plane, which exploded over the Scottish
town of Lockerbie, killing 270.
The United Nations suspended the sanctions after Libya handed
over the men but Libya wants them lifted completely. One man
was convicted and the other acquitted.

Under the timetable, agreed upon when the lawyers met in
London this week, the lawyers plan to meet again in Europe on
July 9 to sign an agreement setting up the escrow account.
Within weeks, Libya would give the U.N. Security Council a
letter accepting responsibility for the bombing. "We understand
that the required letter has already been prepared and approved
by the U.S. and U.K. governments," the lawyers said.
U.S. officials were not immediately available for comment but
on previous occasions they have played down expectations that
the dispute is drawing to a conclusion.
They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made
the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.
Until he does so, little can happen, they add.
The lawyers said that once Libya accepts responsibility, it would
have 30 days to pay the $2.67 billion -- $10 million for each of
267 plaintiffs -- into the escrow account.
"As a result, at that time the U.N. Security Council should
promptly issue a resolution to lift its sanctions, which will
trigger the payment of $4 million from the escrow account for
each decedent," the letter added.
If the United States lifts bilateral commercial sanctions against
Libya, the account will pay out an additional $4 million per
plaintiff. If Libya is removed from the U.S. list of "states that
sponsor terrorism," it will pay out $2 million more, for the total
of $10 million.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:06 AM PDT

To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Leader Gaddafi needs to know that PA 103 was a
mechanical explanation, not a bomb.

They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made
the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.
Until he does so, little can happen, they add
Dear Sir, Monday, August 4, 2003 10:13 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com

http://www.corazon.com
They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made
the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.
Until he does so, little can happen, they add.

Lawyers Fix Timetable for Lockerbie Deal
Tue June 24, 2003 12:40 PM ET
By Jonathan Wright
WASHINGTON (Reuters) - Lawyers for Libya and the families
of people killed in the 1988 bombing of a Pan Am plane have
agreed to choose a bank by July 3 to handle $2.67 billion in
compensation funds, according to a letter from the lawyers to
the families.
The letter was made available to Reuters on Tuesday.
Libya is expected to pay into an escrow account either at the
Bank of England or the Bank for International Settlements,
which is based in Basel, Switzerland, New York lawyers
Kreindler and Kreindler said in the letter.
The date is part of the timetable for a settlement that would
result in an end to the U.N. sanctions imposed on Libya in 1992
to make the country hand over the two Libyan men accused of
planting a bomb on the plane, which exploded over the Scottish
town of Lockerbie, killing 270.
The United Nations suspended the sanctions after Libya handed
over the men but Libya wants them lifted completely. One man
was convicted and the other acquitted.

Under the timetable, agreed upon when the lawyers met in
London this week, the lawyers plan to meet again in Europe on
July 9 to sign an agreement setting up the escrow account.
Within weeks, Libya would give the U.N. Security Council a
letter accepting responsibility for the bombing. "We understand
that the required letter has already been prepared and approved
by the U.S. and U.K. governments," the lawyers said.
U.S. officials were not immediately available for comment but
on previous occasions they have played down expectations that
the dispute is drawing to a conclusion.
They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made
the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.
Until he does so, little can happen, they add.
The lawyers said that once Libya accepts responsibility, it would
have 30 days to pay the $2.67 billion -- $10 million for each of
267 plaintiffs -- into the escrow account.
"As a result, at that time the U.N. Security Council should
promptly issue a resolution to lift its sanctions, which will
trigger the payment of $4 million from the escrow account for
each decedent," the letter added.
If the United States lifts bilateral commercial sanctions against
Libya, the account will pay out an additional $4 million per
plaintiff. If Libya is removed from the U.S. list of "states that
sponsor terrorism," it will pay out $2 million more, for the total
of $10 million.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>

Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:06 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Leader Gaddafi needs to know that PA 103 was a
mechanical explanation, not a bomb.

They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made
the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.
Until he does so, little can happen, they add
Dear Sir, Thursday, August 7, 2003 8:51 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made
the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.
Until he does so, little can happen, they add.

Lawyers Fix Timetable for Lockerbie Deal
Tue June 24, 2003 12:40 PM ET
By Jonathan Wright
WASHINGTON (Reuters) - Lawyers for Libya and the families
of people killed in the 1988 bombing of a Pan Am plane have
agreed to choose a bank by July 3 to handle $2.67 billion in
compensation funds, according to a letter from the lawyers to
the families.
The letter was made available to Reuters on Tuesday.
Libya is expected to pay into an escrow account either at the
Bank of England or the Bank for International Settlements,
which is based in Basel, Switzerland, New York lawyers
Kreindler and Kreindler said in the letter.
The date is part of the timetable for a settlement that would
result in an end to the U.N. sanctions imposed on Libya in 1992
to make the country hand over the two Libyan men accused of
planting a bomb on the plane, which exploded over the Scottish
town of Lockerbie, killing 270.
The United Nations suspended the sanctions after Libya handed
over the men but Libya wants them lifted completely. One man

was convicted and the other acquitted.
Under the timetable, agreed upon when the lawyers met in
London this week, the lawyers plan to meet again in Europe on
July 9 to sign an agreement setting up the escrow account.
Within weeks, Libya would give the U.N. Security Council a
letter accepting responsibility for the bombing. "We understand
that the required letter has already been prepared and approved
by the U.S. and U.K. governments," the lawyers said.
U.S. officials were not immediately available for comment but
on previous occasions they have played down expectations that
the dispute is drawing to a conclusion.
They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made
the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.
Until he does so, little can happen, they add.
The lawyers said that once Libya accepts responsibility, it would
have 30 days to pay the $2.67 billion -- $10 million for each of
267 plaintiffs -- into the escrow account.
"As a result, at that time the U.N. Security Council should
promptly issue a resolution to lift its sanctions, which will
trigger the payment of $4 million from the escrow account for
each decedent," the letter added.
If the United States lifts bilateral commercial sanctions against
Libya, the account will pay out an additional $4 million per
plaintiff. If Libya is removed from the U.S. list of "states that
sponsor terrorism," it will pay out $2 million more, for the total
of $10 million.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:06 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Save your money... Pan American World Airways
Flight 103

They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made
the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.
Until he does so, little can happen, they add
Dear Sir, Tuesday, August 12, 2003 10:38 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924

831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
US hints at Lockerbie deal
The 1988 bombing killed 270 people
The US Secretary of State has said a deal is near on securing
compensation for the relatives of victims of the 1988
Lockerbie bombing.
Colin Powell spoke after Monday's talks in London between officials
from Britain, the US and Libya.
If Libya accepts responsibility for the atrocity, it would then pay $10m
for each of the 270 victims over three stages, in return for the lifting
of United Nations sanctions.
Mr Powell told reporters in the US: "I think that we're getting closer to
a settlement."
Media reports in the US have suggested the deal could be finalised
later this week.
Libya is due to make a formal statement to the UN Security Council
on 14 August, the Washington Post has said.
Powell is optimistic about a deal
The UK Foreign Office described the latest discussions as
"constructive".
A spokeswoman said no announcement of a settlement was
immediately forthcoming and no further meetings were planned at the
moment.
The extent of the reported admission by the Libyan Government is
unclear.
There has been speculation that it might accept responsibility for the
actions of Abdelbaset ali Mohmed al-Megrahi, the Libyan agent
serving a life sentence in Scotland for carrying out the bombing.

Monday's meeting in London followed last week's gathering of lawyers
for the families to discuss setting up an account, into which Libya
would pay a total of $2.7bn.
A spokesman for the UK Families Flight 103 group, which represents
British victims of the Lockerbie bombing, refused to be drawn on
reports that a settlement was close.
He said: "The Foreign and Commonwealth Office has consistently kept
the relatives in the dark and they cannot and will not comment on
speculation."
The Boeing 747 was blown up over the Scottish town of Lockerbie on
21 December 1988, killing all 259 people on board plus 11 on the
ground.

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:06 AM PDT
To: info@lycaa.org
Subject: Please send to Safety Department

Dear Sir, Tuesday, August 12, 2003 10:36 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of

pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
US hints at Lockerbie deal
The 1988 bombing killed 270 people
The US Secretary of State has said a deal is near on securing
compensation for the relatives of victims of the 1988
Lockerbie bombing.
Colin Powell spoke after Monday's talks in London between officials
from Britain, the US and Libya.
If Libya accepts responsibility for the atrocity, it would then pay $10m
for each of the 270 victims over three stages, in return for the lifting
of United Nations sanctions.
Mr Powell told reporters in the US: "I think that we're getting closer to
a settlement."
Media reports in the US have suggested the deal could be finalised
later this week.

Libya is due to make a formal statement to the UN Security Council
on 14 August, the Washington Post has said.
Powell is optimistic about a deal
The UK Foreign Office described the latest discussions as
"constructive".
A spokeswoman said no announcement of a settlement was
immediately forthcoming and no further meetings were planned at the
moment.
The extent of the reported admission by the Libyan Government is
unclear.
There has been speculation that it might accept responsibility for the
actions of Abdelbaset ali Mohmed al-Megrahi, the Libyan agent
serving a life sentence in Scotland for carrying out the bombing.
Monday's meeting in London followed last week's gathering of lawyers
for the families to discuss setting up an account, into which Libya
would pay a total of $2.7bn.
A spokesman for the UK Families Flight 103 group, which represents
British victims of the Lockerbie bombing, refused to be drawn on
reports that a settlement was close.
He said: "The Foreign and Commonwealth Office has consistently kept
the relatives in the dark and they cannot and will not comment on
speculation."
The Boeing 747 was blown up over the Scottish town of Lockerbie on
21 December 1988, killing all 259 people on board plus 11 on the
ground.

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:06 AM PDT
To: info@lycaa.org
Subject: Please send to Safety Department

Dear Sir, Wednesday, August 13, 2003 1:06 PM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Innocent passengers are at risk of the problem in wiring in early
model Boeing 747s reoccurring. Please have a pilot evaluate the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 at http://www.corazon.com
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

US hints at Lockerbie deal

The 1988 bombing killed 270 people
The US Secretary of State has said a deal is near on securing
compensation for the relatives of victims of the 1988
Lockerbie bombing.
Colin Powell spoke after Monday's talks in London between
officials from Britain, the US and Libya.
If Libya accepts responsibility for the atrocity, it would then pay
$10m for each of the 270 victims over three stages, in return for
the lifting of United Nations sanctions.
Mr Powell told reporters in the US: "I think that we're getting
closer to a settlement."
Media reports in the US have suggested the deal could be
finalised later this week.
Libya is due to make a formal statement to the UN Security
Council on 14 August, the Washington Post has said.
Powell is optimistic about a deal
The UK Foreign Office described the latest discussions as
"constructive".
A spokeswoman said no announcement of a settlement was
immediately forthcoming and no further meetings were planned
at the moment.
The extent of the reported admission by the Libyan Government
is unclear.

There has been speculation that it might accept responsibility for
the actions of Abdelbaset ali Mohmed al-Megrahi, the Libyan
agent serving a life sentence in Scotland for carrying out the
bombing.
Monday's meeting in London followed last week's gathering of
lawyers for the families to discuss setting up an account, into
which Libya would pay a total of $2.7bn.
A spokesman for the UK Families Flight 103 group, which
represents British victims of the Lockerbie bombing, refused to
be drawn on reports that a settlement was close.
He said: "The Foreign and Commonwealth Office has
consistently kept the relatives in the dark and they cannot and
will not comment on speculation."
The Boeing 747 was blown up over the Scottish town of
Lockerbie on 21 December 1988, killing all 259 people on board
plus 11 on the ground.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:06 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Save your money... Pan American World Airways
Flight 103

They say that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi has not yet made
the strategic decision to accept responsibility on behalf of Libya.
Until he does so, little can happen, they add
Dear Sir, Wednesday, August 13, 2003 1:07 PM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World

Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
US hints at Lockerbie deal
The 1988 bombing killed 270 people
The US Secretary of State has said a deal is near on securing
compensation for the relatives of victims of the 1988
Lockerbie bombing.
Colin Powell spoke after Monday's talks in London between

officials from Britain, the US and Libya.
If Libya accepts responsibility for the atrocity, it would then pay
$10m for each of the 270 victims over three stages, in return for
the lifting of United Nations sanctions.
Mr Powell told reporters in the US: "I think that we're getting
closer to a settlement."
Media reports in the US have suggested the deal could be
finalised later this week.
Libya is due to make a formal statement to the UN Security
Council on 14 August, the Washington Post has said.
Powell is optimistic about a deal
The UK Foreign Office described the latest discussions as
"constructive".
A spokeswoman said no announcement of a settlement was
immediately forthcoming and no further meetings were planned
at the moment.
The extent of the reported admission by the Libyan Government
is unclear.
There has been speculation that it might accept responsibility for
the actions of Abdelbaset ali Mohmed al-Megrahi, the Libyan
agent serving a life sentence in Scotland for carrying out the
bombing.
Monday's meeting in London followed last week's gathering of

lawyers for the families to discuss setting up an account, into
which Libya would pay a total of $2.7bn.
A spokesman for the UK Families Flight 103 group, which
represents British victims of the Lockerbie bombing, refused to
be drawn on reports that a settlement was close.
He said: "The Foreign and Commonwealth Office has
consistently kept the relatives in the dark and they cannot and
will not comment on speculation."
The Boeing 747 was blown up over the Scottish town of
Lockerbie on 21 December 1988, killing all 259 people on board
plus 11 on the ground.

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:06 AM PDT
To: info@lycaa.org
Subject: Please send to Safety Department

Libya's admission of guilt will be carefully worded. Last month
Mr Gaddafi's son again insisted that Tripoli had not ordered the
attack but said his government had to "accept the outcome of the
trial".
Dear Sir, Friday, August 15, 2003 11:59 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a

mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
Libya gives £1.7bn to the victims of Lockerbie, but the
questions remain
Families hope for an end to the tragedy as Tripoli, London
and Washington finally agree on a deal, but have the real
culprits been found?
By Andrew Buncombe in Washington and Paul Kelbie in
Lockerbie
15 August 2003
The words will be brief, the sentiment behind them questionable,
but by themselves they will bring closer to an end the twisting

saga of a tragedy that has destroyed families and ruined lives.
Later today in New York, Libyan diplomats will pass a letter to
the UN Security Council accepting responsibility for the 1988
Lockerbie bombing and making clear its willingness to pay
$2.7bn (£1.7bn) in compensation to the families of the 270
people killed.
For some, the announcement - almost 15 years after Pan Am
flight 103 was blown from the skies over the small Scottish
border town - will bring a degree of finality and closure. For
others, it will bring fresh trauma. What it certainly will not do is
answer the many questions about the bombing, its investigation
or the prosecution and subsequent conviction of a Libyan agent
that remain unanswered.
"We are expecting a letter either today or tomorrow, and I am
expecting a meeting with the three parties - the Libyans and the
British and the Americans - at the same time," Mikhail Wehbe,
Syria's ambassador to the UN and current chairman of the
Security Council, said yesterday afternoon before a closed-door
meeting of the Security Council.
Pan Am flight 103 exploded a few minutes after 7pm on 21
December when a bomb of Semtex explosive packed inside a
cassette recorder, in turn placed in a suitcase in the aircraft's
hold, was detonated by a fixed timer switch. The broken jet fell
onto the streets surrounding Sherwood Crescent in Lockerbie.
Eleven people on the ground were killed as their homes were
obliterated and fireballs swept through the cul-de-sacs.
The journey that has brought Libya to this admission has been
long and tortuous. It was only in 1999 that Colonel Muammar

Gaddafi agreed to hand over two suspects, Abdelbasset Ali
Mohammed al-Megrahi, 50, and Al Amin Khalifa Fhimah, 46,
for trial.
That £50m trial took place under Scottish law at a purpose-built
court at Camp Zeist in the Netherlands. Megrahi, an undercover
agent for the Libyan intelligence services, was convicted in
January 2001 while his co-accused was cleared. Megrahi is
currently serving a life sentence in Scotland's Barlinnie prison.
Libya's admission of guilt will be carefully worded. Last month
Mr Gaddafi's son again insisted that Tripoli had not ordered the
attack but said his government had to "accept the outcome of the
trial".
But those words, worked out meticulously during a series of
high-level meetings between the governments of Libya, Britain
and the US, will almost certainly be enough to see the United
Nations lift sanctions that were imposed in 1992.
After Libya lodges its letter today, Britain and the US will also
submit correspondence showing they accept the offer. Britain
will then table a resolution recommending that UN sanctions suspended in 1999 when the suspects were handed over - are
formally lifted.
The US is expected to abstain. France - which complained
yesterday that its citizens received limited compensation for
Libya's alleged bombing of UTA flight 772 in 1989, in which 171
people died - is unlikely to block the deal.
The agreement will do many things. The families of the 270 dead
will each start to receive a portion of some $10m (£7m) that

Libya has agreed to pay. The full amount will only be paid when
the US lifts its own sanctions against Libya and takes the country
off its list of state sponsors of terrorism.
For the families of those died - victims from a total of 21
countries - this is a mixed blessing. Most will accept some of the
money, though some will refuse to take a single penny. In the
US, the State Department will brief the families on the agreement
later today.
"This is an important stage in a long journey, but not the final
destination," said David Ben-Aryeah, a spokesman for UK
Families Flight 103, the group which represents the British
relatives.
From Libya's perspective, the payment of compensation and the
partial acceptance of responsibility is a good deal. In recent years
Mr Gaddafi has been making strenuous efforts to develop trade
with the West and draw on the wealth of largely untapped oil
reserves his country possesses.
Before relations between the North African country and the West
soured utterly in the 1980s, a number of Western oil companies
operated in Libya.
The head of the country's National Oil Corporation held
meetings last year with representatives from Conoco, Marathon,
Amerada Hess and Occidental to discuss deals worth hundreds of
millions.
For some of the families, the return of Mr Gadaffi to the fold of
"accepted nations" represents a sell-out. Susan Cohen of New
Jersey, whose daughter Theodora was among those killed, said:

"I will never get closure from this. He murdered my only
daughter. Gaddafi did it. Let's not play around here."
What many of the relatives, including Jim Swire, whose daughter
Flora was killed, continue to point out is the huge number of
number of unanswered questions surrounding the bombing.
Why, for instance, did Western investigators suddenly focus on
Libya, when for several years they believed that two Syrianbacked Palestinian terrorist groups - the Frankfurt-based PFLPGC and the lesser-known PPSF - were responsible? Why, Mr
Swire has asked, did flight 103 explode 38 minutes after take-off
from Heathrow en route to New York - a timescale that has the
exact hallmark of the sort of "ice-cube" timer that the PFLP-GC
had used before? What does one make of the evidence presented
by the prosecution?
Why did the CIA need to pay its star witness, Abdul Majid
Giaka, $2.7m (£1.7m) to give evidence? Why was that evidence
only forthcoming after he had received the money?
Why did the Scottish judges choose to accept part of the
testimony of the Maltese shopkeeper Tony Gauci, who sold
Megrahi clothes that were later found wrapped around the bomb?
Why was the court persuaded when he admitted he could not
definitely identify the suspect?
For the people of Lockerbie, today's events will be just another
marker in their efforts to put things behind them. "We have tried
to move on as a community," said Marjorie McQueen, a local
councillor who said people were saddened that their town would
always be synonymous with terror and tragedy. "If the relatives
can get the closure they are looking for from an admission of

responsibility from Libya, which is much more important to
them than dollars, then we will be very happy for them."
In Sherwood Crescent, a monument to the town's dead sits amid
a memorial garden of willows, forsythia and daisies that grow
where the houses once stood. Mary Ward, a local resident who
narrowly escaped with her life on that terrible day, was
ambivalent. "There are still questions," she said. "Will more [of
those] involved be jailed for their involvement? Surely one man
cannot take all the responsibility?"
JOHN MOSEY - BACKS DEAL
'No sense of closure but we will take the money'
Despite his misgivings, the Rev John Mosey will accept the
settlement and has a forgiving attitude to Libya.
Mr Mosey, pictured with his wife, Lisa, lost his daughter Helga,
19, on the flight. He said: "We are taking the money because it's
the only way for Libya to get back into the civilised world.
"We made certain demands on them and it looks as if they are
going to comply with those demands.''
But he felt the deal did not offer a sense of closure over the
tragedy, with its many unanswered questions. He also felt it
could be a distraction from the relatives' demand for an
independent inquiry.
Helga, who had a place to study music at Lancaster University,
was on the plane because of a twist of fate. She wanted to fly to
Newark, where she was a nanny, but could not get a direct flight.

Tragically for her, there were seats to New York.
Arifa Akbar
MATT BERKLEY - REFUSES DEAL
'I don't want to give up my right to sue'
Mr Berkley has refused compensation for the death of his brother
Alistair because he is not convinced of Libya's guilt.
His parents are accepting the offer of compensation for Alistair, a
29-year-old law lecturer. As an individual family member, Mr
Berkley, 42, a consultant from Oxford, would be entitled to £1m.
But, he said: "I haven't seen ... credible evidence that Libya did it
or that any admission by the Libyans would be truthful, rather
than simply the result of them being put under enormous
pressure."
He fears that if Tripoli's expected admission of guilt was
accepted, it would put an end to further investigations in to the
bombing.
"There are several implications of accepting money. One is that
there would be politicians who will say the relatives can derive
comfort from the compensation and that the matter is now
closed.
"Also, there is a long list of organisations and people that I can't
subsequently sue. I don't want to give up my right to sue. New
evidence may appear tomorrow proving who was responsible."

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:06 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Pass this to Gaddafi's Son

Libya's admission of guilt will be carefully worded. Last month
Mr Gaddafi's son again insisted that Tripoli had not ordered the
attack but said his government had to "accept the outcome of the
trial".
Dear Sir, Friday, August 15, 2003 11:59 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive

Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
Libya gives £1.7bn to the victims of Lockerbie, but the
questions remain
Families hope for an end to the tragedy as Tripoli, London
and Washington finally agree on a deal, but have the real
culprits been found?
By Andrew Buncombe in Washington and Paul Kelbie in
Lockerbie
15 August 2003
The words will be brief, the sentiment behind them questionable,
but by themselves they will bring closer to an end the twisting
saga of a tragedy that has destroyed families and ruined lives.
Later today in New York, Libyan diplomats will pass a letter to
the UN Security Council accepting responsibility for the 1988
Lockerbie bombing and making clear its willingness to pay
$2.7bn (£1.7bn) in compensation to the families of the 270
people killed.
For some, the announcement - almost 15 years after Pan Am
flight 103 was blown from the skies over the small Scottish
border town - will bring a degree of finality and closure. For
others, it will bring fresh trauma. What it certainly will not do is
answer the many questions about the bombing, its investigation
or the prosecution and subsequent conviction of a Libyan agent

that remain unanswered.
"We are expecting a letter either today or tomorrow, and I am
expecting a meeting with the three parties - the Libyans and the
British and the Americans - at the same time," Mikhail Wehbe,
Syria's ambassador to the UN and current chairman of the
Security Council, said yesterday afternoon before a closed-door
meeting of the Security Council.
Pan Am flight 103 exploded a few minutes after 7pm on 21
December when a bomb of Semtex explosive packed inside a
cassette recorder, in turn placed in a suitcase in the aircraft's
hold, was detonated by a fixed timer switch. The broken jet fell
onto the streets surrounding Sherwood Crescent in Lockerbie.
Eleven people on the ground were killed as their homes were
obliterated and fireballs swept through the cul-de-sacs.
The journey that has brought Libya to this admission has been
long and tortuous. It was only in 1999 that Colonel Muammar
Gaddafi agreed to hand over two suspects, Abdelbasset Ali
Mohammed al-Megrahi, 50, and Al Amin Khalifa Fhimah, 46,
for trial.
That £50m trial took place under Scottish law at a purpose-built
court at Camp Zeist in the Netherlands. Megrahi, an undercover
agent for the Libyan intelligence services, was convicted in
January 2001 while his co-accused was cleared. Megrahi is
currently serving a life sentence in Scotland's Barlinnie prison.
Libya's admission of guilt will be carefully worded. Last month
Mr Gaddafi's son again insisted that Tripoli had not ordered the
attack but said his government had to "accept the outcome of the
trial".

But those words, worked out meticulously during a series of
high-level meetings between the governments of Libya, Britain
and the US, will almost certainly be enough to see the United
Nations lift sanctions that were imposed in 1992.
After Libya lodges its letter today, Britain and the US will also
submit correspondence showing they accept the offer. Britain
will then table a resolution recommending that UN sanctions suspended in 1999 when the suspects were handed over - are
formally lifted.
The US is expected to abstain. France - which complained
yesterday that its citizens received limited compensation for
Libya's alleged bombing of UTA flight 772 in 1989, in which 171
people died - is unlikely to block the deal.
The agreement will do many things. The families of the 270 dead
will each start to receive a portion of some $10m (£7m) that
Libya has agreed to pay. The full amount will only be paid when
the US lifts its own sanctions against Libya and takes the country
off its list of state sponsors of terrorism.
For the families of those died - victims from a total of 21
countries - this is a mixed blessing. Most will accept some of the
money, though some will refuse to take a single penny. In the
US, the State Department will brief the families on the agreement
later today.
"This is an important stage in a long journey, but not the final
destination," said David Ben-Aryeah, a spokesman for UK
Families Flight 103, the group which represents the British
relatives.

From Libya's perspective, the payment of compensation and the
partial acceptance of responsibility is a good deal. In recent years
Mr Gaddafi has been making strenuous efforts to develop trade
with the West and draw on the wealth of largely untapped oil
reserves his country possesses.
Before relations between the North African country and the West
soured utterly in the 1980s, a number of Western oil companies
operated in Libya.
The head of the country's National Oil Corporation held
meetings last year with representatives from Conoco, Marathon,
Amerada Hess and Occidental to discuss deals worth hundreds of
millions.
For some of the families, the return of Mr Gadaffi to the fold of
"accepted nations" represents a sell-out. Susan Cohen of New
Jersey, whose daughter Theodora was among those killed, said:
"I will never get closure from this. He murdered my only
daughter. Gaddafi did it. Let's not play around here."
What many of the relatives, including Jim Swire, whose daughter
Flora was killed, continue to point out is the huge number of
number of unanswered questions surrounding the bombing.
Why, for instance, did Western investigators suddenly focus on
Libya, when for several years they believed that two Syrianbacked Palestinian terrorist groups - the Frankfurt-based PFLPGC and the lesser-known PPSF - were responsible? Why, Mr
Swire has asked, did flight 103 explode 38 minutes after take-off
from Heathrow en route to New York - a timescale that has the
exact hallmark of the sort of "ice-cube" timer that the PFLP-GC

had used before? What does one make of the evidence presented
by the prosecution?
Why did the CIA need to pay its star witness, Abdul Majid
Giaka, $2.7m (£1.7m) to give evidence? Why was that evidence
only forthcoming after he had received the money?
Why did the Scottish judges choose to accept part of the
testimony of the Maltese shopkeeper Tony Gauci, who sold
Megrahi clothes that were later found wrapped around the bomb?
Why was the court persuaded when he admitted he could not
definitely identify the suspect?
For the people of Lockerbie, today's events will be just another
marker in their efforts to put things behind them. "We have tried
to move on as a community," said Marjorie McQueen, a local
councillor who said people were saddened that their town would
always be synonymous with terror and tragedy. "If the relatives
can get the closure they are looking for from an admission of
responsibility from Libya, which is much more important to
them than dollars, then we will be very happy for them."
In Sherwood Crescent, a monument to the town's dead sits amid
a memorial garden of willows, forsythia and daisies that grow
where the houses once stood. Mary Ward, a local resident who
narrowly escaped with her life on that terrible day, was
ambivalent. "There are still questions," she said. "Will more [of
those] involved be jailed for their involvement? Surely one man
cannot take all the responsibility?"
JOHN MOSEY - BACKS DEAL
'No sense of closure but we will take the money'

Despite his misgivings, the Rev John Mosey will accept the
settlement and has a forgiving attitude to Libya.
Mr Mosey, pictured with his wife, Lisa, lost his daughter Helga,
19, on the flight. He said: "We are taking the money because it's
the only way for Libya to get back into the civilised world.
"We made certain demands on them and it looks as if they are
going to comply with those demands.''
But he felt the deal did not offer a sense of closure over the
tragedy, with its many unanswered questions. He also felt it
could be a distraction from the relatives' demand for an
independent inquiry.
Helga, who had a place to study music at Lancaster University,
was on the plane because of a twist of fate. She wanted to fly to
Newark, where she was a nanny, but could not get a direct flight.
Tragically for her, there were seats to New York.
Arifa Akbar
MATT BERKLEY - REFUSES DEAL
'I don't want to give up my right to sue'
Mr Berkley has refused compensation for the death of his brother
Alistair because he is not convinced of Libya's guilt.
His parents are accepting the offer of compensation for Alistair, a
29-year-old law lecturer. As an individual family member, Mr
Berkley, 42, a consultant from Oxford, would be entitled to £1m.

But, he said: "I haven't seen ... credible evidence that Libya did it
or that any admission by the Libyans would be truthful, rather
than simply the result of them being put under enormous
pressure."
He fears that if Tripoli's expected admission of guilt was
accepted, it would put an end to further investigations in to the
bombing.
"There are several implications of accepting money. One is that
there would be politicians who will say the relatives can derive
comfort from the compensation and that the matter is now
closed.
"Also, there is a long list of organisations and people that I can't
subsequently sue. I don't want to give up my right to sue. New
evidence may appear tomorrow proving who was responsible."

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:06 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Pass this to Gaddafi's Son

Libya's admission of guilt will be carefully worded. Last month
Mr Gaddafi's son again insisted that Tripoli had not ordered the
attack but said his government had to "accept the outcome of the
trial".
Dear Sir, Friday, August 15, 2003 11:59 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo

door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
Libya gives £1.7bn to the victims of Lockerbie, but the
questions remain
Families hope for an end to the tragedy as Tripoli, London
and Washington finally agree on a deal, but have the real
culprits been found?
By Andrew Buncombe in Washington and Paul Kelbie in
Lockerbie

15 August 2003
The words will be brief, the sentiment behind them questionable,
but by themselves they will bring closer to an end the twisting
saga of a tragedy that has destroyed families and ruined lives.
Later today in New York, Libyan diplomats will pass a letter to
the UN Security Council accepting responsibility for the 1988
Lockerbie bombing and making clear its willingness to pay
$2.7bn (£1.7bn) in compensation to the families of the 270
people killed.
For some, the announcement - almost 15 years after Pan Am
flight 103 was blown from the skies over the small Scottish
border town - will bring a degree of finality and closure. For
others, it will bring fresh trauma. What it certainly will not do is
answer the many questions about the bombing, its investigation
or the prosecution and subsequent conviction of a Libyan agent
that remain unanswered.
"We are expecting a letter either today or tomorrow, and I am
expecting a meeting with the three parties - the Libyans and the
British and the Americans - at the same time," Mikhail Wehbe,
Syria's ambassador to the UN and current chairman of the
Security Council, said yesterday afternoon before a closed-door
meeting of the Security Council.
Pan Am flight 103 exploded a few minutes after 7pm on 21
December when a bomb of Semtex explosive packed inside a
cassette recorder, in turn placed in a suitcase in the aircraft's
hold, was detonated by a fixed timer switch. The broken jet fell
onto the streets surrounding Sherwood Crescent in Lockerbie.

Eleven people on the ground were killed as their homes were
obliterated and fireballs swept through the cul-de-sacs.
The journey that has brought Libya to this admission has been
long and tortuous. It was only in 1999 that Colonel Muammar
Gaddafi agreed to hand over two suspects, Abdelbasset Ali
Mohammed al-Megrahi, 50, and Al Amin Khalifa Fhimah, 46,
for trial.
That £50m trial took place under Scottish law at a purpose-built
court at Camp Zeist in the Netherlands. Megrahi, an undercover
agent for the Libyan intelligence services, was convicted in
January 2001 while his co-accused was cleared. Megrahi is
currently serving a life sentence in Scotland's Barlinnie prison.
Libya's admission of guilt will be carefully worded. Last month
Mr Gaddafi's son again insisted that Tripoli had not ordered the
attack but said his government had to "accept the outcome of the
trial".
But those words, worked out meticulously during a series of
high-level meetings between the governments of Libya, Britain
and the US, will almost certainly be enough to see the United
Nations lift sanctions that were imposed in 1992.
After Libya lodges its letter today, Britain and the US will also
submit correspondence showing they accept the offer. Britain
will then table a resolution recommending that UN sanctions suspended in 1999 when the suspects were handed over - are
formally lifted.
The US is expected to abstain. France - which complained
yesterday that its citizens received limited compensation for

Libya's alleged bombing of UTA flight 772 in 1989, in which 171
people died - is unlikely to block the deal.
The agreement will do many things. The families of the 270 dead
will each start to receive a portion of some $10m (£7m) that
Libya has agreed to pay. The full amount will only be paid when
the US lifts its own sanctions against Libya and takes the country
off its list of state sponsors of terrorism.
For the families of those died - victims from a total of 21
countries - this is a mixed blessing. Most will accept some of the
money, though some will refuse to take a single penny. In the
US, the State Department will brief the families on the agreement
later today.
"This is an important stage in a long journey, but not the final
destination," said David Ben-Aryeah, a spokesman for UK
Families Flight 103, the group which represents the British
relatives.
>From Libya's perspective, the payment of compensation and the
partial acceptance of responsibility is a good deal. In recent years
Mr Gaddafi has been making strenuous efforts to develop trade
with the West and draw on the wealth of largely untapped oil
reserves his country possesses.
Before relations between the North African country and the West
soured utterly in the 1980s, a number of Western oil companies
operated in Libya.
The head of the country's National Oil Corporation held
meetings last year with representatives from Conoco, Marathon,
Amerada Hess and Occidental to discuss deals worth hundreds of

millions.
For some of the families, the return of Mr Gadaffi to the fold of
"accepted nations" represents a sell-out. Susan Cohen of New
Jersey, whose daughter Theodora was among those killed, said:
"I will never get closure from this. He murdered my only
daughter. Gaddafi did it. Let's not play around here."
What many of the relatives, including Jim Swire, whose daughter
Flora was killed, continue to point out is the huge number of
number of unanswered questions surrounding the bombing.
Why, for instance, did Western investigators suddenly focus on
Libya, when for several years they believed that two Syrianbacked Palestinian terrorist groups - the Frankfurt-based PFLPGC and the lesser-known PPSF - were responsible? Why, Mr
Swire has asked, did flight 103 explode 38 minutes after take-off
from Heathrow en route to New York - a timescale that has the
exact hallmark of the sort of "ice-cube" timer that the PFLP-GC
had used before? What does one make of the evidence presented
by the prosecution?
Why did the CIA need to pay its star witness, Abdul Majid
Giaka, $2.7m (£1.7m) to give evidence? Why was that evidence
only forthcoming after he had received the money?
Why did the Scottish judges choose to accept part of the
testimony of the Maltese shopkeeper Tony Gauci, who sold
Megrahi clothes that were later found wrapped around the bomb?
Why was the court persuaded when he admitted he could not
definitely identify the suspect?
For the people of Lockerbie, today's events will be just another

marker in their efforts to put things behind them. "We have tried
to move on as a community," said Marjorie McQueen, a local
councillor who said people were saddened that their town would
always be synonymous with terror and tragedy. "If the relatives
can get the closure they are looking for from an admission of
responsibility from Libya, which is much more important to
them than dollars, then we will be very happy for them."
In Sherwood Crescent, a monument to the town's dead sits amid
a memorial garden of willows, forsythia and daisies that grow
where the houses once stood. Mary Ward, a local resident who
narrowly escaped with her life on that terrible day, was
ambivalent. "There are still questions," she said. "Will more [of
those] involved be jailed for their involvement? Surely one man
cannot take all the responsibility?"
JOHN MOSEY - BACKS DEAL
'No sense of closure but we will take the money'
Despite his misgivings, the Rev John Mosey will accept the
settlement and has a forgiving attitude to Libya.
Mr Mosey, pictured with his wife, Lisa, lost his daughter Helga,
19, on the flight. He said: "We are taking the money because it's
the only way for Libya to get back into the civilised world.
"We made certain demands on them and it looks as if they are
going to comply with those demands.''
But he felt the deal did not offer a sense of closure over the
tragedy, with its many unanswered questions. He also felt it
could be a distraction from the relatives' demand for an

independent inquiry.
Helga, who had a place to study music at Lancaster University,
was on the plane because of a twist of fate. She wanted to fly to
Newark, where she was a nanny, but could not get a direct flight.
Tragically for her, there were seats to New York.
Arifa Akbar
MATT BERKLEY - REFUSES DEAL
'I don't want to give up my right to sue'
Mr Berkley has refused compensation for the death of his brother
Alistair because he is not convinced of Libya's guilt.
His parents are accepting the offer of compensation for Alistair, a
29-year-old law lecturer. As an individual family member, Mr
Berkley, 42, a consultant from Oxford, would be entitled to £1m.
But, he said: "I haven't seen ... credible evidence that Libya did it
or that any admission by the Libyans would be truthful, rather
than simply the result of them being put under enormous
pressure."
He fears that if Tripoli's expected admission of guilt was
accepted, it would put an end to further investigations in to the
bombing.
"There are several implications of accepting money. One is that
there would be politicians who will say the relatives can derive
comfort from the compensation and that the matter is now
closed.

"Also, there is a long list of organisations and people that I can't
subsequently sue. I don't want to give up my right to sue. New
evidence may appear tomorrow proving who was responsible."

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:06 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Pass this to Gaddafi's Son

Libya's admission of guilt will be carefully worded. Last month
Mr Gaddafi's son again insisted that Tripoli had not ordered the
attack but said his government had to "accept the outcome of the
trial".
Dear Sir, Friday, August 15, 2003 11:59 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him

the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
Libya gives £1.7bn to the victims of Lockerbie, but the
questions remain
Families hope for an end to the tragedy as Tripoli, London
and Washington finally agree on a deal, but have the real
culprits been found?
By Andrew Buncombe in Washington and Paul Kelbie in
Lockerbie
15 August 2003
The words will be brief, the sentiment behind them questionable,
but by themselves they will bring closer to an end the twisting
saga of a tragedy that has destroyed families and ruined lives.
Later today in New York, Libyan diplomats will pass a letter to
the UN Security Council accepting responsibility for the 1988
Lockerbie bombing and making clear its willingness to pay
$2.7bn (£1.7bn) in compensation to the families of the 270
people killed.
For some, the announcement - almost 15 years after Pan Am

flight 103 was blown from the skies over the small Scottish
border town - will bring a degree of finality and closure. For
others, it will bring fresh trauma. What it certainly will not do is
answer the many questions about the bombing, its investigation
or the prosecution and subsequent conviction of a Libyan agent
that remain unanswered.
"We are expecting a letter either today or tomorrow, and I am
expecting a meeting with the three parties - the Libyans and the
British and the Americans - at the same time," Mikhail Wehbe,
Syria's ambassador to the UN and current chairman of the
Security Council, said yesterday afternoon before a closed-door
meeting of the Security Council.
Pan Am flight 103 exploded a few minutes after 7pm on 21
December when a bomb of Semtex explosive packed inside a
cassette recorder, in turn placed in a suitcase in the aircraft's
hold, was detonated by a fixed timer switch. The broken jet fell
onto the streets surrounding Sherwood Crescent in Lockerbie.
Eleven people on the ground were killed as their homes were
obliterated and fireballs swept through the cul-de-sacs.
The journey that has brought Libya to this admission has been
long and tortuous. It was only in 1999 that Colonel Muammar
Gaddafi agreed to hand over two suspects, Abdelbasset Ali
Mohammed al-Megrahi, 50, and Al Amin Khalifa Fhimah, 46,
for trial.
That £50m trial took place under Scottish law at a purpose-built
court at Camp Zeist in the Netherlands. Megrahi, an undercover
agent for the Libyan intelligence services, was convicted in
January 2001 while his co-accused was cleared. Megrahi is
currently serving a life sentence in Scotland's Barlinnie prison.

Libya's admission of guilt will be carefully worded. Last month
Mr Gaddafi's son again insisted that Tripoli had not ordered the
attack but said his government had to "accept the outcome of the
trial".
But those words, worked out meticulously during a series of
high-level meetings between the governments of Libya, Britain
and the US, will almost certainly be enough to see the United
Nations lift sanctions that were imposed in 1992.
After Libya lodges its letter today, Britain and the US will also
submit correspondence showing they accept the offer. Britain
will then table a resolution recommending that UN sanctions suspended in 1999 when the suspects were handed over - are
formally lifted.
The US is expected to abstain. France - which complained
yesterday that its citizens received limited compensation for
Libya's alleged bombing of UTA flight 772 in 1989, in which 171
people died - is unlikely to block the deal.
The agreement will do many things. The families of the 270 dead
will each start to receive a portion of some $10m (£7m) that
Libya has agreed to pay. The full amount will only be paid when
the US lifts its own sanctions against Libya and takes the country
off its list of state sponsors of terrorism.
For the families of those died - victims from a total of 21
countries - this is a mixed blessing. Most will accept some of the
money, though some will refuse to take a single penny. In the
US, the State Department will brief the families on the agreement
later today.

"This is an important stage in a long journey, but not the final
destination," said David Ben-Aryeah, a spokesman for UK
Families Flight 103, the group which represents the British
relatives.
>From Libya's perspective, the payment of compensation and the
partial acceptance of responsibility is a good deal. In recent years
Mr Gaddafi has been making strenuous efforts to develop trade
with the West and draw on the wealth of largely untapped oil
reserves his country possesses.
Before relations between the North African country and the West
soured utterly in the 1980s, a number of Western oil companies
operated in Libya.
The head of the country's National Oil Corporation held
meetings last year with representatives from Conoco, Marathon,
Amerada Hess and Occidental to discuss deals worth hundreds of
millions.
For some of the families, the return of Mr Gadaffi to the fold of
"accepted nations" represents a sell-out. Susan Cohen of New
Jersey, whose daughter Theodora was among those killed, said:
"I will never get closure from this. He murdered my only
daughter. Gaddafi did it. Let's not play around here."
What many of the relatives, including Jim Swire, whose daughter
Flora was killed, continue to point out is the huge number of
number of unanswered questions surrounding the bombing.
Why, for instance, did Western investigators suddenly focus on
Libya, when for several years they believed that two Syrian-

backed Palestinian terrorist groups - the Frankfurt-based PFLPGC and the lesser-known PPSF - were responsible? Why, Mr
Swire has asked, did flight 103 explode 38 minutes after take-off
from Heathrow en route to New York - a timescale that has the
exact hallmark of the sort of "ice-cube" timer that the PFLP-GC
had used before? What does one make of the evidence presented
by the prosecution?
Why did the CIA need to pay its star witness, Abdul Majid
Giaka, $2.7m (£1.7m) to give evidence? Why was that evidence
only forthcoming after he had received the money?
Why did the Scottish judges choose to accept part of the
testimony of the Maltese shopkeeper Tony Gauci, who sold
Megrahi clothes that were later found wrapped around the bomb?
Why was the court persuaded when he admitted he could not
definitely identify the suspect?
For the people of Lockerbie, today's events will be just another
marker in their efforts to put things behind them. "We have tried
to move on as a community," said Marjorie McQueen, a local
councillor who said people were saddened that their town would
always be synonymous with terror and tragedy. "If the relatives
can get the closure they are looking for from an admission of
responsibility from Libya, which is much more important to
them than dollars, then we will be very happy for them."
In Sherwood Crescent, a monument to the town's dead sits amid
a memorial garden of willows, forsythia and daisies that grow
where the houses once stood. Mary Ward, a local resident who
narrowly escaped with her life on that terrible day, was
ambivalent. "There are still questions," she said. "Will more [of
those] involved be jailed for their involvement? Surely one man

cannot take all the responsibility?"
JOHN MOSEY - BACKS DEAL
'No sense of closure but we will take the money'
Despite his misgivings, the Rev John Mosey will accept the
settlement and has a forgiving attitude to Libya.
Mr Mosey, pictured with his wife, Lisa, lost his daughter Helga,
19, on the flight. He said: "We are taking the money because it's
the only way for Libya to get back into the civilised world.
"We made certain demands on them and it looks as if they are
going to comply with those demands.''
But he felt the deal did not offer a sense of closure over the
tragedy, with its many unanswered questions. He also felt it
could be a distraction from the relatives' demand for an
independent inquiry.
Helga, who had a place to study music at Lancaster University,
was on the plane because of a twist of fate. She wanted to fly to
Newark, where she was a nanny, but could not get a direct flight.
Tragically for her, there were seats to New York.
Arifa Akbar
MATT BERKLEY - REFUSES DEAL
'I don't want to give up my right to sue'
Mr Berkley has refused compensation for the death of his brother

Alistair because he is not convinced of Libya's guilt.
His parents are accepting the offer of compensation for Alistair, a
29-year-old law lecturer. As an individual family member, Mr
Berkley, 42, a consultant from Oxford, would be entitled to £1m.
But, he said: "I haven't seen ... credible evidence that Libya did it
or that any admission by the Libyans would be truthful, rather
than simply the result of them being put under enormous
pressure."
He fears that if Tripoli's expected admission of guilt was
accepted, it would put an end to further investigations in to the
bombing.
"There are several implications of accepting money. One is that
there would be politicians who will say the relatives can derive
comfort from the compensation and that the matter is now
closed.
"Also, there is a long list of organisations and people that I can't
subsequently sue. I don't want to give up my right to sue. New
evidence may appear tomorrow proving who was responsible."

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:06 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Still time to prove innocence of bombing of Pan
American World Airways Flight 103

Dear Sir, Monday, August 18, 2003 3:12 PM

There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

19 August 2003
Britain sought to draw a line under the Lockerbie
affair when it tabled a resolution at the UN yesterday
calling for the formal lifting of sanctions against
Libya. But France threatened to block the deal unless

Libya paid millions of dollars of additional
compensation for a separate terror attack.
Emyr Jones Parry, Britain's ambassador to the UN,
circulated the draft resolution at an afternoon meeting
of the Security Council in New York, calling for an
immediate lifting of the sanctions. A vote is not
expected until later this week, in effect giving France
more time for behind-the-scenes negotiations with
Libya.
The resolution follows an exchange of letters last
week in which Libya finally accepted "civil
responsibility" for the 1988 bombing of Pan Am flight
103, in which 270 people were killed. It has agreed to
pay up to $10m (about £6.3m) in compensation to the
families of each of the victims.
One UN diplomat said yesterday: "Normally a
resolution concludes with the words 'We remain
seized of the matter', which means they might want to
come back to the issue. This is the first time I have
seen one without those words."
But while the governments of Britain, Libya and - to a
lesser degree - the US might be trying to draw a line
under the issue, France has threatened to delay the

deal, possibly by using its veto.
The French authorities are under intense domestic
pressure to get additional compensation from Libya
for the 1989 bombing of a French UTA aircraft over
Niger, which killed 170 people, including 65 French
citizens. Ten years later, Libya provided just $36m about $33,800 per victim - in compensation. In the
original UN resolution that imposed sanctions in
1992, the UTA bombing was linked to Lockerbie.
"Important progress has been made in these
negotiations, which we would like to lead as rapidly
as possible to an agreement on fair damages in
relation to those that will go to the families of the
victims of the Lockerbie attack," the French Foreign
Ministry said.
France has officially refused to say whether it would
use its veto, though in private diplomats have raised
the threat. "The French are talking as tough as they
possibly can. But that may be a bluff to get something
out of the Libyans," one council diplomat said.
Over the weekend, Mohammed Abderrahmane
Chalgam, Libya's Foreign Minister, ruled out paying
additional compensation to France.

Libya has yet to deposit the $2.7bn it has agreed into
an international escrow account. This should happen
either today or tomorrow, which will pave the way for
a vote by the Security Council to lift formally the
sanctions that were suspended in 1999. The US which has its own, separate sanctions against Libya, is
likely to abstain.
Libya has been making efforts to return to the
international fold and develop closer trade links with
the West since 1999, when it handed over two Libyan
suspects to stand trial under Scottish law at a purposebuilt court in the Netherlands. In January 2001, one of
those suspects, Abdel Basset al-Megrahi, was
convicted. His co-accused was cleared.
The issue of compensation has divided the families of
those who died in the Lockerbie bombing. Many of
the families still wish to see a full, open inquiry into
the bombing to answer many of the questions
surrounding the bombing and its subsequent
investigation.
Jim Swire, 67, whose daughter, Flora, was killed on
the aircraft just before her 24th birthday, said:
"Compensation is one part of a complicated process. It

doesn't bring us any closer to the truth we have been
fighting for for 15 years."
Lifting the UN sanctions will not affect separate
American sanctions, including a ban on Libyan oil
sales to the United States, which Washington has
vowed to keep in force.
From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:06 AM PDT
To: info@lycaa.org
Subject: Still time to clear Libya for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103

Dear Sir, Monday, August 18, 2003 3:12 PM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do

with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

19 August 2003
Britain sought to draw a line under the Lockerbie
affair when it tabled a resolution at the UN yesterday
calling for the formal lifting of sanctions against
Libya. But France threatened to block the deal unless
Libya paid millions of dollars of additional
compensation for a separate terror attack.
Emyr Jones Parry, Britain's ambassador to the UN,
circulated the draft resolution at an afternoon meeting
of the Security Council in New York, calling for an
immediate lifting of the sanctions. A vote is not
expected until later this week, in effect giving France
more time for behind-the-scenes negotiations with
Libya.
The resolution follows an exchange of letters last
week in which Libya finally accepted "civil

responsibility" for the 1988 bombing of Pan Am flight
103, in which 270 people were killed. It has agreed to
pay up to $10m (about £6.3m) in compensation to the
families of each of the victims.
One UN diplomat said yesterday: "Normally a
resolution concludes with the words 'We remain
seized of the matter', which means they might want to
come back to the issue. This is the first time I have
seen one without those words."
But while the governments of Britain, Libya and - to a
lesser degree - the US might be trying to draw a line
under the issue, France has threatened to delay the
deal, possibly by using its veto.
The French authorities are under intense domestic
pressure to get additional compensation from Libya
for the 1989 bombing of a French UTA aircraft over
Niger, which killed 170 people, including 65 French
citizens. Ten years later, Libya provided just $36m about $33,800 per victim - in compensation. In the
original UN resolution that imposed sanctions in
1992, the UTA bombing was linked to Lockerbie.
"Important progress has been made in these
negotiations, which we would like to lead as rapidly

as possible to an agreement on fair damages in
relation to those that will go to the families of the
victims of the Lockerbie attack," the French Foreign
Ministry said.
France has officially refused to say whether it would
use its veto, though in private diplomats have raised
the threat. "The French are talking as tough as they
possibly can. But that may be a bluff to get something
out of the Libyans," one council diplomat said.
Over the weekend, Mohammed Abderrahmane
Chalgam, Libya's Foreign Minister, ruled out paying
additional compensation to France.
Libya has yet to deposit the $2.7bn it has agreed into
an international escrow account. This should happen
either today or tomorrow, which will pave the way for
a vote by the Security Council to lift formally the
sanctions that were suspended in 1999. The US which has its own, separate sanctions against Libya, is
likely to abstain.
Libya has been making efforts to return to the
international fold and develop closer trade links with
the West since 1999, when it handed over two Libyan
suspects to stand trial under Scottish law at a purpose-

built court in the Netherlands. In January 2001, one of
those suspects, Abdel Basset al-Megrahi, was
convicted. His co-accused was cleared.
The issue of compensation has divided the families of
those who died in the Lockerbie bombing. Many of
the families still wish to see a full, open inquiry into
the bombing to answer many of the questions
surrounding the bombing and its subsequent
investigation.
Jim Swire, 67, whose daughter, Flora, was killed on
the aircraft just before her 24th birthday, said:
"Compensation is one part of a complicated process. It
doesn't bring us any closer to the truth we have been
fighting for for 15 years."
Lifting the UN sanctions will not affect separate
American sanctions, including a ban on Libyan oil
sales to the United States, which Washington has
vowed to keep in force.
From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:07 AM PDT
To: info@lycaa.org
Subject: Blackmail/extortion

Dear Sir, Sunday, August 31, 2003 1:44 PM

There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
ibya bombing deal 'close'
The UTA bombing claimed 170 lives
Libya is close to agreeing a compensation deal with relatives
of the 170 people killed in the bombing of a French UTA
airliner over Niger 1989, officials say.

"We are very, very close to an agreement, but everything has not yet
been settled. A fair and satisfactory agreement in principle has been
reached," one of the lawyers, Francis Szpiner, told AFP news agency.
The deal was discussed during a telephone conversation between
French President Jacques Chirac and the Libyan leader, Colonel
Muammar Gaddafi, the Libyan ambassador in London told the news
agency.
"Nothing has been signed. It is perhaps imminent... We were not face
to face with the person who is qualified to sign," another of the
lawyers, Francoise Rudetzki, said
'Blackmail'
A lawyer advising the Libyan Government told the BBC that details of
the agreement would be announced on Monday.
Representatives of the French families had arrived in the Libyan
capital, Tripoli, on Saturday for talks with government officials. They
are now said to be on their way home.
France has said it will not support a British draft resolution to lift
United Nations sanctions on Libya until families of the French victims
get a deal comparable to the $2.7bn paid to relatives of the Lockerbie
air disaster victims.
Libya initially termed the French demand "blackmail", but recently
suggested that a compromise offer for the UTA families might be
possible.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:07 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Blackmail/extortion

Dear Sir, Sunday, August 31, 2003 1:44 PM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo

door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
Libya bombing deal 'close'
The UTA bombing claimed 170 lives
Libya is close to agreeing a compensation deal with relatives
of the 170 people killed in the bombing of a French UTA
airliner over Niger 1989, officials say.
"We are very, very close to an agreement, but everything has not yet
been settled. A fair and satisfactory agreement in principle has been
reached," one of the lawyers, Francis Szpiner, told AFP news agency.

The deal was discussed during a telephone conversation between
French President Jacques Chirac and the Libyan leader, Colonel
Muammar Gaddafi, the Libyan ambassador in London told the news
agency.
"Nothing has been signed. It is perhaps imminent... We were not face
to face with the person who is qualified to sign," another of the
lawyers, Francoise Rudetzki, said
'Blackmail'
A lawyer advising the Libyan Government told the BBC that details of
the agreement would be announced on Monday.
Representatives of the French families had arrived in the Libyan
capital, Tripoli, on Saturday for talks with government officials. They
are now said to be on their way home.
France has said it will not support a British draft resolution to lift
United Nations sanctions on Libya until families of the French victims
get a deal comparable to the $2.7bn paid to relatives of the Lockerbie
air disaster victims.
Libya initially termed the French demand "blackmail", but recently
suggested that a compromise offer for the UTA families might be
possible.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:07 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Gaddafi is correct and I can prove it.
Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA bombings. He said
Libya was blamed for both due to disputes with the United States and France in
the 1970s and 1980s.

Dear Sir, Monday, September 1, 2003 12:09 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo

door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA bombings. He said
Libya was blamed for both due to disputes with the United States and France in
the 1970s and 1980s.

Libya Increases Payout for French Airliner Bombing
Sun August 31, 2003 08:13 PM ET
By Salah Sarrar and Paul Taylor
TRIPOLI/PARIS (Reuters) - Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi said on Sunday a

deal had been struck to increase compensation for a 1989 French airliner
bombing, allowing Libya to close the Lockerbie case and repair relations with the
West.
A compensation dispute erupted after Britain acted to end U.N. sanctions on
Libya when Tripoli agreed this month to pay $2.7 billion to families of 270 people
killed in a 1988 bombing of a Pan Am airliner over the Scottish town of
Lockerbie.
But France, a veto-wielding member of the U.N. Security Council, threatened to
block the move unless Tripoli increased compensation to relatives of 170 people
killed when a UTA airliner was blown up over the African state of Niger in 1989.
"The problem over the UTA case is over and the Lockerbie case is now behind
us. We are opening a new page in our relations with the West," said Gaddafi,
addressing his nation on the anniversary of a coup that brought him to power in
1969.
Though Libya has never admitted responsibility, it paid $34 million to France
after a Paris court convicted six Libyans in absentia for the killings.
Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA bombings. He said
Libya was blamed for both due to disputes with the United States and France in
the 1970s and 1980s.
An agreement would open the way for Britain to introduce a twice-delayed
motion to end U.N. sanctions imposed over the Lockerbie bombing. London has
said it aimed to do so this week.
Britain had held off submitting the resolution to avoid another embarrassing split
with France in the U.N. Security Council after bitter differences over the Iraq
war.
EXHAUSTING NEGOTIATIONS
"The deal is done, the terms will be announced tomorrow," said Saad Djebbar, a
London-based lawyer who advised Libya over the Lockerbie case.
Francoise Rudetzki, head of a victims' support group that visited Libya at the
weekend, said: "We have reached an agreement in principle, but the details
have not yet been worked out.
"(Gaddafi's speech) is an undertaking before the entire world which means that
we should be able to reach a fair solution shortly," Rudetzki said.
A source familiar with the Libyan position told Reuters on Saturday Tripoli had
offered around $300,000 per family.

That would be a significant increase on the original payout, but still less than the
families had been seeking.
Djebbar had told Reuters on Saturday Libya would be ready to increase the sum
if French President Jacques Chirac called Gaddafi and pledged France would
back, or at least not block, an end to U.N. sanctions.
The French Foreign Ministry said Chirac had spoken to Gaddafi on Sunday -the second time in eight days.
"Chirac telephoned me asking for a solution for the problem over the
compensation saying he is embarrassed by the families of the victims who
asked why the French victims got less money than the Americans (in the
Lockerbie case)," said Gaddafi.
"I understand the position of the French president who asked for a human and
friendly solution," he said.
Relatives of the French victims flew to Libya for a weekend of hectic
negotiations with the Libyan authorities
A spokesman for the families, Guillaume Denoix de Saint Marc, said on his
return to Paris: "We have spent a sleepless night and the entire day negotiating."
(Additional reporting by Jon Boyle in Paris and Lamine Ghanmi in Tunis)

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:07 AM PDT
To: info@lycaa.org
Subject: Gaddafi is correct and I can prove it.
Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA bombings. He said
Libya was blamed for both due to disputes with the United States and France in
the 1970s and 1980s.

Dear Sir, Monday, September 1, 2003 12:09 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.

Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA bombings. He said
Libya was blamed for both due to disputes with the United States and France in
the 1970s and 1980s.

Libya Increases Payout for French Airliner Bombing
Sun August 31, 2003 08:13 PM ET
By Salah Sarrar and Paul Taylor
TRIPOLI/PARIS (Reuters) - Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi said on Sunday a
deal had been struck to increase compensation for a 1989 French airliner
bombing, allowing Libya to close the Lockerbie case and repair relations with the
West.

A compensation dispute erupted after Britain acted to end U.N. sanctions on
Libya when Tripoli agreed this month to pay $2.7 billion to families of 270 people
killed in a 1988 bombing of a Pan Am airliner over the Scottish town of
Lockerbie.
But France, a veto-wielding member of the U.N. Security Council, threatened to
block the move unless Tripoli increased compensation to relatives of 170 people
killed when a UTA airliner was blown up over the African state of Niger in 1989.
"The problem over the UTA case is over and the Lockerbie case is now behind
us. We are opening a new page in our relations with the West," said Gaddafi,
addressing his nation on the anniversary of a coup that brought him to power in
1969.
Though Libya has never admitted responsibility, it paid $34 million to France
after a Paris court convicted six Libyans in absentia for the killings.
Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA bombings. He said
Libya was blamed for both due to disputes with the United States and France in
the 1970s and 1980s.
An agreement would open the way for Britain to introduce a twice-delayed
motion to end U.N. sanctions imposed over the Lockerbie bombing. London has
said it aimed to do so this week.
Britain had held off submitting the resolution to avoid another embarrassing split
with France in the U.N. Security Council after bitter differences over the Iraq
war.
EXHAUSTING NEGOTIATIONS
"The deal is done, the terms will be announced tomorrow," said Saad Djebbar, a
London-based lawyer who advised Libya over the Lockerbie case.
Francoise Rudetzki, head of a victims' support group that visited Libya at the
weekend, said: "We have reached an agreement in principle, but the details
have not yet been worked out.
"(Gaddafi's speech) is an undertaking before the entire world which means that
we should be able to reach a fair solution shortly," Rudetzki said.
A source familiar with the Libyan position told Reuters on Saturday Tripoli had
offered around $300,000 per family.
That would be a significant increase on the original payout, but still less than the
families had been seeking.

Djebbar had told Reuters on Saturday Libya would be ready to increase the sum
if French President Jacques Chirac called Gaddafi and pledged France would
back, or at least not block, an end to U.N. sanctions.
The French Foreign Ministry said Chirac had spoken to Gaddafi on Sunday -the second time in eight days.
"Chirac telephoned me asking for a solution for the problem over the
compensation saying he is embarrassed by the families of the victims who
asked why the French victims got less money than the Americans (in the
Lockerbie case)," said Gaddafi.
"I understand the position of the French president who asked for a human and
friendly solution," he said.
Relatives of the French victims flew to Libya for a weekend of hectic
negotiations with the Libyan authorities
A spokesman for the families, Guillaume Denoix de Saint Marc, said on his
return to Paris: "We have spent a sleepless night and the entire day negotiating."
(Additional reporting by Jon Boyle in Paris and Lamine Ghanmi in Tunis)

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:07 AM PDT
To: info@lycaa.org
Subject: Gaddafi is correct and I can prove it.

Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.

Dear Sir, Monday, September 1, 2003 12:09 AM
Below is picture of UTA 772 with its cargo door blown outward,
just like the other cargo door blowouts. They were not caused by
bombs but by mechanical causes. Libya did not bomb the two
airliners.

There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:07 AM PDT
To: info@lycaa.org
Subject: Gaddafi is correct and I can prove it.

Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.
Dear Sir, Tuesday, September 2, 2003 11:46 AM
Above is picture of UTA 772 with its cargo door blown outward,
just like the other cargo door blowouts. They were not caused by
bombs but by mechanical causes. Libya did not bomb the two
airliners.
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.

Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:07 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Gaddafi is correct and I can prove it.

Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.
Dear Sir, Tuesday, September 2, 2003 11:46 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.

Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident and UTA 772
matches United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but
also a mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be
fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.

Libya Increases Payout for French Airliner Bombing
Sun August 31, 2003 08:13 PM ET
By Salah Sarrar and Paul Taylor

TRIPOLI/PARIS (Reuters) - Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi
said on Sunday a deal had been struck to increase compensation
for a 1989 French airliner bombing, allowing Libya to close the
Lockerbie case and repair relations with the West.
A compensation dispute erupted after Britain acted to end U.N.
sanctions on Libya when Tripoli agreed this month to pay $2.7
billion to families of 270 people killed in a 1988 bombing of a
Pan Am airliner over the Scottish town of Lockerbie.
But France, a veto-wielding member of the U.N. Security
Council, threatened to block the move unless Tripoli increased
compensation to relatives of 170 people killed when a UTA
airliner was blown up over the African state of Niger in 1989.
"The problem over the UTA case is over and the Lockerbie case
is now behind us. We are opening a new page in our relations
with the West," said Gaddafi, addressing his nation on the
anniversary of a coup that brought him to power in 1969.
Though Libya has never admitted responsibility, it paid $34
million to France after a Paris court convicted six Libyans in
absentia for the killings.
Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.
An agreement would open the way for Britain to introduce a
twice-delayed motion to end U.N. sanctions imposed over the
Lockerbie bombing. London has said it aimed to do so this week.
Britain had held off submitting the resolution to avoid another
embarrassing split with France in the U.N. Security Council

after bitter differences over the Iraq war.
EXHAUSTING NEGOTIATIONS
"The deal is done, the terms will be announced tomorrow," said
Saad Djebbar, a London-based lawyer who advised Libya over
the Lockerbie case.
Francoise Rudetzki, head of a victims' support group that visited
Libya at the weekend, said: "We have reached an agreement in
principle, but the details have not yet been worked out.
"(Gaddafi's speech) is an undertaking before the entire world
which means that we should be able to reach a fair solution
shortly," Rudetzki said.
A source familiar with the Libyan position told Reuters on
Saturday Tripoli had offered around $300,000 per family.
That would be a significant increase on the original payout, but
still less than the families had been seeking.
Djebbar had told Reuters on Saturday Libya would be ready to
increase the sum if French President Jacques Chirac called
Gaddafi and pledged France would back, or at least not block, an
end to U.N. sanctions.
The French Foreign Ministry said Chirac had spoken to Gaddafi
on Sunday -- the second time in eight days.
"Chirac telephoned me asking for a solution for the problem
over the compensation saying he is embarrassed by the families
of the victims who asked why the French victims got less money

than the Americans (in the Lockerbie case)," said Gaddafi.
"I understand the position of the French president who asked for
a human and friendly solution," he said.
Relatives of the French victims flew to Libya for a weekend of
hectic negotiations with the Libyan authorities
A spokesman for the families, Guillaume Denoix de Saint Marc,
said on his return to Paris: "We have spent a sleepless night and
the entire day negotiating."
(Additional reporting by Jon Boyle in Paris and Lamine Ghanmi
in Tunis)

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:07 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Don't Give Up! Gaddafi is correct and I can prove it.

Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.
Dear Sir, Wednesday, September 3, 2003 10:56 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident and UTA 772
matches United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but
also a mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be

fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.

Libya Increases Payout for French Airliner Bombing
Sun August 31, 2003 08:13 PM ET
By Salah Sarrar and Paul Taylor
TRIPOLI/PARIS (Reuters) - Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi
said on Sunday a deal had been struck to increase compensation
for a 1989 French airliner bombing, allowing Libya to close the
Lockerbie case and repair relations with the West.

A compensation dispute erupted after Britain acted to end U.N.
sanctions on Libya when Tripoli agreed this month to pay $2.7
billion to families of 270 people killed in a 1988 bombing of a
Pan Am airliner over the Scottish town of Lockerbie.
But France, a veto-wielding member of the U.N. Security
Council, threatened to block the move unless Tripoli increased
compensation to relatives of 170 people killed when a UTA
airliner was blown up over the African state of Niger in 1989.
"The problem over the UTA case is over and the Lockerbie case
is now behind us. We are opening a new page in our relations
with the West," said Gaddafi, addressing his nation on the
anniversary of a coup that brought him to power in 1969.
Though Libya has never admitted responsibility, it paid $34
million to France after a Paris court convicted six Libyans in
absentia for the killings.
Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.
An agreement would open the way for Britain to introduce a
twice-delayed motion to end U.N. sanctions imposed over the
Lockerbie bombing. London has said it aimed to do so this week.
Britain had held off submitting the resolution to avoid another
embarrassing split with France in the U.N. Security Council
after bitter differences over the Iraq war.
EXHAUSTING NEGOTIATIONS

"The deal is done, the terms will be announced tomorrow," said
Saad Djebbar, a London-based lawyer who advised Libya over
the Lockerbie case.
Francoise Rudetzki, head of a victims' support group that visited
Libya at the weekend, said: "We have reached an agreement in
principle, but the details have not yet been worked out.
"(Gaddafi's speech) is an undertaking before the entire world
which means that we should be able to reach a fair solution
shortly," Rudetzki said.
A source familiar with the Libyan position told Reuters on
Saturday Tripoli had offered around $300,000 per family.
That would be a significant increase on the original payout, but
still less than the families had been seeking.
Djebbar had told Reuters on Saturday Libya would be ready to
increase the sum if French President Jacques Chirac called
Gaddafi and pledged France would back, or at least not block, an
end to U.N. sanctions.
The French Foreign Ministry said Chirac had spoken to Gaddafi
on Sunday -- the second time in eight days.
"Chirac telephoned me asking for a solution for the problem
over the compensation saying he is embarrassed by the families
of the victims who asked why the French victims got less money
than the Americans (in the Lockerbie case)," said Gaddafi.
"I understand the position of the French president who asked for
a human and friendly solution," he said.

Relatives of the French victims flew to Libya for a weekend of
hectic negotiations with the Libyan authorities
A spokesman for the families, Guillaume Denoix de Saint Marc,
said on his return to Paris: "We have spent a sleepless night and
the entire day negotiating."
(Additional reporting by Jon Boyle in Paris and Lamine Ghanmi
in Tunis)

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:07 AM PDT
To: info@lycaa.org
Subject: Don't Give Up! Gaddafi is correct and I can prove it.

Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.
Dear Sir, Wednesday, September 3, 2003 10:56 AM
Above is picture of UTA 772 with its cargo door blown outward,
just like the other cargo door blowouts. They were not caused by
bombs but by mechanical causes. Libya did not bomb the two
airliners.
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches

United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:07 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Don't Give Up! Gaddafi is correct and I can prove it.

Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.
Dear Sir, Thursday, September 4, 2003 8:13 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident and UTA 772
matches United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but
also a mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be
fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.

Libya Increases Payout for French Airliner Bombing
Sun August 31, 2003 08:13 PM ET
By Salah Sarrar and Paul Taylor
TRIPOLI/PARIS (Reuters) - Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi
said on Sunday a deal had been struck to increase compensation
for a 1989 French airliner bombing, allowing Libya to close the
Lockerbie case and repair relations with the West.
A compensation dispute erupted after Britain acted to end U.N.
sanctions on Libya when Tripoli agreed this month to pay $2.7
billion to families of 270 people killed in a 1988 bombing of a
Pan Am airliner over the Scottish town of Lockerbie.
But France, a veto-wielding member of the U.N. Security
Council, threatened to block the move unless Tripoli increased
compensation to relatives of 170 people killed when a UTA
airliner was blown up over the African state of Niger in 1989.
"The problem over the UTA case is over and the Lockerbie case
is now behind us. We are opening a new page in our relations
with the West," said Gaddafi, addressing his nation on the
anniversary of a coup that brought him to power in 1969.
Though Libya has never admitted responsibility, it paid $34
million to France after a Paris court convicted six Libyans in
absentia for the killings.
Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA

bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.
An agreement would open the way for Britain to introduce a
twice-delayed motion to end U.N. sanctions imposed over the
Lockerbie bombing. London has said it aimed to do so this week.
Britain had held off submitting the resolution to avoid another
embarrassing split with France in the U.N. Security Council
after bitter differences over the Iraq war.
EXHAUSTING NEGOTIATIONS
"The deal is done, the terms will be announced tomorrow," said
Saad Djebbar, a London-based lawyer who advised Libya over
the Lockerbie case.
Francoise Rudetzki, head of a victims' support group that visited
Libya at the weekend, said: "We have reached an agreement in
principle, but the details have not yet been worked out.
"(Gaddafi's speech) is an undertaking before the entire world
which means that we should be able to reach a fair solution
shortly," Rudetzki said.
A source familiar with the Libyan position told Reuters on
Saturday Tripoli had offered around $300,000 per family.
That would be a significant increase on the original payout, but
still less than the families had been seeking.
Djebbar had told Reuters on Saturday Libya would be ready to
increase the sum if French President Jacques Chirac called

Gaddafi and pledged France would back, or at least not block, an
end to U.N. sanctions.
The French Foreign Ministry said Chirac had spoken to Gaddafi
on Sunday -- the second time in eight days.
"Chirac telephoned me asking for a solution for the problem
over the compensation saying he is embarrassed by the families
of the victims who asked why the French victims got less money
than the Americans (in the Lockerbie case)," said Gaddafi.
"I understand the position of the French president who asked for
a human and friendly solution," he said.
Relatives of the French victims flew to Libya for a weekend of
hectic negotiations with the Libyan authorities
A spokesman for the families, Guillaume Denoix de Saint Marc,
said on his return to Paris: "We have spent a sleepless night and
the entire day negotiating."
(Additional reporting by Jon Boyle in Paris and Lamine Ghanmi
in Tunis)

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:07 AM PDT
To: info@lycaa.org
Subject: Don't Give Up! Gaddafi is correct and I can prove it.

Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.

Dear Sir, Thursday, September 4, 2003 8:14 AM
Above is picture of UTA 772 with its cargo door blown outward,
just like the other cargo door blowouts. They were not caused by
bombs but by mechanical causes. Libya did not bomb the two
airliners.
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:07 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Don't Give Up! Gaddafi is correct and I can prove it.

Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.
Dear Sir, Friday, September 5, 2003 9:43 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident and UTA 772
matches United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but
also a mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be
fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.

Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.

Libya Increases Payout for French Airliner Bombing
Sun August 31, 2003 08:13 PM ET
By Salah Sarrar and Paul Taylor
TRIPOLI/PARIS (Reuters) - Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi
said on Sunday a deal had been struck to increase compensation
for a 1989 French airliner bombing, allowing Libya to close the
Lockerbie case and repair relations with the West.
A compensation dispute erupted after Britain acted to end U.N.
sanctions on Libya when Tripoli agreed this month to pay $2.7
billion to families of 270 people killed in a 1988 bombing of a
Pan Am airliner over the Scottish town of Lockerbie.
But France, a veto-wielding member of the U.N. Security

Council, threatened to block the move unless Tripoli increased
compensation to relatives of 170 people killed when a UTA
airliner was blown up over the African state of Niger in 1989.
"The problem over the UTA case is over and the Lockerbie case
is now behind us. We are opening a new page in our relations
with the West," said Gaddafi, addressing his nation on the
anniversary of a coup that brought him to power in 1969.
Though Libya has never admitted responsibility, it paid $34
million to France after a Paris court convicted six Libyans in
absentia for the killings.
Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.
An agreement would open the way for Britain to introduce a
twice-delayed motion to end U.N. sanctions imposed over the
Lockerbie bombing. London has said it aimed to do so this week.
Britain had held off submitting the resolution to avoid another
embarrassing split with France in the U.N. Security Council
after bitter differences over the Iraq war.
EXHAUSTING NEGOTIATIONS
"The deal is done, the terms will be announced tomorrow," said
Saad Djebbar, a London-based lawyer who advised Libya over
the Lockerbie case.
Francoise Rudetzki, head of a victims' support group that visited
Libya at the weekend, said: "We have reached an agreement in
principle, but the details have not yet been worked out.

"(Gaddafi's speech) is an undertaking before the entire world
which means that we should be able to reach a fair solution
shortly," Rudetzki said.
A source familiar with the Libyan position told Reuters on
Saturday Tripoli had offered around $300,000 per family.
That would be a significant increase on the original payout, but
still less than the families had been seeking.
Djebbar had told Reuters on Saturday Libya would be ready to
increase the sum if French President Jacques Chirac called
Gaddafi and pledged France would back, or at least not block, an
end to U.N. sanctions.
The French Foreign Ministry said Chirac had spoken to Gaddafi
on Sunday -- the second time in eight days.
"Chirac telephoned me asking for a solution for the problem
over the compensation saying he is embarrassed by the families
of the victims who asked why the French victims got less money
than the Americans (in the Lockerbie case)," said Gaddafi.
"I understand the position of the French president who asked for
a human and friendly solution," he said.
Relatives of the French victims flew to Libya for a weekend of
hectic negotiations with the Libyan authorities
A spokesman for the families, Guillaume Denoix de Saint Marc,
said on his return to Paris: "We have spent a sleepless night and
the entire day negotiating."

(Additional reporting by Jon Boyle in Paris and Lamine Ghanmi
in Tunis)

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:07 AM PDT
To: info@lycaa.org
Subject: Don't Give Up! Gaddafi is correct and I can prove it.

Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.
Dear Sir, Friday, September 5, 2003 9:43 AM
Above is picture of UTA 772 with its cargo door blown outward,
just like the other cargo door blowouts. They were not caused by
bombs but by mechanical causes. Libya did not bomb the two
airliners.
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be

determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:07 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Don't Give Up! Gaddafi is correct and I can prove it.

Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.

Above are the two cargo doors of two Boeing airliners, UTA and
Pan American World Airways Flight 103. They were blown open

by natural forces, not bombs.
Dear Sir, Monday, September 8, 2003 7:36 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident and UTA 772
matches United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but
also a mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be
fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes

with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.

Libya Increases Payout for French Airliner Bombing
Sun August 31, 2003 08:13 PM ET
By Salah Sarrar and Paul Taylor
TRIPOLI/PARIS (Reuters) - Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi
said on Sunday a deal had been struck to increase compensation
for a 1989 French airliner bombing, allowing Libya to close the
Lockerbie case and repair relations with the West.
A compensation dispute erupted after Britain acted to end U.N.
sanctions on Libya when Tripoli agreed this month to pay $2.7
billion to families of 270 people killed in a 1988 bombing of a
Pan Am airliner over the Scottish town of Lockerbie.
But France, a veto-wielding member of the U.N. Security
Council, threatened to block the move unless Tripoli increased
compensation to relatives of 170 people killed when a UTA
airliner was blown up over the African state of Niger in 1989.
"The problem over the UTA case is over and the Lockerbie case
is now behind us. We are opening a new page in our relations
with the West," said Gaddafi, addressing his nation on the
anniversary of a coup that brought him to power in 1969.
Though Libya has never admitted responsibility, it paid $34
million to France after a Paris court convicted six Libyans in
absentia for the killings.
Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.

An agreement would open the way for Britain to introduce a
twice-delayed motion to end U.N. sanctions imposed over the
Lockerbie bombing. London has said it aimed to do so this week.
Britain had held off submitting the resolution to avoid another
embarrassing split with France in the U.N. Security Council
after bitter differences over the Iraq war.
EXHAUSTING NEGOTIATIONS
"The deal is done, the terms will be announced tomorrow," said
Saad Djebbar, a London-based lawyer who advised Libya over
the Lockerbie case.
Francoise Rudetzki, head of a victims' support group that visited
Libya at the weekend, said: "We have reached an agreement in
principle, but the details have not yet been worked out.
"(Gaddafi's speech) is an undertaking before the entire world
which means that we should be able to reach a fair solution
shortly," Rudetzki said.
A source familiar with the Libyan position told Reuters on
Saturday Tripoli had offered around $300,000 per family.
That would be a significant increase on the original payout, but
still less than the families had been seeking.
Djebbar had told Reuters on Saturday Libya would be ready to
increase the sum if French President Jacques Chirac called
Gaddafi and pledged France would back, or at least not block, an
end to U.N. sanctions.

The French Foreign Ministry said Chirac had spoken to Gaddafi
on Sunday -- the second time in eight days.
"Chirac telephoned me asking for a solution for the problem
over the compensation saying he is embarrassed by the families
of the victims who asked why the French victims got less money
than the Americans (in the Lockerbie case)," said Gaddafi.
"I understand the position of the French president who asked for
a human and friendly solution," he said.
Relatives of the French victims flew to Libya for a weekend of
hectic negotiations with the Libyan authorities
A spokesman for the families, Guillaume Denoix de Saint Marc,
said on his return to Paris: "We have spent a sleepless night and
the entire day negotiating."
(Additional reporting by Jon Boyle in Paris and Lamine Ghanmi
in Tunis)

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:07 AM PDT
To: info@lycaa.org
Subject: Don't Give Up! Gaddafi is correct and I can prove it.

Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.
Dear Sir, Monday, September 8, 2003 7:36 AM

Above are the two cargo doors of two Boeing airliners, UTA and
Pan American World Airways Flight 103. They were blown open
by natural forces, not bombs.
Above is picture of UTA 772 with its cargo door blown outward,
just like the other cargo door blowouts. They were not caused by
bombs but by mechanical causes. Libya did not bomb the two
airliners.
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924

831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:07 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Don't Give Up! Gaddafi is correct and I can prove it.

Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.

Above are the two cargo doors of two Boeing airliners, UTA and
Pan American World Airways Flight 103. They were blown open
by natural forces, not bombs.
Dear Sir, Tuesday, September 9, 2003 7:48 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident and UTA 772
matches United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but

also a mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be
fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.

Libya Increases Payout for French Airliner Bombing
Sun August 31, 2003 08:13 PM ET
By Salah Sarrar and Paul Taylor
TRIPOLI/PARIS (Reuters) - Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi
said on Sunday a deal had been struck to increase compensation
for a 1989 French airliner bombing, allowing Libya to close the

Lockerbie case and repair relations with the West.
A compensation dispute erupted after Britain acted to end U.N.
sanctions on Libya when Tripoli agreed this month to pay $2.7
billion to families of 270 people killed in a 1988 bombing of a
Pan Am airliner over the Scottish town of Lockerbie.
But France, a veto-wielding member of the U.N. Security
Council, threatened to block the move unless Tripoli increased
compensation to relatives of 170 people killed when a UTA
airliner was blown up over the African state of Niger in 1989.
"The problem over the UTA case is over and the Lockerbie case
is now behind us. We are opening a new page in our relations
with the West," said Gaddafi, addressing his nation on the
anniversary of a coup that brought him to power in 1969.
Though Libya has never admitted responsibility, it paid $34
million to France after a Paris court convicted six Libyans in
absentia for the killings.
Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.
An agreement would open the way for Britain to introduce a
twice-delayed motion to end U.N. sanctions imposed over the
Lockerbie bombing. London has said it aimed to do so this week.
Britain had held off submitting the resolution to avoid another
embarrassing split with France in the U.N. Security Council
after bitter differences over the Iraq war.
EXHAUSTING NEGOTIATIONS

"The deal is done, the terms will be announced tomorrow," said
Saad Djebbar, a London-based lawyer who advised Libya over
the Lockerbie case.
Francoise Rudetzki, head of a victims' support group that visited
Libya at the weekend, said: "We have reached an agreement in
principle, but the details have not yet been worked out.
"(Gaddafi's speech) is an undertaking before the entire world
which means that we should be able to reach a fair solution
shortly," Rudetzki said.
A source familiar with the Libyan position told Reuters on
Saturday Tripoli had offered around $300,000 per family.
That would be a significant increase on the original payout, but
still less than the families had been seeking.
Djebbar had told Reuters on Saturday Libya would be ready to
increase the sum if French President Jacques Chirac called
Gaddafi and pledged France would back, or at least not block, an
end to U.N. sanctions.
The French Foreign Ministry said Chirac had spoken to Gaddafi
on Sunday -- the second time in eight days.
"Chirac telephoned me asking for a solution for the problem
over the compensation saying he is embarrassed by the families
of the victims who asked why the French victims got less money
than the Americans (in the Lockerbie case)," said Gaddafi.
"I understand the position of the French president who asked for

a human and friendly solution," he said.
Relatives of the French victims flew to Libya for a weekend of
hectic negotiations with the Libyan authorities
A spokesman for the families, Guillaume Denoix de Saint Marc,
said on his return to Paris: "We have spent a sleepless night and
the entire day negotiating."
(Additional reporting by Jon Boyle in Paris and Lamine Ghanmi
in Tunis)

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:07 AM PDT
To: info@lycaa.org
Subject: Don't Give Up! Gaddafi is correct and I can prove it.

Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.
Dear Sir, Tuesday, September 9, 2003 7:49 AM

Above are the two cargo doors of two Boeing airliners, UTA and
Pan American World Airways Flight 103. They were blown open
by natural forces, not bombs.
Above is picture of UTA 772 with its cargo door blown outward,
just like the other cargo door blowouts. They were not caused by
bombs but by mechanical causes. Libya did not bomb the two
airliners.

There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:07 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Don't Give Up! Gaddafi is correct and I can prove it.

Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.

Above are the two cargo doors of two Boeing airliners, UTA and
Pan American World Airways Flight 103. They were blown open
by natural forces, not bombs.
Dear Sir, Wednesday, September 10, 2003 7:57 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident and UTA 772
matches United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but
also a mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be
fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do

with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.

Libya Increases Payout for French Airliner Bombing
Sun August 31, 2003 08:13 PM ET
By Salah Sarrar and Paul Taylor
TRIPOLI/PARIS (Reuters) - Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi
said on Sunday a deal had been struck to increase compensation
for a 1989 French airliner bombing, allowing Libya to close the
Lockerbie case and repair relations with the West.
A compensation dispute erupted after Britain acted to end U.N.
sanctions on Libya when Tripoli agreed this month to pay $2.7
billion to families of 270 people killed in a 1988 bombing of a
Pan Am airliner over the Scottish town of Lockerbie.
But France, a veto-wielding member of the U.N. Security
Council, threatened to block the move unless Tripoli increased
compensation to relatives of 170 people killed when a UTA

airliner was blown up over the African state of Niger in 1989.
"The problem over the UTA case is over and the Lockerbie case
is now behind us. We are opening a new page in our relations
with the West," said Gaddafi, addressing his nation on the
anniversary of a coup that brought him to power in 1969.
Though Libya has never admitted responsibility, it paid $34
million to France after a Paris court convicted six Libyans in
absentia for the killings.
Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.
An agreement would open the way for Britain to introduce a
twice-delayed motion to end U.N. sanctions imposed over the
Lockerbie bombing. London has said it aimed to do so this week.
Britain had held off submitting the resolution to avoid another
embarrassing split with France in the U.N. Security Council
after bitter differences over the Iraq war.
EXHAUSTING NEGOTIATIONS
"The deal is done, the terms will be announced tomorrow," said
Saad Djebbar, a London-based lawyer who advised Libya over
the Lockerbie case.
Francoise Rudetzki, head of a victims' support group that visited
Libya at the weekend, said: "We have reached an agreement in
principle, but the details have not yet been worked out.
"(Gaddafi's speech) is an undertaking before the entire world

which means that we should be able to reach a fair solution
shortly," Rudetzki said.
A source familiar with the Libyan position told Reuters on
Saturday Tripoli had offered around $300,000 per family.
That would be a significant increase on the original payout, but
still less than the families had been seeking.
Djebbar had told Reuters on Saturday Libya would be ready to
increase the sum if French President Jacques Chirac called
Gaddafi and pledged France would back, or at least not block, an
end to U.N. sanctions.
The French Foreign Ministry said Chirac had spoken to Gaddafi
on Sunday -- the second time in eight days.
"Chirac telephoned me asking for a solution for the problem
over the compensation saying he is embarrassed by the families
of the victims who asked why the French victims got less money
than the Americans (in the Lockerbie case)," said Gaddafi.
"I understand the position of the French president who asked for
a human and friendly solution," he said.
Relatives of the French victims flew to Libya for a weekend of
hectic negotiations with the Libyan authorities
A spokesman for the families, Guillaume Denoix de Saint Marc,
said on his return to Paris: "We have spent a sleepless night and
the entire day negotiating."
(Additional reporting by Jon Boyle in Paris and Lamine Ghanmi
in Tunis)

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:07 AM PDT
To: info@lycaa.org
Subject: Don't Give Up! Gaddafi is correct and I can prove it.

Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.
Dear Sir, Wednesday, September 10, 2003 7:57 AM

Above are the two cargo doors of two Boeing airliners, UTA and
Pan American World Airways Flight 103. They were blown open
by natural forces, not bombs.
Above is picture of UTA 772 with its cargo door blown outward,
just like the other cargo door blowouts. They were not caused by
bombs but by mechanical causes. Libya did not bomb the two
airliners.
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an

explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:07 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Does anybody there know about why airplanes
crash? Give this to your Pan American World Airways Flight
103 expert.

Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes

with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.

Above are the two cargo doors of two Boeing airliners, UTA and
Pan American World Airways Flight 103. They were blown open
by natural forces, not bombs.
Dear Sir, Thursday, September 11, 2003 7:23 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident and UTA 772
matches United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but
also a mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be
fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552

barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.

Libya Increases Payout for French Airliner Bombing
Sun August 31, 2003 08:13 PM ET
By Salah Sarrar and Paul Taylor
TRIPOLI/PARIS (Reuters) - Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi
said on Sunday a deal had been struck to increase compensation
for a 1989 French airliner bombing, allowing Libya to close the
Lockerbie case and repair relations with the West.
A compensation dispute erupted after Britain acted to end U.N.
sanctions on Libya when Tripoli agreed this month to pay $2.7
billion to families of 270 people killed in a 1988 bombing of a
Pan Am airliner over the Scottish town of Lockerbie.
But France, a veto-wielding member of the U.N. Security
Council, threatened to block the move unless Tripoli increased
compensation to relatives of 170 people killed when a UTA
airliner was blown up over the African state of Niger in 1989.
"The problem over the UTA case is over and the Lockerbie case
is now behind us. We are opening a new page in our relations
with the West," said Gaddafi, addressing his nation on the
anniversary of a coup that brought him to power in 1969.
Though Libya has never admitted responsibility, it paid $34

million to France after a Paris court convicted six Libyans in
absentia for the killings.
Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.
An agreement would open the way for Britain to introduce a
twice-delayed motion to end U.N. sanctions imposed over the
Lockerbie bombing. London has said it aimed to do so this week.
Britain had held off submitting the resolution to avoid another
embarrassing split with France in the U.N. Security Council
after bitter differences over the Iraq war.
EXHAUSTING NEGOTIATIONS
"The deal is done, the terms will be announced tomorrow," said
Saad Djebbar, a London-based lawyer who advised Libya over
the Lockerbie case.
Francoise Rudetzki, head of a victims' support group that visited
Libya at the weekend, said: "We have reached an agreement in
principle, but the details have not yet been worked out.
"(Gaddafi's speech) is an undertaking before the entire world
which means that we should be able to reach a fair solution
shortly," Rudetzki said.
A source familiar with the Libyan position told Reuters on
Saturday Tripoli had offered around $300,000 per family.
That would be a significant increase on the original payout, but
still less than the families had been seeking.

Djebbar had told Reuters on Saturday Libya would be ready to
increase the sum if French President Jacques Chirac called
Gaddafi and pledged France would back, or at least not block, an
end to U.N. sanctions.
The French Foreign Ministry said Chirac had spoken to Gaddafi
on Sunday -- the second time in eight days.
"Chirac telephoned me asking for a solution for the problem
over the compensation saying he is embarrassed by the families
of the victims who asked why the French victims got less money
than the Americans (in the Lockerbie case)," said Gaddafi.
"I understand the position of the French president who asked for
a human and friendly solution," he said.
Relatives of the French victims flew to Libya for a weekend of
hectic negotiations with the Libyan authorities
A spokesman for the families, Guillaume Denoix de Saint Marc,
said on his return to Paris: "We have spent a sleepless night and
the entire day negotiating."
(Additional reporting by Jon Boyle in Paris and Lamine Ghanmi
in Tunis)

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:07 AM PDT
To: info@lycaa.org
Subject: Does anybody there know about why airplanes
crash? Give this to your Pan American World Airways Flight
103 expert.

Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.
Dear Sir, Thursday, September 11, 2003 7:24 AM

Above are the two cargo doors of two Boeing airliners, UTA and
Pan American World Airways Flight 103. They were blown open
by natural forces, not bombs.
Above is picture of UTA 772 with its cargo door blown outward,
just like the other cargo door blowouts. They were not caused by
bombs but by mechanical causes. Libya did not bomb the two
airliners.
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do

with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:07 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Last Chance: Does anybody there know about why
airplanes crash? Give this to your Pan American World
Airways Flight 103 expert.

Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.

Above are the two cargo doors of two Boeing airliners, UTA and
Pan American World Airways Flight 103. They were blown open
by natural forces, not bombs.

Dear Sir, Friday, September 12, 2003 6:36 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident and UTA 772
matches United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but
also a mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be
fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.

Libya Increases Payout for French Airliner Bombing
Sun August 31, 2003 08:13 PM ET
By Salah Sarrar and Paul Taylor
TRIPOLI/PARIS (Reuters) - Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi
said on Sunday a deal had been struck to increase compensation
for a 1989 French airliner bombing, allowing Libya to close the
Lockerbie case and repair relations with the West.
A compensation dispute erupted after Britain acted to end U.N.
sanctions on Libya when Tripoli agreed this month to pay $2.7
billion to families of 270 people killed in a 1988 bombing of a
Pan Am airliner over the Scottish town of Lockerbie.
But France, a veto-wielding member of the U.N. Security
Council, threatened to block the move unless Tripoli increased
compensation to relatives of 170 people killed when a UTA
airliner was blown up over the African state of Niger in 1989.
"The problem over the UTA case is over and the Lockerbie case
is now behind us. We are opening a new page in our relations
with the West," said Gaddafi, addressing his nation on the
anniversary of a coup that brought him to power in 1969.
Though Libya has never admitted responsibility, it paid $34
million to France after a Paris court convicted six Libyans in
absentia for the killings.
Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.

An agreement would open the way for Britain to introduce a
twice-delayed motion to end U.N. sanctions imposed over the
Lockerbie bombing. London has said it aimed to do so this week.
Britain had held off submitting the resolution to avoid another
embarrassing split with France in the U.N. Security Council
after bitter differences over the Iraq war.
EXHAUSTING NEGOTIATIONS
"The deal is done, the terms will be announced tomorrow," said
Saad Djebbar, a London-based lawyer who advised Libya over
the Lockerbie case.
Francoise Rudetzki, head of a victims' support group that visited
Libya at the weekend, said: "We have reached an agreement in
principle, but the details have not yet been worked out.
"(Gaddafi's speech) is an undertaking before the entire world
which means that we should be able to reach a fair solution
shortly," Rudetzki said.
A source familiar with the Libyan position told Reuters on
Saturday Tripoli had offered around $300,000 per family.
That would be a significant increase on the original payout, but
still less than the families had been seeking.
Djebbar had told Reuters on Saturday Libya would be ready to
increase the sum if French President Jacques Chirac called
Gaddafi and pledged France would back, or at least not block, an
end to U.N. sanctions.

The French Foreign Ministry said Chirac had spoken to Gaddafi
on Sunday -- the second time in eight days.
"Chirac telephoned me asking for a solution for the problem
over the compensation saying he is embarrassed by the families
of the victims who asked why the French victims got less money
than the Americans (in the Lockerbie case)," said Gaddafi.
"I understand the position of the French president who asked for
a human and friendly solution," he said.
Relatives of the French victims flew to Libya for a weekend of
hectic negotiations with the Libyan authorities
A spokesman for the families, Guillaume Denoix de Saint Marc,
said on his return to Paris: "We have spent a sleepless night and
the entire day negotiating."
(Additional reporting by Jon Boyle in Paris and Lamine Ghanmi
in Tunis)

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:07 AM PDT
To: info@lycaa.org
Subject: Last Chance: Does anybody there know about why
airplanes crash? Give this to your Pan American World
Airways Flight 103 expert.

Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.
Dear Sir, Friday, September 12, 2003 6:37 AM

Above are the two cargo doors of two Boeing airliners, UTA and
Pan American World Airways Flight 103. They were blown open
by natural forces, not bombs.
Above is picture of UTA 772 with its cargo door blown outward,
just like the other cargo door blowouts. They were not caused by
bombs but by mechanical causes. Libya did not bomb the two
airliners.
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident matches
United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but also a
mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive

Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:07 AM PDT
To: info@lycaa.org
Subject: Pan American World Airways Flight 103 was no
bomb and I can prove it.

Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.

Above are the two cargo doors of two Boeing airliners, UTA and
Pan American World Airways Flight 103. They were blown open
by natural forces, not bombs.
Dear Sir, Friday, Sunday, October 12, 2003 9:25 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.

Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident and UTA 772
matches United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but
also a mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be
fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
Libya payout deadline passed
The UTA bombing claimed 170 lives
The deadline for a compensation deal between Libya and the
families of those killed in the 1989 French airliner bombing
passed on Saturday without agreement.
Hours before the ultimatum, Libya invited a delegation of relatives to
continue talks in Tripoli on Monday - a move welcomed as a "positive
sign" by the families' spokesman.
Earlier, French President Jacques Chirac warned Libya that ties with
France would suffer if it failed to stick to its commitment to offer an

increased settlement.
Last month France lifted a threat to block a United Nations resolution
ending sanctions against Libya over the 1988 Lockerbie airliner
bombing unless a similar compensation deal was agreed for the 170
who died in the Niger attack.
France had protested that an earlier settlement was dwarfed by the
$2.7bn Libya agreed to pay in connection with the Lockerbie
bombings.
Under a preliminary agreement, Libya and negotiators for the French
families were meant to have reached a definitive deal by Saturday.
"I don't want to imagine that these promises won't be adhered to,"
said President Chirac before the deadline.
"But if, by chance, they were not met, this would no doubt have
consequences on the relations between our two countries."
He added: "I say this without aggression, but without weakness."
'Diplomatic measures'
A spokesman for the families, Guillaume Denoix de Saint Marc,
remained confident that a solution would be found - and said he
believed Libya's failure to meet the deadline was due to organisational
problems on its part and not a change of heart.
He described the invitation to continue talks in Tripoli as "a positive
sign of the will to move forward".
However, others are less convinced.
Francoise Rudetzki, one of those involved in the talks, told Associated
Press she hoped President Chirac's comments would prompt Libya
into action. "We're still waiting for a sign from Libya," she said.
Abderaman Koulamallah, whose sister and five of her children died in
the bombing, said: "France should take severe diplomatic measures."
All those on board the DC-10 UTA airliner died when it exploded in the
skies over the West African state of Niger in September 1989.
Tripoli has never accepted responsibility for the bombing - despite the

conviction of six Libyan officials tried in absentia by a French court in
1999.
Libya refused to extradite the six, who include Colonel Gaddafi's
brother-in-law, and has always maintained their innocence.
However, it agreed to pay out $33m demanded by the court in
compensation.
After the $2.7bn Lockerbie deal was announced in August, France
demanded a more "equitable" settlement for families of those killed in
the UTA bombing.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:07 AM PDT
To: info@libya-un.org
Subject: Pan American World Airways Flight 103 was no
bomb and I can prove it.

Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.

Above are the two cargo doors of two Boeing airliners, UTA and
Pan American World Airways Flight 103. They were blown open
by natural forces, not bombs.
Dear Sir, Friday, Sunday, October 12, 2003 9:25 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.

Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident and UTA 772
matches United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but
also a mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be
fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
Libya payout deadline passed
The UTA bombing claimed 170 lives
The deadline for a compensation deal between Libya and the
families of those killed in the 1989 French airliner bombing
passed on Saturday without agreement.
Hours before the ultimatum, Libya invited a delegation of relatives to
continue talks in Tripoli on Monday - a move welcomed as a "positive
sign" by the families' spokesman.
Earlier, French President Jacques Chirac warned Libya that ties with
France would suffer if it failed to stick to its commitment to offer an

increased settlement.
Last month France lifted a threat to block a United Nations resolution
ending sanctions against Libya over the 1988 Lockerbie airliner
bombing unless a similar compensation deal was agreed for the 170
who died in the Niger attack.
France had protested that an earlier settlement was dwarfed by the
$2.7bn Libya agreed to pay in connection with the Lockerbie
bombings.
Under a preliminary agreement, Libya and negotiators for the French
families were meant to have reached a definitive deal by Saturday.
"I don't want to imagine that these promises won't be adhered to,"
said President Chirac before the deadline.
"But if, by chance, they were not met, this would no doubt have
consequences on the relations between our two countries."
He added: "I say this without aggression, but without weakness."
'Diplomatic measures'
A spokesman for the families, Guillaume Denoix de Saint Marc,
remained confident that a solution would be found - and said he
believed Libya's failure to meet the deadline was due to organisational
problems on its part and not a change of heart.
He described the invitation to continue talks in Tripoli as "a positive
sign of the will to move forward".
However, others are less convinced.
Francoise Rudetzki, one of those involved in the talks, told Associated
Press she hoped President Chirac's comments would prompt Libya
into action. "We're still waiting for a sign from Libya," she said.
Abderaman Koulamallah, whose sister and five of her children died in
the bombing, said: "France should take severe diplomatic measures."
All those on board the DC-10 UTA airliner died when it exploded in the
skies over the West African state of Niger in September 1989.
Tripoli has never accepted responsibility for the bombing - despite the

conviction of six Libyan officials tried in absentia by a French court in
1999.
Libya refused to extradite the six, who include Colonel Gaddafi's
brother-in-law, and has always maintained their innocence.
However, it agreed to pay out $33m demanded by the court in
compensation.
After the $2.7bn Lockerbie deal was announced in August, France
demanded a more "equitable" settlement for families of those killed in
the UTA bombing.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:07 AM PDT
To: info@lycaa.org, info@libya-un.org
Subject: Pan American World Airways Flight 103 was no
bomb and I can prove it.

Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.

Above are the two cargo doors of two Boeing airliners, UTA and
Pan American World Airways Flight 103. They were blown open
by natural forces, not bombs.
Dear Sir, Tuesday, October 14, 2003 8:13 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.

Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident and UTA 772
matches United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but
also a mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be
fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
Libya payout deadline passed
The UTA bombing claimed 170 lives
The deadline for a compensation deal between Libya and the
families of those killed in the 1989 French airliner bombing
passed on Saturday without agreement.
Hours before the ultimatum, Libya invited a delegation of
relatives to continue talks in Tripoli on Monday - a move
welcomed as a "positive sign" by the families' spokesman.

Earlier, French President Jacques Chirac warned Libya that ties
with France would suffer if it failed to stick to its commitment to
offer an increased settlement.
Last month France lifted a threat to block a United Nations
resolution ending sanctions against Libya over the 1988
Lockerbie airliner bombing unless a similar compensation deal
was agreed for the 170 who died in the Niger attack.
France had protested that an earlier settlement was dwarfed by
the $2.7bn Libya agreed to pay in connection with the Lockerbie
bombings.
Under a preliminary agreement, Libya and negotiators for the
French families were meant to have reached a definitive deal by
Saturday.
"I don't want to imagine that these promises won't be adhered
to," said President Chirac before the deadline.
"But if, by chance, they were not met, this would no doubt have
consequences on the relations between our two countries."
He added: "I say this without aggression, but without weakness."
'Diplomatic measures'
A spokesman for the families, Guillaume Denoix de Saint Marc,
remained confident that a solution would be found - and said he
believed Libya's failure to meet the deadline was due to
organisational problems on its part and not a change of heart.
He described the invitation to continue talks in Tripoli as "a

positive sign of the will to move forward".
However, others are less convinced.
Francoise Rudetzki, one of those involved in the talks, told
Associated Press she hoped President Chirac's comments would
prompt Libya into action. "We're still waiting for a sign from
Libya," she said.
Abderaman Koulamallah, whose sister and five of her children
died in the bombing, said: "France should take severe diplomatic
measures."
All those on board the DC-10 UTA airliner died when it
exploded in the skies over the West African state of Niger in
September 1989.
Tripoli has never accepted responsibility for the bombing despite the conviction of six Libyan officials tried in absentia by
a French court in 1999.
Libya refused to extradite the six, who include Colonel Gaddafi's
brother-in-law, and has always maintained their innocence.
However, it agreed to pay out $33m demanded by the court in
compensation.
After the $2.7bn Lockerbie deal was announced in August,
France demanded a more "equitable" settlement for families of
those killed in the UTA bombing.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>

Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:07 AM PDT
To: info@khilafah.com
Subject: Pan American World Airways Flight 103 was no
bomb and I can prove it.

Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.

Above are the two cargo doors of two Boeing airliners, UTA and
Pan American World Airways Flight 103. They were blown open
by natural forces, not bombs.
Dear Sir, Friday, Tuesday, October 14, 2003 8:32 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident and UTA 772
matches United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but
also a mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be
fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him

the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
Lockerbie & the Anglo-American view towards Libya
uploaded 11 Oct 2003
Till this day, doubts linger concerning the culpability of the Libyan officials
involved in the bombing. One of the officials, Al Amin Khalifa Fhimah was
released without charge, while the jailed Libyan Abdel Basset al-Megrahi is
waiting to appeal against the flimsy evidence used to prosecute him. Al-Megrahi
was convicted on the basis of a tenuous link with a suitcase containing the
bomb. UK relatives and their supporters have long suspected the guilty verdict
brought against al-Megrahi and have relentlessly campaigned for a public
enquiry into the bombing. On March 26, 2001, Tam Dalyell a veteran Lockerbie
campaigner recalled Boylan's (policewoman who gave evidence in the
Lockerbie trial) conversations with a local Scottish legal official about the
significance of the suitcase. According to Dalyell, Boylan claimed a colleague
informed that Curry's (A US Army Special Forces Captain) suitcase contained
the bomb that blew up the aircraft. Dalyell said, "I want to know who will verify
the statement and show whether it is true or false. If the bomb was in Curry's
suitcase, Mr. Megrahi is hardly likely to be guilty."

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:07 AM PDT
To: info@khilafah.com
Subject: Can you refer a pilot who knows why airplanes
crash?

Dear Editor; Tuesday, October 14, 2003 3:29 PM

Can you refer a Libyan pilot who knows why airplanes crash to
me so that I may explain to him why Pan American World
Airways Flight 103 was not a bomb but instead the shorted
wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation?
It was a mechanical event. It was not a crime. There are no
criminals. Mr. Abdel Baset A. Megrahi is innocent. Libya is
paying out money it does not have to pay. The hazard of faulty
wiring in early model Boeing 747s is still there.
Details at www.corazon.com. A PDF file of the Smith AAR for
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 is available for
download and analysis at www.corazon.com also.
I have emailed the aviation authorities of Libya but have had no
reply>info@lycaa.org
It's not too late.
Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
2.5.1. Premise: Explosion of a improvised explosive device in
the forward cargo compartment
on the left side.

2.5.2 Discussion: The evidence which explains how the
investigators may have been misled into
the belief that a relatively mild blast was actually a powerful
bomb explosion is detailed in Part
IV:Comparison of reports, of this Smith AAR. The evidence
which refutes an explosion of a bomb
in the forward cargo compartment on the left side can be
summed up by the following evidence.
If a powerful bomb were to explode in the forward cargo hold of
Pan Am Flight 103 on the left
side, certain corroborating evidence would be present such as
hot-gas pitting on pieces of metal,
punctures, shrapnel, explosive residue, pitting, cratering,
explosive type injuries to passengers
sitting in the cabin, timer, fuze, and a bomb explosion sound on
the cockpit voice recorder.
For Pan Am Flight 103:
A. Pitting: Present
B. Cratering: Present
C. Hot gas washing: Absent
D. Holes: Absent
E. Punctures: Absent
F. Shrapnel: Absent
G. Explosive residue: Found.
H. Burn injuries to passengers sitting in the cabin: Absent
I. Sooted metal: Present
J . Timer or bomb casing: Fragments of plastic.
K. Fuze: Absent
L. Bomb explosion sound on the cockpit voice recorder: Absent
Bombs have been considered for Air India Flight 182 and Trans
World Airlines Flight 800 as well
as Pan Am Flight 103 and thus extensively investigated. The
same reasons for ruling out a bomb

for Trans World Airlines Flight 800 are the same reasons to rule
it out for Air India Flight 182 and
Pan Am Flight 103.
The NTSB states in AAR 00/03 regarding Trans World Airlines
Flight 800: Page 180, footnote
368: ÔEvidence of a bomb explosion included deformation of
materials away from a location at the
height of the passenger seat pan, hot-gas pitting damage on
multiple pieces of wreckage that
formed a pattern radiating from the same location (including into
the CWT), punctures radiating
from the same location, and shrapnel. Further, according to the
FBI's laboratory report, No.
91204034 S YQ YB/91207052 S YQ YB, dated January 30,
1990, chemical analysis of a piece of
wreckage from the right side of the CWT identified the presence
of RDX and PETN high
explosive. These two explosives comprise about 86 percent of
the composition of SEMTEX,
which is a rubberlike material manufactured by Synthesia
Corporation of Semtin, Czechoslovakia,
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primarily for use in mining and other civil engineering activities.
According to the FBI, SEMTEX
has been used by criminal and terrorist elements in Europe since
1966. (SEMTEX was identified
as the material used in the bomb placed on Pan Am flight 103.
For additional information, see
section 1.11.1.2.)Õ
Page 257 to page 259 of NTSB AAR 00/03 for Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 Ô2.2.1.2
Consideration of a High-Energy Explosive Device Detonation

(Bomb or Missile Warhead) Several
factors led to speculation that the accident might have been
caused by a bomb or missile strike.
These factors included heightened safety and security concerns
because of the 1996 Olympics then
being held in the United States, the fact that TWA flight 800 was
an international flight, and the
sudden and catastrophic nature of the in-flight breakup. In
addition, numerous witnesses to the
accident reported seeing a streak of light and then a fireball,
which some people believed
represented a missile destroying the airplane. Further, some
anomalous primary radar targets were
recorded by the Islip, New York, radar site in the general vicinity
of TWA flight 800 at the time of
the accident that apparently could not be explained. Accordingly,
the Safety Board considered the
possibility that a bomb exploded inside the airplane or that a
missile warhead from a shoulderlaunched
missile exploded upon impact with the airplane. Testing
performed by the Federal Bureau
of Investigation (FBI) found trace amounts of explosives on three
separate pieces of airplane
wreckage (described by the FBI as a piece of canvaslike material
and two pieces of floor panel).
However, none of the damage characteristics typically associated
with a high-energy explosion of a
bomb or missile warhead (such as severe pitting, cratering,
petalling, or hot gas washing) were
found on any portion of the recovered airplane structure,
including the pieces on which the trace
amounts of explosives were found. Only about 5 percent of the
airplane's fuselage was not

recovered, and none of the areas of missing fuselage were large
enough to have encompassed all of
the damage that would have been caused by the detonation of a
bomb or missile. Although several
large holes are visible in the reconstructed portion of the airplane
fuselage, almost all of the
structure that originally filled in these holes is attached to the
remaining structure but is folded
either inward or outward. No area of structure in the
reconstructed portion of the airplane contained
any unexplained holes large enough to represent the entry point
of a missile. Further, the victims
remains showed no evidence of injuries that could have been
caused by high-energy explosives,
nor was there any damage to the airplane seats and other interior
components consistent with a
high-energy explosion. Investigators considered several
scenarios to determine how the trace
amounts of explosive residue might have gotten on the wreckage
from the accident airplane. Trace
amounts of explosive residue could have been transferred to the
contaminated pieces from the
military personnel (and their associated clothing, boots, and
equipment) that were on board the
accident airplane when it was used to transport troops during the
Gulf War in 1991. In addition,
explosives were placed and then removed from several locations
in the accident airplane during a
dog-training explosive detection exercise about 1 month before
the accident. Despite being unable
to determine the exact source of the trace amounts of explosive
residue found on the wreckage, the
lack of any corroborating evidence associated with a high-energy

explosion indicates that these
trace amounts did not result from the detonation of a high-energy
explosive device on TWA flight
800. Accordingly, the Safety Board concludes that the in-flight
breakup of TWA flight 800 was
not initiated by a bomb or a missile strike.Ó
From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 Ô1.13 Medical
and pathological information The
results of the post mortem examination of the victims indicated
that the majority had experienced
severe multiple injuries at different stages, consistent with the inflight disintegration of the aircraft
and ground impact. There was no pathological indication of an
in-flight fire and no evidence that
any of the victims had been injured by shrapnel from the
explosion. There was also no evidence
which unequivocally indicated that passengers or cabin crew had
been killed or injured by the
effects of a blast. Of the casualties from the aircraft, the majority
were found in areas which
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indicated that they had been thrown from the fuselage during the
disintegration. Although the
pattern of distribution of bodies on the ground was not clear cut
there was some correlation with
seat allocation which suggested that the forward part of the
aircraft had broken away from the rear
early in the disintegration process. The bodies of 10 passengers
were not recovered and of these, 8
had been allocated seats in rows 23 to 28 positioned over the
wing at the front of the economy
section.Õ

Most of the required evidence that corroborates a bomb
explosion on Pan Am Flight 103 is missing
and those few traces of residue can now be explained as benign
based upon Trans World Airlines
Flight 800. Evidence of Semtex was found on both Pan Am
Flight 103 and Trans World Airlines
Flight 800 yet called benign for one and could be for the other,
too. The two tiny pieces of plastic
hard evidence are suspect as to location and purpose.
The initial event time was officially determined to be the sudden
loud sound on the CVR. The
initial event of the sudden loud sound is likely the explosive
decompression sound when the
rupture/structural failure occurred and the air molecules rushed
out making the sudden loud sound
on the CVR. Pan Am Flight 103 has been matched to Air India
Flight 182 in the AAIB report. This
initial event sudden sound on the CVR for Air India Flight 182
has been matched to a DC-10
explosive decompression sound when its cargo door opened in
flight. All four Boeing 747 sudden
sound events have been matched by NTSB in Chart 12 of the
public docket for Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 (Chart 12 on cover sheet of Part II). The
accidents are all linked together by the
sudden loud sound on the CVR which is the primary, not the
secondary event, of the structural
failure when the door ruptured open and explosive
decompression ensued. (Detailed in Part II:
Comparisons.)
The time of the structural failure of the ruptured open forward
cargo door on the starboard side and
the opening of the 20 inch hole on the port side was determined

to be the initial event time of the
sudden loud sound by the AAIB wreckage distribution drawings
in Appendix B in the AAIB report
which are based upon the distance from the datum line of the
retrieved wreckage. These data
showed at initial event time the large rectangular shaped fuselage
skin area around the shattered
forward cargo door occurred at the same time as the 20 inch hole
on the smoother port side. As the
seconds progressed, the subsequent drawings show the damage
holes getting bigger and bigger
with the starboard cargo door side hole always remaining larger.
Based on wreckage distribution data, it can be deduced by the
evidence that the 20 inch hole on the
port side occurred at about the same time as the twenty foot by
thirty foot hole on the starboard side
and both were at initial event time of the sudden loud sound on
the CVR.
2.5.3 Conclusion: Based upon a very small amount or a benign
finding of corroborative
evidence, an explosion of a powerful explosion from a bomb as a
probable cause for Pan Am
Flight 103 may be ruled doubtful.
2 . 6 . 1 Premise: Firing of a rather large shotgun in a baggage
container.
2.6.2. Discussion: The firing of a rather large shotgun may have
given evidence which led
investigators to conclude a powerful bomb had been detonated
causing the destruction of Pan Am
Flight 103. (Detailed in Part IV: Comparison of Reports.)
The evidence and AAIB interpretation indicated a relatively mild
directed blast existed a corner of a
baggage container, traveled about 25 inches and caused a 20 inch

hole in the fuselage skin. The
sound of the mild directed blast was not heard on the cockpit
voice recorder. Bombs are loud,
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spherical, and powerful. Shotgun blasts are relatively mild and
directed.
The damage in the baggage container and adjacent area was from
a mild directed blast as if a rather
large shotgun had gone off at close range. (AAIB stated in
Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90
(EW/C1094) section: 1.12.2.1 Fuselage: ÒWhere these panels
formed the boundary of the shatter
zone, the metal in the immediate locality was ragged, heavily
distorted, and the inner surfaces were
pitted and sooted - rather as if a very large shotgun had been fired
at the inner surface of the
fuselage at close range,Ó and 8. Analysis: ÒWith the two
container reconstructions placed together it
became apparent that a relatively mild blast had exited container
4041 through the rear lower face to
the left of the curtain and impinged at an angle on the forward
face of container 7511.)Õ
An AAIB official opined the cause of the damage he/she
personally viewed to be as if a rather large
shotgun had been fired at the fuselage at close range. It may not
have been exactly a shotgun but
some other type of directed firearm.
This AAIB opinion may have been correct in its assessment of
the cause of the mild blast, pitting,
sooting, distortions, ragged, and shattered skin as if a very large
shotgun had been fired at the
inner surface of the fuselage at close range. It may be that pitting,

sooting, distortions, ragged, and
shattered skin could also have been erroneously interpreted as
evidence of a bomb explosion.
Loaded guns have been inserted into baggage holds of airliners
before and have been accidentally
discharged as detailed in Appendix K. (April 26, 2000 Gun goes
off in bag being loaded into jet.
Associated Press - Portland ÒA high-powered handgun went off
in the baggage compartment of an
Alaska Airlines jetliner on the tarmac at Portland International
Airport, sending a bullet into the
passenger compartment within inches of passengers' feet.
Nobody was injured.Ó)
Shotgun cartridges give sooty residue when fired. A shotgun fires
in a directed manner and would
give a relatively mild blast compared to a high explosive bomb.
The sound of the weapon firing is
not heard on the cockpit voice recorder because the power had
been abruptly cut in the adjacent
main equipment compartment after the tremendous explosive
decompression when the huge hole
appeared on the starboard side of the hold or the gunshot was
over shouted by the tremendous
noise from the huge hole and the explosive decompression.
The evidence corroborates the firing of a device called a rather
large shotgun in a baggage container
which caused a relatively mild directed blast which resulted in a
20 inch hole in the fuselage skin
on the port side. This damage was not sufficient to cause the nose
to come off Pan Am Flight 103
because the structure was designed to withstand a hold that size
in the pressurized hull by the
presences of stiffeners, ribs, and belts. The firing of the shotgun

was after the explosive
decompression because the sound of the gunshot is not on the
cockpit voice recorder.
The location in the forward cargo compartment in the baggage
container which had its lower
quadrant blown way may have held a rather large shotgun which
was stored in baggage, was
loaded, and was safe unless a tremendous explosion happened
nearby. A tremendous explosion
did happen nearby when the opposite fuselage blew out when a
huge twenty foot by forty foot
hold appeared suddenly where the forward cargo door and skin
above it used to be. The rather
large shotgun went off, the relatively mild explosion left soot on
a rib, burst through the corner of
the baggage container, went 25 inches and made a 20 inch hole
in the port side of the fuselage. A
sooty rib was soon found on the ground and immediately
incorrectly declared proof a bomb had
gone off instead of a shotgun cartridge.
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2.6.3 Conclusion: Based upon the presence of corroborative
evidence, the firing of rather large
shotgun in the forward cargo hold Pan Am Flight 103 may be
ruled in as occurring but ruled out
as the cause of the subsequent structural failure pending further
investigation.

Libya breaks off payout talks
Libya has never accepted responsibility for the UTA bombing
Libya has suspended talks on compensating the families of those
killed in the 1989 bombing of a French airliner over the Sahara.
The head of the Libyan delegation at the Paris talks accused
France of reneging on an interim agreement reached last month.
As a result of that deal, France lifted a threat to block a UN
resolution ending sanctions on Libya over the 1988 Lockerbie
bombing.
The French Government has been seeking compensation for
destruction of the UTA airliner comparable to the $2.7bn agreed
for relatives of the 270 Lockerbie victims.
The explosion aboard a Paris-bound DC-10 killed 170 people
over Niger in September 1989.
The French foreign ministry tried to wriggle out of the
agreement.
Salah Abdel Salam
Head of Libyan delegation
The talks between Libyan officials and the victims' families
opened on Tuesday, after the two sides missed a Saturday
deadline for a deal set under last month's agreement.
On Monday the son of Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi, Seif alIslam - who heads a foundation expected to pay for the
compensation - insisted on a maximum payout of $1m per
victim.

Relatives have rejected this sum, which is much less than the
Lockerbie payout.
'Doubts'
The head of the Libyan delegation, Salah Abdel Salam, told the
AFP news agency on Tuesday there was no point continuing the
negotiations.
"Our doubts (about the talks) were confirmed when the French
foreign ministry tried to wriggle out of the agreement," he said.
LIBYA SANCTIONS
First imposed in 1992
Bans on flights, arms sales, and oil exports
Freeze on Libyan funds
Reduce Libyan diplomatic representation
Suspended, but not lifted, in 1999
Lifting sanctions
The Libyan Government has accepted responsibility for the
Lockerbie bombing - but not for the UTA explosion.
It describes as a humanitarian gesture any compensation it agrees
with the French families.
The money is to be paid not by Tripoli, but by Seif al-Islam's
Gaddafi International Association for Charitable Organisations which the Libyan government says is independent.
In 1999 a French court tried six Libyan officials in absentia and
found them guilty of organising the bombing.

Libya refused to extradite the six, who include Colonel Gaddafi's
brother-in-law, and has always maintained their innocence.
However, it agreed to pay out $33m demanded by the court in
compensation.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:07 AM PDT
To: info@lycaa.org, info@libya-un.org
Subject: Pan American World Airways Flight 103 was no
bomb and I can prove it.

Gaddafi repeated Libya had no role in the Pan Am or UTA
bombings. He said Libya was blamed for both due to disputes
with the United States and France in the 1970s and 1980s.

Above are the two cargo doors of two Boeing airliners, UTA and
Pan American World Airways Flight 103. They were blown open
by natural forces, not bombs.
Dear Sir, Friday, October 17, 2003 8:10 AM
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident and UTA 772
matches United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but
also a mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be
fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an

explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
To: info@khilafah.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Can you refer a pilot who knows why airplanes crash?
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Editor; Tuesday, October 14, 2003 3:29 PM
Can you refer a Libyan pilot who knows why airplanes crash to
me so that I may explain to him why Pan American World
Airways Flight 103 was not a bomb but instead the shorted
wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation?
It was a mechanical event. It was not a crime. There are no
criminals. Mr. Abdel Baset A. Megrahi is innocent. Libya is

paying out money it does not have to pay. The hazard of faulty
wiring in early model Boeing 747s is still there.
Details at www.corazon.com. A PDF file of the Smith AAR for
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 is available for
download and analysis at www.corazon.com also.
I have emailed the aviation authorities of Libya but have had no
reply>info@lycaa.org
It's not too late.
Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
2.5.1. Premise: Explosion of a improvised explosive device in
the forward cargo compartment
on the left side.
2.5.2 Discussion: The evidence which explains how the
investigators may have been misled into
the belief that a relatively mild blast was actually a powerful
bomb explosion is detailed in Part
IV:Comparison of reports, of this Smith AAR. The evidence
which refutes an explosion of a bomb
in the forward cargo compartment on the left side can be
summed up by the following evidence.
If a powerful bomb were to explode in the forward cargo hold of

Pan Am Flight 103 on the left
side, certain corroborating evidence would be present such as
hot-gas pitting on pieces of metal,
punctures, shrapnel, explosive residue, pitting, cratering,
explosive type injuries to passengers
sitting in the cabin, timer, fuze, and a bomb explosion sound on
the cockpit voice recorder.
For Pan Am Flight 103:
A. Pitting: Present
B. Cratering: Present
C. Hot gas washing: Absent
D. Holes: Absent
E. Punctures: Absent
F. Shrapnel: Absent
G. Explosive residue: Found.
H. Burn injuries to passengers sitting in the cabin: Absent
I. Sooted metal: Present
J . Timer or bomb casing: Fragments of plastic.
K. Fuze: Absent
L. Bomb explosion sound on the cockpit voice recorder: Absent
Bombs have been considered for Air India Flight 182 and Trans
World Airlines Flight 800 as well
as Pan Am Flight 103 and thus extensively investigated. The
same reasons for ruling out a bomb
for Trans World Airlines Flight 800 are the same reasons to rule
it out for Air India Flight 182 and
Pan Am Flight 103.
The NTSB states in AAR 00/03 regarding Trans World Airlines
Flight 800: Page 180, footnote
368: ÔEvidence of a bomb explosion included deformation of
materials away from a location at the
height of the passenger seat pan, hot-gas pitting damage on
multiple pieces of wreckage that

formed a pattern radiating from the same location (including into
the CWT), punctures radiating
from the same location, and shrapnel. Further, according to the
FBI's laboratory report, No.
91204034 S YQ YB/91207052 S YQ YB, dated January 30,
1990, chemical analysis of a piece of
wreckage from the right side of the CWT identified the presence
of RDX and PETN high
explosive. These two explosives comprise about 86 percent of
the composition of SEMTEX,
which is a rubberlike material manufactured by Synthesia
Corporation of Semtin, Czechoslovakia,
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primarily for use in mining and other civil engineering activities.
According to the FBI, SEMTEX
has been used by criminal and terrorist elements in Europe since
1966. (SEMTEX was identified
as the material used in the bomb placed on Pan Am flight 103.
For additional information, see
section 1.11.1.2.)Õ
Page 257 to page 259 of NTSB AAR 00/03 for Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 Ô2.2.1.2
Consideration of a High-Energy Explosive Device Detonation
(Bomb or Missile Warhead) Several
factors led to speculation that the accident might have been
caused by a bomb or missile strike.
These factors included heightened safety and security concerns
because of the 1996 Olympics then
being held in the United States, the fact that TWA flight 800 was
an international flight, and the
sudden and catastrophic nature of the in-flight breakup. In
addition, numerous witnesses to the

accident reported seeing a streak of light and then a fireball,
which some people believed
represented a missile destroying the airplane. Further, some
anomalous primary radar targets were
recorded by the Islip, New York, radar site in the general vicinity
of TWA flight 800 at the time of
the accident that apparently could not be explained. Accordingly,
the Safety Board considered the
possibility that a bomb exploded inside the airplane or that a
missile warhead from a shoulderlaunched
missile exploded upon impact with the airplane. Testing
performed by the Federal Bureau
of Investigation (FBI) found trace amounts of explosives on three
separate pieces of airplane
wreckage (described by the FBI as a piece of canvaslike material
and two pieces of floor panel).
However, none of the damage characteristics typically associated
with a high-energy explosion of a
bomb or missile warhead (such as severe pitting, cratering,
petalling, or hot gas washing) were
found on any portion of the recovered airplane structure,
including the pieces on which the trace
amounts of explosives were found. Only about 5 percent of the
airplane's fuselage was not
recovered, and none of the areas of missing fuselage were large
enough to have encompassed all of
the damage that would have been caused by the detonation of a
bomb or missile. Although several
large holes are visible in the reconstructed portion of the airplane
fuselage, almost all of the
structure that originally filled in these holes is attached to the
remaining structure but is folded
either inward or outward. No area of structure in the

reconstructed portion of the airplane contained
any unexplained holes large enough to represent the entry point
of a missile. Further, the victims
remains showed no evidence of injuries that could have been
caused by high-energy explosives,
nor was there any damage to the airplane seats and other interior
components consistent with a
high-energy explosion. Investigators considered several
scenarios to determine how the trace
amounts of explosive residue might have gotten on the wreckage
from the accident airplane. Trace
amounts of explosive residue could have been transferred to the
contaminated pieces from the
military personnel (and their associated clothing, boots, and
equipment) that were on board the
accident airplane when it was used to transport troops during the
Gulf War in 1991. In addition,
explosives were placed and then removed from several locations
in the accident airplane during a
dog-training explosive detection exercise about 1 month before
the accident. Despite being unable
to determine the exact source of the trace amounts of explosive
residue found on the wreckage, the
lack of any corroborating evidence associated with a high-energy
explosion indicates that these
trace amounts did not result from the detonation of a high-energy
explosive device on TWA flight
800. Accordingly, the Safety Board concludes that the in-flight
breakup of TWA flight 800 was
not initiated by a bomb or a missile strike.Ó
From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 Ô1.13 Medical
and pathological information The
results of the post mortem examination of the victims indicated

that the majority had experienced
severe multiple injuries at different stages, consistent with the inflight disintegration of the aircraft
and ground impact. There was no pathological indication of an
in-flight fire and no evidence that
any of the victims had been injured by shrapnel from the
explosion. There was also no evidence
which unequivocally indicated that passengers or cabin crew had
been killed or injured by the
effects of a blast. Of the casualties from the aircraft, the majority
were found in areas which
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indicated that they had been thrown from the fuselage during the
disintegration. Although the
pattern of distribution of bodies on the ground was not clear cut
there was some correlation with
seat allocation which suggested that the forward part of the
aircraft had broken away from the rear
early in the disintegration process. The bodies of 10 passengers
were not recovered and of these, 8
had been allocated seats in rows 23 to 28 positioned over the
wing at the front of the economy
section.Õ
Most of the required evidence that corroborates a bomb
explosion on Pan Am Flight 103 is missing
and those few traces of residue can now be explained as benign
based upon Trans World Airlines
Flight 800. Evidence of Semtex was found on both Pan Am
Flight 103 and Trans World Airlines
Flight 800 yet called benign for one and could be for the other,
too. The two tiny pieces of plastic
hard evidence are suspect as to location and purpose.

The initial event time was officially determined to be the sudden
loud sound on the CVR. The
initial event of the sudden loud sound is likely the explosive
decompression sound when the
rupture/structural failure occurred and the air molecules rushed
out making the sudden loud sound
on the CVR. Pan Am Flight 103 has been matched to Air India
Flight 182 in the AAIB report. This
initial event sudden sound on the CVR for Air India Flight 182
has been matched to a DC-10
explosive decompression sound when its cargo door opened in
flight. All four Boeing 747 sudden
sound events have been matched by NTSB in Chart 12 of the
public docket for Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 (Chart 12 on cover sheet of Part II). The
accidents are all linked together by the
sudden loud sound on the CVR which is the primary, not the
secondary event, of the structural
failure when the door ruptured open and explosive
decompression ensued. (Detailed in Part II:
Comparisons.)
The time of the structural failure of the ruptured open forward
cargo door on the starboard side and
the opening of the 20 inch hole on the port side was determined
to be the initial event time of the
sudden loud sound by the AAIB wreckage distribution drawings
in Appendix B in the AAIB report
which are based upon the distance from the datum line of the
retrieved wreckage. These data
showed at initial event time the large rectangular shaped fuselage
skin area around the shattered
forward cargo door occurred at the same time as the 20 inch hole
on the smoother port side. As the

seconds progressed, the subsequent drawings show the damage
holes getting bigger and bigger
with the starboard cargo door side hole always remaining larger.
Based on wreckage distribution data, it can be deduced by the
evidence that the 20 inch hole on the
port side occurred at about the same time as the twenty foot by
thirty foot hole on the starboard side
and both were at initial event time of the sudden loud sound on
the CVR.
2.5.3 Conclusion: Based upon a very small amount or a benign
finding of corroborative
evidence, an explosion of a powerful explosion from a bomb as a
probable cause for Pan Am
Flight 103 may be ruled doubtful.
2 . 6 . 1 Premise: Firing of a rather large shotgun in a baggage
container.
2.6.2. Discussion: The firing of a rather large shotgun may have
given evidence which led
investigators to conclude a powerful bomb had been detonated
causing the destruction of Pan Am
Flight 103. (Detailed in Part IV: Comparison of Reports.)
The evidence and AAIB interpretation indicated a relatively mild
directed blast existed a corner of a
baggage container, traveled about 25 inches and caused a 20 inch
hole in the fuselage skin. The
sound of the mild directed blast was not heard on the cockpit
voice recorder. Bombs are loud,
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spherical, and powerful. Shotgun blasts are relatively mild and
directed.
The damage in the baggage container and adjacent area was from
a mild directed blast as if a rather

large shotgun had gone off at close range. (AAIB stated in
Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90
(EW/C1094) section: 1.12.2.1 Fuselage: ÒWhere these panels
formed the boundary of the shatter
zone, the metal in the immediate locality was ragged, heavily
distorted, and the inner surfaces were
pitted and sooted - rather as if a very large shotgun had been fired
at the inner surface of the
fuselage at close range,Ó and 8. Analysis: ÒWith the two
container reconstructions placed together it
became apparent that a relatively mild blast had exited container
4041 through the rear lower face to
the left of the curtain and impinged at an angle on the forward
face of container 7511.)Õ
An AAIB official opined the cause of the damage he/she
personally viewed to be as if a rather large
shotgun had been fired at the fuselage at close range. It may not
have been exactly a shotgun but
some other type of directed firearm.
This AAIB opinion may have been correct in its assessment of
the cause of the mild blast, pitting,
sooting, distortions, ragged, and shattered skin as if a very large
shotgun had been fired at the
inner surface of the fuselage at close range. It may be that pitting,
sooting, distortions, ragged, and
shattered skin could also have been erroneously interpreted as
evidence of a bomb explosion.
Loaded guns have been inserted into baggage holds of airliners
before and have been accidentally
discharged as detailed in Appendix K. (April 26, 2000 Gun goes
off in bag being loaded into jet.
Associated Press - Portland ÒA high-powered handgun went off
in the baggage compartment of an

Alaska Airlines jetliner on the tarmac at Portland International
Airport, sending a bullet into the
passenger compartment within inches of passengers' feet.
Nobody was injured.Ó)
Shotgun cartridges give sooty residue when fired. A shotgun fires
in a directed manner and would
give a relatively mild blast compared to a high explosive bomb.
The sound of the weapon firing is
not heard on the cockpit voice recorder because the power had
been abruptly cut in the adjacent
main equipment compartment after the tremendous explosive
decompression when the huge hole
appeared on the starboard side of the hold or the gunshot was
over shouted by the tremendous
noise from the huge hole and the explosive decompression.
The evidence corroborates the firing of a device called a rather
large shotgun in a baggage container
which caused a relatively mild directed blast which resulted in a
20 inch hole in the fuselage skin
on the port side. This damage was not sufficient to cause the nose
to come off Pan Am Flight 103
because the structure was designed to withstand a hold that size
in the pressurized hull by the
presences of stiffeners, ribs, and belts. The firing of the shotgun
was after the explosive
decompression because the sound of the gunshot is not on the
cockpit voice recorder.
The location in the forward cargo compartment in the baggage
container which had its lower
quadrant blown way may have held a rather large shotgun which
was stored in baggage, was
loaded, and was safe unless a tremendous explosion happened
nearby. A tremendous explosion

did happen nearby when the opposite fuselage blew out when a
huge twenty foot by forty foot
hold appeared suddenly where the forward cargo door and skin
above it used to be. The rather
large shotgun went off, the relatively mild explosion left soot on
a rib, burst through the corner of
the baggage container, went 25 inches and made a 20 inch hole
in the port side of the fuselage. A
sooty rib was soon found on the ground and immediately
incorrectly declared proof a bomb had
gone off instead of a shotgun cartridge.
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2.6.3 Conclusion: Based upon the presence of corroborative
evidence, the firing of rather large
shotgun in the forward cargo hold Pan Am Flight 103 may be
ruled in as occurring but ruled out
as the cause of the subsequent structural failure pending further
investigation.

Libya breaks off payout talks
Libya has never accepted responsibility for the UTA bombing
Libya has suspended talks on compensating the families of those
killed in the 1989 bombing of a French airliner over the Sahara.
The head of the Libyan delegation at the Paris talks accused
France of reneging on an interim agreement reached last month.

As a result of that deal, France lifted a threat to block a UN
resolution ending sanctions on Libya over the 1988 Lockerbie
bombing.
The French Government has been seeking compensation for
destruction of the UTA airliner comparable to the $2.7bn agreed
for relatives of the 270 Lockerbie victims.
The explosion aboard a Paris-bound DC-10 killed 170 people
over Niger in September 1989.
The French foreign ministry tried to wriggle out of the
agreement.
Salah Abdel Salam
Head of Libyan delegation
The talks between Libyan officials and the victims' families
opened on Tuesday, after the two sides missed a Saturday
deadline for a deal set under last month's agreement.
On Monday the son of Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi, Seif alIslam - who heads a foundation expected to pay for the
compensation - insisted on a maximum payout of $1m per
victim.
Relatives have rejected this sum, which is much less than the
Lockerbie payout.
'Doubts'
The head of the Libyan delegation, Salah Abdel Salam, told the
AFP news agency on Tuesday there was no point continuing the
negotiations.

"Our doubts (about the talks) were confirmed when the French
foreign ministry tried to wriggle out of the agreement," he said.
LIBYA SANCTIONS
First imposed in 1992
Bans on flights, arms sales, and oil exports
Freeze on Libyan funds
Reduce Libyan diplomatic representation
Suspended, but not lifted, in 1999
Lifting sanctions
The Libyan Government has accepted responsibility for the
Lockerbie bombing - but not for the UTA explosion.
It describes as a humanitarian gesture any compensation it agrees
with the French families.
The money is to be paid not by Tripoli, but by Seif al-Islam's
Gaddafi International Association for Charitable Organisations which the Libyan government says is independent.
In 1999 a French court tried six Libyan officials in absentia and
found them guilty of organising the bombing.
Libya refused to extradite the six, who include Colonel Gaddafi's
brother-in-law, and has always maintained their innocence.
However, it agreed to pay out $33m demanded by the court in
compensation.

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:07 AM PDT
To: info@khilafah.com

Subject: Do not give up. Libya is innocent of Pan American
World Airways Flight 103 and I can prove it. Ask questions.

Dear Editor; Monday, October 20, 2003 7:55 PM
Can you refer a Libyan pilot who knows why airplanes crash to
me so that I may explain to him why Pan American World
Airways Flight 103 was not a bomb but instead the shorted
wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation?
It was a mechanical event. It was not a crime. There are no
criminals. Mr. Abdel Baset A. Megrahi is innocent. Libya is
paying out money it does not have to pay. The hazard of faulty
wiring in early model Boeing 747s is still there.
Details at www.corazon.com. A PDF file of the Smith AAR for
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 is available for
download and analysis at www.corazon.com also.
It's not too late.
Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

2.5.1. Premise: Explosion of a improvised explosive device in
the forward cargo compartment
on the left side.

2.5.2 Discussion: The evidence which explains how the
investigators may have been misled into
the belief that a relatively mild blast was actually a powerful
bomb explosion is detailed in Part
IV:Comparison of reports, of this Smith AAR. The evidence
which refutes an explosion of a bomb
in the forward cargo compartment on the left side can be
summed up by the following evidence.
If a powerful bomb were to explode in the forward cargo hold of
Pan Am Flight 103 on the left
side, certain corroborating evidence would be present such as
hot-gas pitting on pieces of metal,
punctures, shrapnel, explosive residue, pitting, cratering,
explosive type injuries to passengers
sitting in the cabin, timer, fuze, and a bomb explosion sound on
the cockpit voice recorder.
For Pan Am Flight 103:
A. Pitting: Present
B. Cratering: Present
C. Hot gas washing: Absent
D. Holes: Absent
E. Punctures: Absent
F. Shrapnel: Absent
G. Explosive residue: Found.
H. Burn injuries to passengers sitting in the cabin: Absent
I. Sooted metal: Present
J . Timer or bomb casing: Fragments of plastic.
K. Fuze: Absent
L. Bomb explosion sound on the cockpit voice recorder: Absent
Bombs have been considered for Air India Flight 182 and Trans
World Airlines Flight 800 as well
as Pan Am Flight 103 and thus extensively investigated. The
same reasons for ruling out a bomb

for Trans World Airlines Flight 800 are the same reasons to rule
it out for Air India Flight 182 and
Pan Am Flight 103.
The NTSB states in AAR 00/03 regarding Trans World Airlines
Flight 800: Page 180, footnote
368: ÔEvidence of a bomb explosion included deformation of
materials away from a location at the
height of the passenger seat pan, hot-gas pitting damage on
multiple pieces of wreckage that
formed a pattern radiating from the same location (including into
the CWT), punctures radiating
from the same location, and shrapnel. Further, according to the
FBI's laboratory report, No.
91204034 S YQ YB/91207052 S YQ YB, dated January 30,
1990, chemical analysis of a piece of
wreckage from the right side of the CWT identified the presence
of RDX and PETN high
explosive. These two explosives comprise about 86 percent of
the composition of SEMTEX,
which is a rubberlike material manufactured by Synthesia
Corporation of Semtin, Czechoslovakia,
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primarily for use in mining and other civil engineering activities.
According to the FBI, SEMTEX
has been used by criminal and terrorist elements in Europe since
1966. (SEMTEX was identified
as the material used in the bomb placed on Pan Am flight 103.
For additional information, see
section 1.11.1.2.)Õ
Page 257 to page 259 of NTSB AAR 00/03 for Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 Ô2.2.1.2
Consideration of a High-Energy Explosive Device Detonation

(Bomb or Missile Warhead) Several
factors led to speculation that the accident might have been
caused by a bomb or missile strike.
These factors included heightened safety and security concerns
because of the 1996 Olympics then
being held in the United States, the fact that TWA flight 800 was
an international flight, and the
sudden and catastrophic nature of the in-flight breakup. In
addition, numerous witnesses to the
accident reported seeing a streak of light and then a fireball,
which some people believed
represented a missile destroying the airplane. Further, some
anomalous primary radar targets were
recorded by the Islip, New York, radar site in the general vicinity
of TWA flight 800 at the time of
the accident that apparently could not be explained. Accordingly,
the Safety Board considered the
possibility that a bomb exploded inside the airplane or that a
missile warhead from a shoulderlaunched
missile exploded upon impact with the airplane. Testing
performed by the Federal Bureau
of Investigation (FBI) found trace amounts of explosives on three
separate pieces of airplane
wreckage (described by the FBI as a piece of canvaslike material
and two pieces of floor panel).
However, none of the damage characteristics typically associated
with a high-energy explosion of a
bomb or missile warhead (such as severe pitting, cratering,
petalling, or hot gas washing) were
found on any portion of the recovered airplane structure,
including the pieces on which the trace
amounts of explosives were found. Only about 5 percent of the
airplane's fuselage was not

recovered, and none of the areas of missing fuselage were large
enough to have encompassed all of
the damage that would have been caused by the detonation of a
bomb or missile. Although several
large holes are visible in the reconstructed portion of the airplane
fuselage, almost all of the
structure that originally filled in these holes is attached to the
remaining structure but is folded
either inward or outward. No area of structure in the
reconstructed portion of the airplane contained
any unexplained holes large enough to represent the entry point
of a missile. Further, the victims
remains showed no evidence of injuries that could have been
caused by high-energy explosives,
nor was there any damage to the airplane seats and other interior
components consistent with a
high-energy explosion. Investigators considered several
scenarios to determine how the trace
amounts of explosive residue might have gotten on the wreckage
from the accident airplane. Trace
amounts of explosive residue could have been transferred to the
contaminated pieces from the
military personnel (and their associated clothing, boots, and
equipment) that were on board the
accident airplane when it was used to transport troops during the
Gulf War in 1991. In addition,
explosives were placed and then removed from several locations
in the accident airplane during a
dog-training explosive detection exercise about 1 month before
the accident. Despite being unable
to determine the exact source of the trace amounts of explosive
residue found on the wreckage, the
lack of any corroborating evidence associated with a high-energy

explosion indicates that these
trace amounts did not result from the detonation of a high-energy
explosive device on TWA flight
800. Accordingly, the Safety Board concludes that the in-flight
breakup of TWA flight 800 was
not initiated by a bomb or a missile strike.Ó
From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 Ô1.13 Medical
and pathological information The
results of the post mortem examination of the victims indicated
that the majority had experienced
severe multiple injuries at different stages, consistent with the inflight disintegration of the aircraft
and ground impact. There was no pathological indication of an
in-flight fire and no evidence that
any of the victims had been injured by shrapnel from the
explosion. There was also no evidence
which unequivocally indicated that passengers or cabin crew had
been killed or injured by the
effects of a blast. Of the casualties from the aircraft, the majority
were found in areas which
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indicated that they had been thrown from the fuselage during the
disintegration. Although the
pattern of distribution of bodies on the ground was not clear cut
there was some correlation with
seat allocation which suggested that the forward part of the
aircraft had broken away from the rear
early in the disintegration process. The bodies of 10 passengers
were not recovered and of these, 8
had been allocated seats in rows 23 to 28 positioned over the
wing at the front of the economy
section.Õ

Most of the required evidence that corroborates a bomb
explosion on Pan Am Flight 103 is missing
and those few traces of residue can now be explained as benign
based upon Trans World Airlines
Flight 800. Evidence of Semtex was found on both Pan Am
Flight 103 and Trans World Airlines
Flight 800 yet called benign for one and could be for the other,
too. The two tiny pieces of plastic
hard evidence are suspect as to location and purpose.
The initial event time was officially determined to be the sudden
loud sound on the CVR. The
initial event of the sudden loud sound is likely the explosive
decompression sound when the
rupture/structural failure occurred and the air molecules rushed
out making the sudden loud sound
on the CVR. Pan Am Flight 103 has been matched to Air India
Flight 182 in the AAIB report. This
initial event sudden sound on the CVR for Air India Flight 182
has been matched to a DC-10
explosive decompression sound when its cargo door opened in
flight. All four Boeing 747 sudden
sound events have been matched by NTSB in Chart 12 of the
public docket for Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 (Chart 12 on cover sheet of Part II). The
accidents are all linked together by the
sudden loud sound on the CVR which is the primary, not the
secondary event, of the structural
failure when the door ruptured open and explosive
decompression ensued. (Detailed in Part II:
Comparisons.)
The time of the structural failure of the ruptured open forward
cargo door on the starboard side and
the opening of the 20 inch hole on the port side was determined

to be the initial event time of the
sudden loud sound by the AAIB wreckage distribution drawings
in Appendix B in the AAIB report
which are based upon the distance from the datum line of the
retrieved wreckage. These data
showed at initial event time the large rectangular shaped fuselage
skin area around the shattered
forward cargo door occurred at the same time as the 20 inch hole
on the smoother port side. As the
seconds progressed, the subsequent drawings show the damage
holes getting bigger and bigger
with the starboard cargo door side hole always remaining larger.
Based on wreckage distribution data, it can be deduced by the
evidence that the 20 inch hole on the
port side occurred at about the same time as the twenty foot by
thirty foot hole on the starboard side
and both were at initial event time of the sudden loud sound on
the CVR.
2.5.3 Conclusion: Based upon a very small amount or a benign
finding of corroborative
evidence, an explosion of a powerful explosion from a bomb as a
probable cause for Pan Am
Flight 103 may be ruled doubtful.
2 . 6 . 1 Premise: Firing of a rather large shotgun in a baggage
container.
2.6.2. Discussion: The firing of a rather large shotgun may have
given evidence which led
investigators to conclude a powerful bomb had been detonated
causing the destruction of Pan Am
Flight 103. (Detailed in Part IV: Comparison of Reports.)
The evidence and AAIB interpretation indicated a relatively mild
directed blast existed a corner of a
baggage container, traveled about 25 inches and caused a 20 inch

hole in the fuselage skin. The
sound of the mild directed blast was not heard on the cockpit
voice recorder. Bombs are loud,
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spherical, and powerful. Shotgun blasts are relatively mild and
directed.
The damage in the baggage container and adjacent area was from
a mild directed blast as if a rather
large shotgun had gone off at close range. (AAIB stated in
Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90
(EW/C1094) section: 1.12.2.1 Fuselage: ÒWhere these panels
formed the boundary of the shatter
zone, the metal in the immediate locality was ragged, heavily
distorted, and the inner surfaces were
pitted and sooted - rather as if a very large shotgun had been fired
at the inner surface of the
fuselage at close range,Ó and 8. Analysis: ÒWith the two
container reconstructions placed together it
became apparent that a relatively mild blast had exited container
4041 through the rear lower face to
the left of the curtain and impinged at an angle on the forward
face of container 7511.)Õ
An AAIB official opined the cause of the damage he/she
personally viewed to be as if a rather large
shotgun had been fired at the fuselage at close range. It may not
have been exactly a shotgun but
some other type of directed firearm.
This AAIB opinion may have been correct in its assessment of
the cause of the mild blast, pitting,
sooting, distortions, ragged, and shattered skin as if a very large
shotgun had been fired at the
inner surface of the fuselage at close range. It may be that pitting,

sooting, distortions, ragged, and
shattered skin could also have been erroneously interpreted as
evidence of a bomb explosion.
Loaded guns have been inserted into baggage holds of airliners
before and have been accidentally
discharged as detailed in Appendix K. (April 26, 2000 Gun goes
off in bag being loaded into jet.
Associated Press - Portland ÒA high-powered handgun went off
in the baggage compartment of an
Alaska Airlines jetliner on the tarmac at Portland International
Airport, sending a bullet into the
passenger compartment within inches of passengers' feet.
Nobody was injured.Ó)
Shotgun cartridges give sooty residue when fired. A shotgun fires
in a directed manner and would
give a relatively mild blast compared to a high explosive bomb.
The sound of the weapon firing is
not heard on the cockpit voice recorder because the power had
been abruptly cut in the adjacent
main equipment compartment after the tremendous explosive
decompression when the huge hole
appeared on the starboard side of the hold or the gunshot was
over shouted by the tremendous
noise from the huge hole and the explosive decompression.
The evidence corroborates the firing of a device called a rather
large shotgun in a baggage container
which caused a relatively mild directed blast which resulted in a
20 inch hole in the fuselage skin
on the port side. This damage was not sufficient to cause the nose
to come off Pan Am Flight 103
because the structure was designed to withstand a hold that size
in the pressurized hull by the
presences of stiffeners, ribs, and belts. The firing of the shotgun

was after the explosive
decompression because the sound of the gunshot is not on the
cockpit voice recorder.
The location in the forward cargo compartment in the baggage
container which had its lower
quadrant blown way may have held a rather large shotgun which
was stored in baggage, was
loaded, and was safe unless a tremendous explosion happened
nearby. A tremendous explosion
did happen nearby when the opposite fuselage blew out when a
huge twenty foot by forty foot
hold appeared suddenly where the forward cargo door and skin
above it used to be. The rather
large shotgun went off, the relatively mild explosion left soot on
a rib, burst through the corner of
the baggage container, went 25 inches and made a 20 inch hole
in the port side of the fuselage. A
sooty rib was soon found on the ground and immediately
incorrectly declared proof a bomb had
gone off instead of a shotgun cartridge.
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2.6.3 Conclusion: Based upon the presence of corroborative
evidence, the firing of rather large
shotgun in the forward cargo hold Pan Am Flight 103 may be
ruled in as occurring but ruled out
as the cause of the subsequent structural failure pending further
investigation.

Libya puts block on French deal
Libya has never accepted responsibility for the UTA bombing

Libya has threatened to pull out of talks to compensate families
of the victims of a French airliner.
Tripoli said Paris should honour a deal to compensate for Libyan
deaths as a result of French involvement in Chad.
France denies any such deal exists and has warned Tripoli it must
compensate for the deaths of 170 people aboard a UTA airliner
bombed in mid-air in 1989.
The French want Libya to pay the same amount of money it is to
give relatives of the Lockerbie air bombing victims.
On the basis of commitments given by Libyan negotiators at
earlier talks, France agreed to support the lifting of United
Nations sanctions on Libya - imposed over the Lockerbie case on 12 September.
However, since the sanctions were lifted, talks on the UTA case
have stalled.
Correspondents say France has lost much of its bargaining power
since it agreed, as a veto-wielding member of the UN Security
Council, to the lifting of sanctions.
'Secret agreement'
Seif al-Islam Gaddafi, the son of Libyan leader Muammar
Gaddafi who heads a foundation expected to pay out the
compensation, accused France on Monday of failing to honour a
secret agreement on compensation for the deaths of three Libyan
pilots killed when France intervened in the civil war in Chad in
the early 1990s.

"We will not resume negotiations without acceptance of that
commitment," he said in an interview with Reuters news agency.
"They should accept the commitment or [there will be] no
negotiations any more."
Negotiations over the UTA bombing have been conducted by
families' representatives, not French Government officials.
Earlier, Seif Gaddafi said he would not agree to pay more than $1
million per victim over the UTA case and insisted that six
Libyans convicted by France in absentia for the attack were
innocent.
By contrast, families of Lockerbie victims are to be paid an
average of $27m each.
A final settlement in the UTA case had been due to be reached by
11 October.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:07 AM PDT
To: info@khilafah.com
Subject: Do not give up. Pan American World Airways Flight
103: Ask questions.

Dear Editor; Tuesday, October 21, 2003 7:13 AM
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 was not a bomb but
instead the shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation.

It was a mechanical event. It was not a crime. There are no
criminals. Mr. Abdel Baset A. Megrahi is innocent. Libya is
paying out money it does not have to pay. The hazard of faulty
wiring in early model Boeing 747s is still there.
Details at www.corazon.com. A PDF file of the Smith AAR for
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 is available for
download and analysis at www.corazon.com also.
It's not too late.
Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
Report on the accident to
Boeing 747-121, N739PA
at Lockerbie, Dumfriesshire, Scotland
on 21 December 1988
by John Barry Smith,
Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator
Appendix I Questions
Source: John Barry Smith
Questions:
There are many questions raised by the realization that four large
commercial airliners were not
attacked by terrorists detonating bombs but by a common
mechanical problem of faulty wires
which cause cargo doors to rupture open when they shouldn't.
Listed below are some of the

informal and unofficial opinions, questions and partial answers
that the wiring/cargo
door/explosive decompression explanation creates regarding the
flights of Air India Flight 182,
Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 and many
aircraft in general.
A. How and why does the forward cargo door open in flight?
The United Airlines Flight 811 door open cause was faulty
switch or electrical short
to door motor to unlatch position which overrode safety locking
sectors and door unlatched and
opened. Pan Am Flight 103 and United Airlines Flight 811 and
Trans World Airlines Flight 800
had midspan latch ruptures and so possibly did Air India Flight
182. Door openings were probably
a result of aging aircraft, out of rig door, chafed aging faulty
Poly-X wiring, weakened Section 41
area, design weakness of no locking sectors for midspan latches,
and only one latch per eight feet
of vertical door.
B. How does open door in flight cause nose to come off for Air
India Flight
182, Pan Am Flight 103, and Trans World Airlines Flight 800?
The cargo door opens and a huge twenty by thirty foot hole
appears in nose on
starboard side. Structural members of door and frame are
missing, floor beams are fractured, bent,
and broken, aircraft direction is askew, flight control surfaces
affected, engines damaged, and 300
knots bends the damaged area to starboard and tears nose off
within three to five seconds.
C. Why did nose of United Airlines Flight 811 stay on?

Nose of United Airlines Flight 811 may have stayed on because
the pilot said he
had just come off autopilot and did not fight plane as it gyrated,
or plane was younger than others,
or the time from door opening to tearing off was 1.5 seconds and
allowed the pressurization to be
relieved somewhat and six less feet of width of hole was torn off.
Essentially, the hole caused by
the absent cargo door and skin was much smaller that the other
three flights whose forward
sections did separate.
D. Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am Flight 103 not a bomb?
Yes, not a bomb for Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am Flight 103
as initial event.
The evidence refutes bomb explanation. Those accident
investigators years ago did not have the
benefit of hindsight, the internet, or several subsequent similar
accidents to compare and draw
different conclusions.
E. Trans World Airlines Flight 800 not center tank as initial
event?
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Center tank exploded yes, but after door ruptured/opened, hole
appeared in nose,
nose torn off in wind, fuselage falling with disintegrating fuel
tanks and ignited by fodded and on
fire engine number 3 at 7500 feet thereby explaining the
Chairman's question at the public hearing,
"Why so few bodies burned?" The answer is they were not there
to be burned. The nose came off
with the passengers inside cabin and descended to ocean alone
but not on fire.

F. Is explosive decompression enough to tear nose and forward
part of aircraft
off?
Explosive decompression is enough to rupture a pressurized hull
at weak spot, one
latch for eight feet of door, in a weak area, Section 41, but not
enough to tear nose off. The
ultimate destructive force is the 300 knots of slipstream, more
powerful than any wind on earth. If
cargo door popped in balloon, the large hole would appear but
the nose would stay on. In a
tornado, nose comes off within three to five seconds.
G. When forward cargo door opens does it always result in
deaths?
No. With United Airlines preflight in 1991 the aft door opened
inadvertently and
nothing happened because it was on the ground and no pressure
differential, so no damage or
fatalities. Then Pan Am Flight 125 in 1987 had forward door
open partially and plane could not
pressurize adequately and turned around and landed, so no
damage with slight pressure differential
except expense of fuel and risk to life. Then United Airlines
Flight 811 happened with smaller hole
and 1.5 second delay in opening and nine dead with larger
pressure differential. Then in October,
2000, another Boeing 747 had a forward cargo door open
inadvertently on the ground when the
circuit breaker was pushed in but no fatalities. Pan Am Flight
103, Air India Flight 182, and Trans
World Airlines Flight 800 had explosive decompression occur up
high with maximum differential
and door ruptured and shattered and took skin to the left and

right and above with it exposing huge
hole and forward part of aircraft came off and all aboard died.
When the forward cargo door
ruptures or fully opens or partially opens, different consequences
occur from minor to severe
depending on speed at which door ruptures/opens and pressure
differential which depends on
altitude.
H. Is there a conspiracy to keep cargo door explanation quiet?
There is no conspiracy, no plot, no coverup by agencies involved
with the cargo
door explanation:
1. No conspiracy of Sikh terrorists named Singh to put a bomb
on Air
India Flight 182; the door ruptured in flight.
2. No conspiracy of Libyan terrorists or whoever to put a bomb
on Pan
Am Flight 103; the door ruptured in flight.
3. No conspiracy to detonate a bomb on United Airlines Flight
811 as
the passengers thought, as the crew thought and told the tower
who told the Coast Guard and crash
crews on the ground as they prepared for a wounded 747 coming
in after a bomb blast; the door
ruptured in flight.
4. No conspiracy to put a bomb on Trans World Airlines Flight
800;
the door ruptured in flight.
5. No conspiracy of terrorists to shoot a missile.
6. No coverup by US Navy to hide accidental shootdown.
7. No coverup by Boeing, NTSB, FAA, or TWA, TSB, RCMP,
Scotland Yard, or AAIB who are hiding the knowledge the doors
ruptured in flight.

I. Why the huge hole on starboard side in cargo door area while
port side
smooth?
That's where the forward cargo door is located on all the aircraft,
forward of the
wing on the starboard side. The rectangular shattered zone
around the forward cargo door is
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apparent on all the wreckage reconstruction photographs and
drawings. The unilateral damage on
TWA Flight 800 refutes the center tank explosion as the initial
event.
J. Are passengers at risk right now?
Yes, all passengers currently flying in early model Boeing 747s
with Poly X wiring
are at risk of the faulty wiring shorting on the door unlatch motor
causing the ruptured opening of
the midspan latches of the cargo door leading to explosive
decompression and fatalities. The fault
has unofficially occurred in 1985, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1991, 1996
and 2000.
K. What is the sudden loud sound on the CVR on all four aircraft
at the initial
event time of the inflight breakup?
The sound is the rush of air molecules to the outside to equalize
the high pressure
air in the cabin with the low pressure air outside at altitude.
Explosive decompression is a very
loud event.
L. Why the almost immediate power cut to the recorders?
The main equipment compartment (MEC) is immediately
adjacent and in front of the

forward cargo compartment. The MEC has the wiring power to
the recorders and the explosion of
decompression nearby cuts off power immediately.
M. Why the right side inflight airframe damage?
The starboard (right) side is where the forward cargo door opens
in flight and
material from inside the compartment and cabin above are
ejected into the slipstream. Engine
number three and the right horizontal stabilizer are close to and
aft of the forward cargo
compartment. The objects are ingested into the nearby engine
number three, strike the leading edge
of the right wing, and continue aft and strike the right horizontal
stabilizer. The port side is
relatively unscathed from inflight debris.
N. Why the shattered area around the forward cargo door?
When the explosion of decompression occurs, the door is flung
open if all the
latches unlock and shattered if the bottom eight latches hold but
rupture at the midspan latches. The
top part of the door opens outward and upward and away taking
much fuselage skin above the
door with it.
O. Why the streak for Trans World Airlines Flight 800?
The streak is the reflection of the evening sun of shiny metal skin
from the forward
cargo door area coming off in flight during the explosive
decompression and seen by ground
observers in darkness to the east as the objects quickly decelerate
from 300 knots in a horizontal
direction to straight down from 13700 feet.
P. What is the ignition source for the center fuel tank explosion
of Trans World

Airlines Flight 800?
The ignition source for the center fuel tank explosion is the on
fire engine number
three which ingested foreign objects from the forward cargo
compartment after the ruptured
opening of the forward cargo door. The falling and disintegrating
fuselage and fuel tanks were
ignited by the fiery exhaust and caused the explosion well after
the initial event.
Q. Why to do the authorities think Pan Am 103 was a bomb
explosion?
There was a relatively mild, directed discharge of a shotgun type
weapon in the
forward cargo compartment after the explosive decompression.
This discharge put a small shatter
zone of 20 inches into the skin on the port side of the
compartment. The authorities call this event
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the initial event of a bomb explosion. A Boeing 747 can tolerate a
20 inch hole in its fuselage and
in fact has been designed to withstand such a hole of that size
and larger. United Airlines Flight
811 showed that a Boeing 747 can safely withstand a ten foot by
twenty foot hole in the fuselage
and land safely. Bombs are not mild, are spherical, would make a
bomb sound on the CVR, and
leave much other evidence than a small hole.
R. Why do the authorities think Air India Flight 182 was a bomb
explosion?
Air India Flight 182 had a catastrophic inflight breakup that
looked like a bomb had
gone off inside it. An explosive decompression mimics a bomb

explosion. There was evidence of
an explosion. At the time there was no other reasonable
explanation for such an explosive
decompression for a Boeing 747 except for a bomb or to leave
the cause unstated. The finding of a
bomb explosion for Air India Flight 182 was based on two
erroneous assumptions by the Indians:
an explosive decompression could not abruptly turn off the
electrical supply to the recorders and
the floor panels separated upward from a exploding force from
below.
S. How can the experts and the public be so wrong?
Experts and laypersons below:
1. police
2. aircraft accident investigators
3. media
4. government
5. manufacturer
6. attorneys, plaintiffs, defendants, and judges
7. airlines
8. flightcrews
9. passengers.
This is a political and human nature question; the best I can do to
explain it is as
follows: Experts are often wrong; they are human. In the case of
the wiring/cargo door/explosive
decompression for four Boeing 747 accidents:
The experts were all partially right and partially wrong, some
more than others. The
good ones try to find their errors, correct them and continue on;
however, it is understandable that
the not so good experts and laypersons are reluctant to
investigate alternative probable causes for

fatal aircraft accidents if that path leads to unpleasant truths with
a result:
For the law enforcement authorities to have their budgets cut and
staff reduced
instead of increased to fight terrorist activities,
For accident investigators who have previously made
conclusions about causes that
are now refuted and whose credibility would now be in jeopardy
and threaten their reputations,
For the media to have a boring mechanical story that has
happened before and was
supposed to have been fixed instead of an exciting spy
conspiracy story,
For the government who has oversight of all to find out it
overlooked and allowed
noncompliance of regulations to occur,
For the manufacturer to discover most of the thousands of
airplanes it constructed
have severe design problems of outward opening non plug cargo
doors, inadequate midspan
latches, and faulty wiring installed.
For attorneys, plaintiffs, defendants, and judges who have caused
the transfer of
hundreds of millions of dollars in lawsuits to discover it was
decided on factual errors,
For the airlines to find out they may have not kept their airframes
maintained
properly,
For the flightcrews who do not want to believe their aircraft can
come apart at any
second and there is nothing they can do about it,
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For the passengers who want to be persuaded there is no danger
in flying and insist
on being reassured that any problems have been fixed, their ticket
prices are low, and they have
their baggage with them.
All parties are acting in their perceived best interest and
believing in wishful
thinking. They are not objective. In this particular case, when
Boeing 747s are breaking apart in
flight, there is an understandable perceived best interest by all
parties to believe they are not
responsible for the accidents and the fatalities. By having the
blame shifted to outside forces such
as terrorists, most parties are absolved of guilt. The parties, law
enforcement and security,
responsible for allowing the 'bomb' to be put aboard are rewarded
with higher staffs and budgets.
The only losers with the 'bomb' explanation are the ones accused
of putting it there and they never
dispute the ÔbombÕ but deny they put it there.
The electrical problem in airliners is difficult to detect because
the symptoms are
treated instead of the cause. Faulty wiring and switches do more
than cause cargo doors to open in
flight; they cause yaw dampers to swing back and forth, they
cause autopilots to disconnect or act
strange, and they often cause fires. When cargo doors ruptured
open in flight over a period of
eleven years in four airlines in four airports in three countries,
investigation jurisdictions where
spread out over distance and time. Each agency looked at the
sole tree and did not see the forest of
four trees.

There are built in protection beliefs when a Boeing 747 crashes.
The manufacturer
contributes to the welfare and salaries to tens of thousands of
employees and indeed, the whole
northwest of the United States derives much support from
Boeing. If the company were to be put
in jeopardy because of manufacturing errors and be the subject of
lawsuits, literally millions of
citizens would be concerned. All parties including the
government, the media, the investigating
agencies, and the legal system do not want the company to be in
danger and instinctively, although
not conspiratorially, act together to protect that company. If any
sort of plausible explanation that
exonerates the company exists, that explanation will be eagerly
sought and agreed with. That
sudden agreement explains why the 'bomb' explanation for all
four aircraft was discussed within
hours of the discovery of the accident and immediately accepted
as a working hypothesis. In every
report the 'bomb' explanation is the one most quickly sought to
be confirmed by the authorities.
Incredible lengths were taken in time and money to confirm the
'bomb' explosion.
An explosion by explosive decompression caused by an
inadvertently opened
forward cargo door inflight mimics a 'bomb' explosion in many
ways. Passengers get hit by flying
debris, metal is petaled outwards, recorders pick up a loud noise,
wings and tails get struck by
pieces of skin, engines suck in pieces of metal, and the aircraft
can disintegrate and catch on fire as
it falls. Tangible evidence of a bomb is hard to find as the bomb

explodes and distributes the timer,
fuze, and container far and wide. It looks at first glance as if a
bomb had gone off.
It is understandable how all concerned parties are eager to accept
the plausible and
absolving 'bomb' explanation and very, very reluctant to
investigate the implicating wiring/cargo
door/explosive decompression explanation for the four Boeing
747 accidents that suffered
breakups in flight.
It is also understandable that a person motivated by actually
being in a sudden,
night, fiery, fatal, jet airplane crash and surviving, although the
pilot was killed, takes great effort
to prevent it from happening to others. Because that person is
also being completely independent of
all the other parties he can objectively evaluate the separate
accidents to see the pattern and thus the
common probable cause for all. That fatal accident was in 1967
and that person is the author of this
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report.
It is only when the evidence becomes overwhelming,
incontrovertible, and
irrefutable that an alternative explanation to a bomb is even
considered seriously and when that new
explanation reveals a clear and present hazard to the flying
public, then the parties will reluctantly
reexamine the evidence to conclude that it was not the lesser evil
of 'bomb' but the greater evil of a
mechanical problem, a design problem, an oversight problem,
that was supposed to have been

fixed, but wasn't, and it could happen again.
T. Can you describe in laypersonÕs terms what happens?
A laypersonsÕ explanation for the destruction of Pan Am Flight
103 relies on basic
science and common sense and might go like this:
Why do airplanes fly?
They fly because of lift which exceeds the drag. Common sense
tells us that cutting anything such
as butter with a knife causes friction. Friction also slows things
down when an object moves
through the air and creates heat. Friction is drag.
Lift is created when the air flowing over the top of the wing takes
a longer distance than the wind
flowing over the bottom of the wing. This causes a pressure
differential between the top and
bottom of the wing. The wing is sucked upwards into the lower
pressure air on top of the wing.
The wing must be moving through the air. This can be done in
many ways but the usual way is for
an engine to make the wing move forward by expelling gases to
the rear. This powerful thrusting
overcomes the friction of the drag and moves the wing through
the air which creates the lift and the
airplane flies.
Why do balloons rupture?
Balloons rupture when the compressed higher pressure inside air
breaks through the balloon
material and to suddenly equalize the pressure to the
uncompressed lower pressure outside air. It
happens so fast itÕs called an explosion. The rupture cause can
occur from within or from the
outside of the balloon. If the balloon material is just stretched too
far, the rupture cause is on the

surface. The outside air pressure is less as the balloon goes
higher making the inside air pressure
greater and greater.
Regardless of the cause of the rupture, the material of the balloon
is shredded, torn, and frayed
from the outward force. If the balloon is placed under deep water
then the reverse is true and the
balloon will implode and the material will be shredded, torn, and
frayed from an inward force. In
this regard, a submarine is opposite from an airplane. The higher
an airplane goes, the higher the
pressure inside; the lower a submarine goes, the higher the
pressure outside. An airplane can
explode while a submarine can implode. Airplane plug type
doors get tighter as the plane goes
higher and submarine plug type door get tighter as the sub goes
deeper.
What makes the sudden loud pop sound?
The pop is the noise of the suddenly rushing outward air
molecules rubbing against the other
slower moving air molecules. Heat and noise is created.
What evidence is there of the balloon pop in air?
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A sudden loud sound.
Torn, shredded, and frayed material.
Any inside material of the balloon moving to the outside.
What is lightning?
Lightning is the equalizing of a electrical potential from one
charged area to a differently charged
area. It is similar to a balloon pop except the movement is with
electrons instead of air molecules.
Lightning causes fires by the intense heat created by this

equalizing of electron pressure
differential.
Wiring conducts this discharge of electrons in directions to make
things like motors move or stop
moving. When the wiring is not insulated the electrons in the
bare wire will seek out a different
way to flow to equalize the different energy potential created by
the generators. and as a result,
fires may start or motors may turn on when they are not supposed
to.
Compressed air in a balloon and a full battery are similar in that
they both have energy stored up
that seeks to discharge if given a chance.
Why does a hand move backward when it is stuck out the
window and turned flat against the
wind?
Air has weight. It may be invisible but it is real. When your hand
is thin to the wind, the resistance
of your hand moving through the air molecules is less but when
you turn your hand flat against the
wind, the extra area of your wide hand gives a greater resistance
to the wind and the weight of the
wind force is increased to push your hand back. If the wind force
is very powerful it can push
your hand back so hard it can break it. The highest wind on earth
exists in Force Five Tornadoes
with wind speed up to 250 miles per hour. These winds tear roofs
off houses, pick up trucks and
spin them around, and toss cows for long distances.
Why did Pan Am Flight 103 crash?
For Pan Am Flight 103, the huge airplane was able to fly because
of its wings which gave lift as
the plane moved through the air powered by the jet engines

which created thrust which overcame
the friction of the drag of the airframe on the air molecules.
As the plane flew higher, the air inside become compressed
relative to the outside air. The inside
air was actually less compressed than the air on the ground, but
relative to the outside very low
pressure air at altitude, the inside air was highly compressed thus
creating a large pressure
differential. It was like a balloon being expanded.
The balloon of the fuselage of Pan Am Flight 103 got bigger and
bigger. It actually expanded from
the inside out as the air molecules inside tried to get outside to
the less dense air to equalize the
pressure differential. The air molecules inside pressed against
every inch of the fuselage at the
rivets, the windows, the doors, the hinges, the latches, and the
skin itself.
Usually Pan Am Flight 103 would later descend and the process
would be reversed and the
pressure differential would be reduced until landing when the
outside and inside pressure would be
equal and the balloon of the fuselage would shrink back to
normal. This continual blowing up and
letting out the air in the balloon of the fuselage put wear and tear
on all the fitting, rivets, windows,
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hinges, latches, and doors in the fuselage frame.
Pan Am Flight 103 was flying normally very high up with the
pressure differential at its maximum,
and the balloon was at its most expanded with the inside air
molecules pressing the hardest on the
inside of the fuselage which included the cockpit, the passenger

cabin, the lavatories, and the cargo
compartments.
Suddenly, lightning struck in a small way when the electrons of
electricity which were normally
blocked on their way to a motor found another way to get there
because the blocking insulation
cracked and exposed the bare wire which touched another
discharge path. The lightning flowed to
a motor which turned on and did what it was designed to do
when it received electricity, turn some
wheels called cams which encircled some pins in a device called
a latch. In this case the cams
turned in the direction to allow the latch of a forward cargo door
to unlock. As the latch became
just so slightly unlocked, the huge internal compressed air
pressure burst the entire cargo door
open at the weakest point, the midspan latches that held a long
eight foot stretch of sliced fuselage
together and had no safety locks to prevent what was
accidentally happening.
The balloon of Pan Am Flight 103 popped. A sudden loud sound
was produced and heard by
everyone on board as the compressed air rushed out of the
balloon of the fuselage and forward
cargo compartment into the outside air in front of the engines on
the right side of the airplane. The
rupture area of the cargo door became shattered, torn, and frayed
from the outward force of the air
molecules. The pop of the balloon was so violent it disrupted all
the electricity in a nearby
equipment compartment and turned off the power to the data
recorders. Material from inside the
cabin and cargo compartment was ejected outward into engines

and against the right wing and rear
stabilizers.
The explosion of the pop of the fuselage is called an explosive
decompression. The force is so
great it curls, pits, craters, bends, tears metal into fragments and
affects the actual atom makeup of
the metal. The hole the explosive decompression caused when
the large door was ruptured and tore
outward, upward, and away was about twenty feet wide and
thirty feet tall.
If Pan Am Flight 103 had not been moving the damage may have
remained as it was, a big hole in
the right side of the nose with a lot of stuff from the cabin and
cargo compartment ejected and
missing. However, there was 300 knots, about 330 miles per
hour, of wind force on the nose of
the airplane. The nose shuddered because the sides, the bottom,
and top of the fuselage which had
strong beams to hold it together were all bent, twisted, and
broken.
The enormous wind force of the weight of the fast moving air
molecules on the weakened forward
part of Pan Am Flight 103 tore it off to the right. The jagged
blunt end of the torn off nose was too
much drag for the engines to overcome. The airplane slowed
down. The airplane could not fly
because there was not enough lift from the wings.
The aircraft broke in two and fell to the sea, coming apart in
many pieces as it disintegrated from
the unusual forces applied from all directions.
The passengers inside Pan Am Flight 103 who were now outside
falling would die because the
human body can not withstand the force of striking very dense

water molecules at a high speed.
To sum up: The surface of the inflated fuselage popped when the
lightning of the electricity caused
a motor to turn on which allowed a hole to appear in the forward
cargo door and allowed the
compressed air molecules to escape outside to the less
compressed air molecules. The escape was
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so sudden as to shatter and tear the surface of the inflated
fuselage at the forward cargo door. The
aircraft came apart when the extremely fast moving air molecules
pressed so hard against the
weakened forward part as to break it in two. The passengers died
because they struck the water too
fast for the water to make a hole for them.
The technical term is the probable cause of this accident was the
sudden opening of the forward
lower lobe cargo door in flight and the subsequent explosive
decompression at the midspan
latches. The door opening was attributed to faulty wiring or
switch in the door control system
which permitted electrical actuation of the door latches toward
the unlatched position after initial
door closure.
U. Why have the defense of the accused not used the shorted
wiring/forward
cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup
explanation as a defense?
The defense teams have always stated it was a bomb that went
off and destroyed the
aircraft and passengers but their clients did not plant the bomb.
The defense has never argued there

was no bomb, no crime, and therefore no criminals. The defense
attorneys are criminal attorneys
who know who banks are robbed but not how or why airplanes
crash.
Below from Lockerbie Judgment: ÒIt is not disputed, and was
amply proved, that
the cause of the disaster was indeed the explosion of a device
within the aircraft.Ó The defense
never disputed the cause of the airplane crash their clients were
accused of causing and the judicial
court accepted the flimsy evidence of a bomb explosion without
question from the experts.
V. Why has the author pursued this issue of wiring/cargo door/
explosive
decompression events for over a decade?
The best answer I can give to that is that my life was literally
within two seconds of
ending but was saved by the unselfish action of my pilot who in a
time of stress with a disabled
aircraft took the time to tell me to 'eject' which I did
unquestionably and lived by the two seconds I
had while he died because of the two seconds he did not have.
Because I survived one, I believe I
am repaying a moral debt to prevent others from dying in a
sudden night fiery fatal jet airplane
crash.
John Barry Smith
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance bombardier navigator, RA-5C 650

hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
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From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:07 AM PDT
To: info@khilafah.com
Subject: Do not give up. Pan American World Airways Flight
103: Ask questions.

Dear Editor; Wednesday, October 22, 2003 7:07 AM
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 was not a bomb but
instead the shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation.
It was a mechanical event. It was not a crime. There are no
criminals. Mr. Abdel Baset A. Megrahi is innocent. Libya is
paying out money it does not have to pay. The hazard of faulty
wiring in early model Boeing 747s is still there.
Details at www.corazon.com. A PDF file of the Smith AAR for
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 is available for
download and analysis at www.corazon.com also.
It's not too late.
Respectfully,

John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
Report on the accident to
Boeing 747-121, N739PA
at Lockerbie, Dumfriesshire, Scotland
on 21 December 1988
by John Barry Smith,
Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator
Appendix I Questions
Source: John Barry Smith
Questions:
There are many questions raised by the realization that four large
commercial airliners were not
attacked by terrorists detonating bombs but by a common
mechanical problem of faulty wires
which cause cargo doors to rupture open when they shouldn't.
Listed below are some of the
informal and unofficial opinions, questions and partial answers
that the wiring/cargo
door/explosive decompression explanation creates regarding the
flights of Air India Flight 182,
Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 and many
aircraft in general.
A. How and why does the forward cargo door open in flight?
The United Airlines Flight 811 door open cause was faulty
switch or electrical short
to door motor to unlatch position which overrode safety locking
sectors and door unlatched and

opened. Pan Am Flight 103 and United Airlines Flight 811 and
Trans World Airlines Flight 800
had midspan latch ruptures and so possibly did Air India Flight
182. Door openings were probably
a result of aging aircraft, out of rig door, chafed aging faulty
Poly-X wiring, weakened Section 41
area, design weakness of no locking sectors for midspan latches,
and only one latch per eight feet
of vertical door.
B. How does open door in flight cause nose to come off for Air
India Flight
182, Pan Am Flight 103, and Trans World Airlines Flight 800?
The cargo door opens and a huge twenty by thirty foot hole
appears in nose on
starboard side. Structural members of door and frame are
missing, floor beams are fractured, bent,
and broken, aircraft direction is askew, flight control surfaces
affected, engines damaged, and 300
knots bends the damaged area to starboard and tears nose off
within three to five seconds.
C. Why did nose of United Airlines Flight 811 stay on?
Nose of United Airlines Flight 811 may have stayed on because
the pilot said he
had just come off autopilot and did not fight plane as it gyrated,
or plane was younger than others,
or the time from door opening to tearing off was 1.5 seconds and
allowed the pressurization to be
relieved somewhat and six less feet of width of hole was torn off.
Essentially, the hole caused by
the absent cargo door and skin was much smaller that the other
three flights whose forward
sections did separate.
D. Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am Flight 103 not a bomb?

Yes, not a bomb for Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am Flight 103
as initial event.
The evidence refutes bomb explanation. Those accident
investigators years ago did not have the
benefit of hindsight, the internet, or several subsequent similar
accidents to compare and draw
different conclusions.
E. Trans World Airlines Flight 800 not center tank as initial
event?
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Center tank exploded yes, but after door ruptured/opened, hole
appeared in nose,
nose torn off in wind, fuselage falling with disintegrating fuel
tanks and ignited by fodded and on
fire engine number 3 at 7500 feet thereby explaining the
Chairman's question at the public hearing,
"Why so few bodies burned?" The answer is they were not there
to be burned. The nose came off
with the passengers inside cabin and descended to ocean alone
but not on fire.
F. Is explosive decompression enough to tear nose and forward
part of aircraft
off?
Explosive decompression is enough to rupture a pressurized hull
at weak spot, one
latch for eight feet of door, in a weak area, Section 41, but not
enough to tear nose off. The
ultimate destructive force is the 300 knots of slipstream, more
powerful than any wind on earth. If
cargo door popped in balloon, the large hole would appear but
the nose would stay on. In a
tornado, nose comes off within three to five seconds.

G. When forward cargo door opens does it always result in
deaths?
No. With United Airlines preflight in 1991 the aft door opened
inadvertently and
nothing happened because it was on the ground and no pressure
differential, so no damage or
fatalities. Then Pan Am Flight 125 in 1987 had forward door
open partially and plane could not
pressurize adequately and turned around and landed, so no
damage with slight pressure differential
except expense of fuel and risk to life. Then United Airlines
Flight 811 happened with smaller hole
and 1.5 second delay in opening and nine dead with larger
pressure differential. Then in October,
2000, another Boeing 747 had a forward cargo door open
inadvertently on the ground when the
circuit breaker was pushed in but no fatalities. Pan Am Flight
103, Air India Flight 182, and Trans
World Airlines Flight 800 had explosive decompression occur up
high with maximum differential
and door ruptured and shattered and took skin to the left and
right and above with it exposing huge
hole and forward part of aircraft came off and all aboard died.
When the forward cargo door
ruptures or fully opens or partially opens, different consequences
occur from minor to severe
depending on speed at which door ruptures/opens and pressure
differential which depends on
altitude.
H. Is there a conspiracy to keep cargo door explanation quiet?
There is no conspiracy, no plot, no coverup by agencies involved
with the cargo
door explanation:

1. No conspiracy of Sikh terrorists named Singh to put a bomb
on Air
India Flight 182; the door ruptured in flight.
2. No conspiracy of Libyan terrorists or whoever to put a bomb
on Pan
Am Flight 103; the door ruptured in flight.
3. No conspiracy to detonate a bomb on United Airlines Flight
811 as
the passengers thought, as the crew thought and told the tower
who told the Coast Guard and crash
crews on the ground as they prepared for a wounded 747 coming
in after a bomb blast; the door
ruptured in flight.
4. No conspiracy to put a bomb on Trans World Airlines Flight
800;
the door ruptured in flight.
5. No conspiracy of terrorists to shoot a missile.
6. No coverup by US Navy to hide accidental shootdown.
7. No coverup by Boeing, NTSB, FAA, or TWA, TSB, RCMP,
Scotland Yard, or AAIB who are hiding the knowledge the doors
ruptured in flight.
I. Why the huge hole on starboard side in cargo door area while
port side
smooth?
That's where the forward cargo door is located on all the aircraft,
forward of the
wing on the starboard side. The rectangular shattered zone
around the forward cargo door is
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apparent on all the wreckage reconstruction photographs and
drawings. The unilateral damage on
TWA Flight 800 refutes the center tank explosion as the initial

event.
J. Are passengers at risk right now?
Yes, all passengers currently flying in early model Boeing 747s
with Poly X wiring
are at risk of the faulty wiring shorting on the door unlatch motor
causing the ruptured opening of
the midspan latches of the cargo door leading to explosive
decompression and fatalities. The fault
has unofficially occurred in 1985, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1991, 1996
and 2000.
K. What is the sudden loud sound on the CVR on all four aircraft
at the initial
event time of the inflight breakup?
The sound is the rush of air molecules to the outside to equalize
the high pressure
air in the cabin with the low pressure air outside at altitude.
Explosive decompression is a very
loud event.
L. Why the almost immediate power cut to the recorders?
The main equipment compartment (MEC) is immediately
adjacent and in front of the
forward cargo compartment. The MEC has the wiring power to
the recorders and the explosion of
decompression nearby cuts off power immediately.
M. Why the right side inflight airframe damage?
The starboard (right) side is where the forward cargo door opens
in flight and
material from inside the compartment and cabin above are
ejected into the slipstream. Engine
number three and the right horizontal stabilizer are close to and
aft of the forward cargo
compartment. The objects are ingested into the nearby engine
number three, strike the leading edge

of the right wing, and continue aft and strike the right horizontal
stabilizer. The port side is
relatively unscathed from inflight debris.
N. Why the shattered area around the forward cargo door?
When the explosion of decompression occurs, the door is flung
open if all the
latches unlock and shattered if the bottom eight latches hold but
rupture at the midspan latches. The
top part of the door opens outward and upward and away taking
much fuselage skin above the
door with it.
O. Why the streak for Trans World Airlines Flight 800?
The streak is the reflection of the evening sun of shiny metal skin
from the forward
cargo door area coming off in flight during the explosive
decompression and seen by ground
observers in darkness to the east as the objects quickly decelerate
from 300 knots in a horizontal
direction to straight down from 13700 feet.
P. What is the ignition source for the center fuel tank explosion
of Trans World
Airlines Flight 800?
The ignition source for the center fuel tank explosion is the on
fire engine number
three which ingested foreign objects from the forward cargo
compartment after the ruptured
opening of the forward cargo door. The falling and disintegrating
fuselage and fuel tanks were
ignited by the fiery exhaust and caused the explosion well after
the initial event.
Q. Why to do the authorities think Pan Am 103 was a bomb
explosion?
There was a relatively mild, directed discharge of a shotgun type

weapon in the
forward cargo compartment after the explosive decompression.
This discharge put a small shatter
zone of 20 inches into the skin on the port side of the
compartment. The authorities call this event
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the initial event of a bomb explosion. A Boeing 747 can tolerate a
20 inch hole in its fuselage and
in fact has been designed to withstand such a hole of that size
and larger. United Airlines Flight
811 showed that a Boeing 747 can safely withstand a ten foot by
twenty foot hole in the fuselage
and land safely. Bombs are not mild, are spherical, would make a
bomb sound on the CVR, and
leave much other evidence than a small hole.
R. Why do the authorities think Air India Flight 182 was a bomb
explosion?
Air India Flight 182 had a catastrophic inflight breakup that
looked like a bomb had
gone off inside it. An explosive decompression mimics a bomb
explosion. There was evidence of
an explosion. At the time there was no other reasonable
explanation for such an explosive
decompression for a Boeing 747 except for a bomb or to leave
the cause unstated. The finding of a
bomb explosion for Air India Flight 182 was based on two
erroneous assumptions by the Indians:
an explosive decompression could not abruptly turn off the
electrical supply to the recorders and
the floor panels separated upward from a exploding force from
below.
S. How can the experts and the public be so wrong?

Experts and laypersons below:
1. police
2. aircraft accident investigators
3. media
4. government
5. manufacturer
6. attorneys, plaintiffs, defendants, and judges
7. airlines
8. flightcrews
9. passengers.
This is a political and human nature question; the best I can do to
explain it is as
follows: Experts are often wrong; they are human. In the case of
the wiring/cargo door/explosive
decompression for four Boeing 747 accidents:
The experts were all partially right and partially wrong, some
more than others. The
good ones try to find their errors, correct them and continue on;
however, it is understandable that
the not so good experts and laypersons are reluctant to
investigate alternative probable causes for
fatal aircraft accidents if that path leads to unpleasant truths with
a result:
For the law enforcement authorities to have their budgets cut and
staff reduced
instead of increased to fight terrorist activities,
For accident investigators who have previously made
conclusions about causes that
are now refuted and whose credibility would now be in jeopardy
and threaten their reputations,
For the media to have a boring mechanical story that has
happened before and was
supposed to have been fixed instead of an exciting spy

conspiracy story,
For the government who has oversight of all to find out it
overlooked and allowed
noncompliance of regulations to occur,
For the manufacturer to discover most of the thousands of
airplanes it constructed
have severe design problems of outward opening non plug cargo
doors, inadequate midspan
latches, and faulty wiring installed.
For attorneys, plaintiffs, defendants, and judges who have caused
the transfer of
hundreds of millions of dollars in lawsuits to discover it was
decided on factual errors,
For the airlines to find out they may have not kept their airframes
maintained
properly,
For the flightcrews who do not want to believe their aircraft can
come apart at any
second and there is nothing they can do about it,
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For the passengers who want to be persuaded there is no danger
in flying and insist
on being reassured that any problems have been fixed, their ticket
prices are low, and they have
their baggage with them.
All parties are acting in their perceived best interest and
believing in wishful
thinking. They are not objective. In this particular case, when
Boeing 747s are breaking apart in
flight, there is an understandable perceived best interest by all
parties to believe they are not
responsible for the accidents and the fatalities. By having the

blame shifted to outside forces such
as terrorists, most parties are absolved of guilt. The parties, law
enforcement and security,
responsible for allowing the 'bomb' to be put aboard are rewarded
with higher staffs and budgets.
The only losers with the 'bomb' explanation are the ones accused
of putting it there and they never
dispute the ÔbombÕ but deny they put it there.
The electrical problem in airliners is difficult to detect because
the symptoms are
treated instead of the cause. Faulty wiring and switches do more
than cause cargo doors to open in
flight; they cause yaw dampers to swing back and forth, they
cause autopilots to disconnect or act
strange, and they often cause fires. When cargo doors ruptured
open in flight over a period of
eleven years in four airlines in four airports in three countries,
investigation jurisdictions where
spread out over distance and time. Each agency looked at the
sole tree and did not see the forest of
four trees.
There are built in protection beliefs when a Boeing 747 crashes.
The manufacturer
contributes to the welfare and salaries to tens of thousands of
employees and indeed, the whole
northwest of the United States derives much support from
Boeing. If the company were to be put
in jeopardy because of manufacturing errors and be the subject of
lawsuits, literally millions of
citizens would be concerned. All parties including the
government, the media, the investigating
agencies, and the legal system do not want the company to be in
danger and instinctively, although

not conspiratorially, act together to protect that company. If any
sort of plausible explanation that
exonerates the company exists, that explanation will be eagerly
sought and agreed with. That
sudden agreement explains why the 'bomb' explanation for all
four aircraft was discussed within
hours of the discovery of the accident and immediately accepted
as a working hypothesis. In every
report the 'bomb' explanation is the one most quickly sought to
be confirmed by the authorities.
Incredible lengths were taken in time and money to confirm the
'bomb' explosion.
An explosion by explosive decompression caused by an
inadvertently opened
forward cargo door inflight mimics a 'bomb' explosion in many
ways. Passengers get hit by flying
debris, metal is petaled outwards, recorders pick up a loud noise,
wings and tails get struck by
pieces of skin, engines suck in pieces of metal, and the aircraft
can disintegrate and catch on fire as
it falls. Tangible evidence of a bomb is hard to find as the bomb
explodes and distributes the timer,
fuze, and container far and wide. It looks at first glance as if a
bomb had gone off.
It is understandable how all concerned parties are eager to accept
the plausible and
absolving 'bomb' explanation and very, very reluctant to
investigate the implicating wiring/cargo
door/explosive decompression explanation for the four Boeing
747 accidents that suffered
breakups in flight.
It is also understandable that a person motivated by actually
being in a sudden,

night, fiery, fatal, jet airplane crash and surviving, although the
pilot was killed, takes great effort
to prevent it from happening to others. Because that person is
also being completely independent of
all the other parties he can objectively evaluate the separate
accidents to see the pattern and thus the
common probable cause for all. That fatal accident was in 1967
and that person is the author of this
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report.
It is only when the evidence becomes overwhelming,
incontrovertible, and
irrefutable that an alternative explanation to a bomb is even
considered seriously and when that new
explanation reveals a clear and present hazard to the flying
public, then the parties will reluctantly
reexamine the evidence to conclude that it was not the lesser evil
of 'bomb' but the greater evil of a
mechanical problem, a design problem, an oversight problem,
that was supposed to have been
fixed, but wasn't, and it could happen again.
T. Can you describe in laypersonÕs terms what happens?
A laypersonsÕ explanation for the destruction of Pan Am Flight
103 relies on basic
science and common sense and might go like this:
Why do airplanes fly?
They fly because of lift which exceeds the drag. Common sense
tells us that cutting anything such
as butter with a knife causes friction. Friction also slows things
down when an object moves
through the air and creates heat. Friction is drag.
Lift is created when the air flowing over the top of the wing takes

a longer distance than the wind
flowing over the bottom of the wing. This causes a pressure
differential between the top and
bottom of the wing. The wing is sucked upwards into the lower
pressure air on top of the wing.
The wing must be moving through the air. This can be done in
many ways but the usual way is for
an engine to make the wing move forward by expelling gases to
the rear. This powerful thrusting
overcomes the friction of the drag and moves the wing through
the air which creates the lift and the
airplane flies.
Why do balloons rupture?
Balloons rupture when the compressed higher pressure inside air
breaks through the balloon
material and to suddenly equalize the pressure to the
uncompressed lower pressure outside air. It
happens so fast itÕs called an explosion. The rupture cause can
occur from within or from the
outside of the balloon. If the balloon material is just stretched too
far, the rupture cause is on the
surface. The outside air pressure is less as the balloon goes
higher making the inside air pressure
greater and greater.
Regardless of the cause of the rupture, the material of the balloon
is shredded, torn, and frayed
from the outward force. If the balloon is placed under deep water
then the reverse is true and the
balloon will implode and the material will be shredded, torn, and
frayed from an inward force. In
this regard, a submarine is opposite from an airplane. The higher
an airplane goes, the higher the
pressure inside; the lower a submarine goes, the higher the

pressure outside. An airplane can
explode while a submarine can implode. Airplane plug type
doors get tighter as the plane goes
higher and submarine plug type door get tighter as the sub goes
deeper.
What makes the sudden loud pop sound?
The pop is the noise of the suddenly rushing outward air
molecules rubbing against the other
slower moving air molecules. Heat and noise is created.
What evidence is there of the balloon pop in air?
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A sudden loud sound.
Torn, shredded, and frayed material.
Any inside material of the balloon moving to the outside.
What is lightning?
Lightning is the equalizing of a electrical potential from one
charged area to a differently charged
area. It is similar to a balloon pop except the movement is with
electrons instead of air molecules.
Lightning causes fires by the intense heat created by this
equalizing of electron pressure
differential.
Wiring conducts this discharge of electrons in directions to make
things like motors move or stop
moving. When the wiring is not insulated the electrons in the
bare wire will seek out a different
way to flow to equalize the different energy potential created by
the generators. and as a result,
fires may start or motors may turn on when they are not supposed
to.
Compressed air in a balloon and a full battery are similar in that
they both have energy stored up

that seeks to discharge if given a chance.
Why does a hand move backward when it is stuck out the
window and turned flat against the
wind?
Air has weight. It may be invisible but it is real. When your hand
is thin to the wind, the resistance
of your hand moving through the air molecules is less but when
you turn your hand flat against the
wind, the extra area of your wide hand gives a greater resistance
to the wind and the weight of the
wind force is increased to push your hand back. If the wind force
is very powerful it can push
your hand back so hard it can break it. The highest wind on earth
exists in Force Five Tornadoes
with wind speed up to 250 miles per hour. These winds tear roofs
off houses, pick up trucks and
spin them around, and toss cows for long distances.
Why did Pan Am Flight 103 crash?
For Pan Am Flight 103, the huge airplane was able to fly because
of its wings which gave lift as
the plane moved through the air powered by the jet engines
which created thrust which overcame
the friction of the drag of the airframe on the air molecules.
As the plane flew higher, the air inside become compressed
relative to the outside air. The inside
air was actually less compressed than the air on the ground, but
relative to the outside very low
pressure air at altitude, the inside air was highly compressed thus
creating a large pressure
differential. It was like a balloon being expanded.
The balloon of the fuselage of Pan Am Flight 103 got bigger and
bigger. It actually expanded from
the inside out as the air molecules inside tried to get outside to

the less dense air to equalize the
pressure differential. The air molecules inside pressed against
every inch of the fuselage at the
rivets, the windows, the doors, the hinges, the latches, and the
skin itself.
Usually Pan Am Flight 103 would later descend and the process
would be reversed and the
pressure differential would be reduced until landing when the
outside and inside pressure would be
equal and the balloon of the fuselage would shrink back to
normal. This continual blowing up and
letting out the air in the balloon of the fuselage put wear and tear
on all the fitting, rivets, windows,
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hinges, latches, and doors in the fuselage frame.
Pan Am Flight 103 was flying normally very high up with the
pressure differential at its maximum,
and the balloon was at its most expanded with the inside air
molecules pressing the hardest on the
inside of the fuselage which included the cockpit, the passenger
cabin, the lavatories, and the cargo
compartments.
Suddenly, lightning struck in a small way when the electrons of
electricity which were normally
blocked on their way to a motor found another way to get there
because the blocking insulation
cracked and exposed the bare wire which touched another
discharge path. The lightning flowed to
a motor which turned on and did what it was designed to do
when it received electricity, turn some
wheels called cams which encircled some pins in a device called
a latch. In this case the cams

turned in the direction to allow the latch of a forward cargo door
to unlock. As the latch became
just so slightly unlocked, the huge internal compressed air
pressure burst the entire cargo door
open at the weakest point, the midspan latches that held a long
eight foot stretch of sliced fuselage
together and had no safety locks to prevent what was
accidentally happening.
The balloon of Pan Am Flight 103 popped. A sudden loud sound
was produced and heard by
everyone on board as the compressed air rushed out of the
balloon of the fuselage and forward
cargo compartment into the outside air in front of the engines on
the right side of the airplane. The
rupture area of the cargo door became shattered, torn, and frayed
from the outward force of the air
molecules. The pop of the balloon was so violent it disrupted all
the electricity in a nearby
equipment compartment and turned off the power to the data
recorders. Material from inside the
cabin and cargo compartment was ejected outward into engines
and against the right wing and rear
stabilizers.
The explosion of the pop of the fuselage is called an explosive
decompression. The force is so
great it curls, pits, craters, bends, tears metal into fragments and
affects the actual atom makeup of
the metal. The hole the explosive decompression caused when
the large door was ruptured and tore
outward, upward, and away was about twenty feet wide and
thirty feet tall.
If Pan Am Flight 103 had not been moving the damage may have
remained as it was, a big hole in

the right side of the nose with a lot of stuff from the cabin and
cargo compartment ejected and
missing. However, there was 300 knots, about 330 miles per
hour, of wind force on the nose of
the airplane. The nose shuddered because the sides, the bottom,
and top of the fuselage which had
strong beams to hold it together were all bent, twisted, and
broken.
The enormous wind force of the weight of the fast moving air
molecules on the weakened forward
part of Pan Am Flight 103 tore it off to the right. The jagged
blunt end of the torn off nose was too
much drag for the engines to overcome. The airplane slowed
down. The airplane could not fly
because there was not enough lift from the wings.
The aircraft broke in two and fell to the sea, coming apart in
many pieces as it disintegrated from
the unusual forces applied from all directions.
The passengers inside Pan Am Flight 103 who were now outside
falling would die because the
human body can not withstand the force of striking very dense
water molecules at a high speed.
To sum up: The surface of the inflated fuselage popped when the
lightning of the electricity caused
a motor to turn on which allowed a hole to appear in the forward
cargo door and allowed the
compressed air molecules to escape outside to the less
compressed air molecules. The escape was
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so sudden as to shatter and tear the surface of the inflated
fuselage at the forward cargo door. The
aircraft came apart when the extremely fast moving air molecules

pressed so hard against the
weakened forward part as to break it in two. The passengers died
because they struck the water too
fast for the water to make a hole for them.
The technical term is the probable cause of this accident was the
sudden opening of the forward
lower lobe cargo door in flight and the subsequent explosive
decompression at the midspan
latches. The door opening was attributed to faulty wiring or
switch in the door control system
which permitted electrical actuation of the door latches toward
the unlatched position after initial
door closure.
U. Why have the defense of the accused not used the shorted
wiring/forward
cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup
explanation as a defense?
The defense teams have always stated it was a bomb that went
off and destroyed the
aircraft and passengers but their clients did not plant the bomb.
The defense has never argued there
was no bomb, no crime, and therefore no criminals. The defense
attorneys are criminal attorneys
who know who banks are robbed but not how or why airplanes
crash.
Below from Lockerbie Judgment: ÒIt is not disputed, and was
amply proved, that
the cause of the disaster was indeed the explosion of a device
within the aircraft.Ó The defense
never disputed the cause of the airplane crash their clients were
accused of causing and the judicial
court accepted the flimsy evidence of a bomb explosion without
question from the experts.

V. Why has the author pursued this issue of wiring/cargo door/
explosive
decompression events for over a decade?
The best answer I can give to that is that my life was literally
within two seconds of
ending but was saved by the unselfish action of my pilot who in a
time of stress with a disabled
aircraft took the time to tell me to 'eject' which I did
unquestionably and lived by the two seconds I
had while he died because of the two seconds he did not have.
Because I survived one, I believe I
am repaying a moral debt to prevent others from dying in a
sudden night fiery fatal jet airplane
crash.
John Barry Smith
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance bombardier navigator, RA-5C 650
hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
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From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 6, 2009 12:04:07 AM PDT

To: info@khilafah.com
Subject: Pan American World Airways Flight 103 is science,
not conspiracy

Dear Sir, Friday, January 2, 2004 10:57AM
Don't give up, Libya can yet be absolved for mass murder and
Boeing 747s can be repaired so that an event such as Pan
American World Airways Flight 103 does not occur again.
There is a mechanical explanation for Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
detailed on http://www.corazon.com.
Pan American World Airways Flight 103 accident and UTA 772
matches United Airlines Flight 811 which was not a bomb but
also a mechanical problem. The wiring problem needs to be
fixed.
There was no bomb. Nobody blew up the aircraft. There was an
explosive decompression by an inadvertently opened forward
cargo door. Airplanes are machines and usually crash because of
pilot error or a mechanical problem. These causes can be
determined and confirmed.
Mr. Gaddafi knows he and his government had nothing to do
with Pan American World Airways Flight 103. I can show him
the mechanical explanation.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive

Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
Report: Libya Wants Reward for Nuke Concessions
Friday, January 02, 2004
NEW YORK Ñ Libya's prime minister said his country
wants to be rewarded for opening up to nuclear
inspections and stressed that the United States must
lift sanctions by May 12 or his government won't have
to pay $6 million to each family of the 1988 Lockerbie
bombing victims, according to an interview published
Friday.
Prime Minister Shukri Ghanim told The New York Times
that Libya wants to be paid for turning over nuclear
materials. Libyan leader Muammar al-Qaddafi
(search) pledged in mid-December to give up his
unconventional weapons programs and to open weapons
sites to inspectors.
Ghanim told the Times that the North African country wants
to "accelerate to the maximum" the dismantling of its
unconventional weapons programs so that Libya could be
declared free of the weapons in the next few months.
At the same time, Ghanim reiterated that his country won't
have to pay the remaining $6 million to each family of the

victims of the airliner bombing unless Washington lifts the
sanctions that it imposed in 1986 by May 12.
In August, Libya agreed to accept responsibility for the
bombing of Pan Am Flight 103 (search) over Lockerbie,
Scotland. It has paid the families of the 270 victims $4
million each so far. That led the United Nations to lift
sanctions on Sept. 12.
Libya promised to pay another $4 million if the United
States lifts its own sanctions against Libya and another $2
million if Libya is removed from the State Department's list
of countries sponsoring terrorism within eight months.
"The agreement says that eight months after the signing, if
American sanctions are not removed, then the additional
$6 million for each family of victims will not be paid,"
Ghanim said. "This would be for the good of the families of
the victims, but we will leave this to the decision of the
Americans."
Glenn Johnson, chairman of the Victims of Pan Am Flight
103, which represents about 150 families, said it's up to
Libya to meet the conditions for lifting the sanctions -letting inspectors in and dismantling weapons of mass
destruction, including nuclear, chemical and biological.
"They haven't dismantled," he said. "They say they're
willing to and going to, but I don't think anyone wants to lift
sanctions because they say they're going to do it."
The agreement, he said, can be extended another eight
months after the deadline. Johnson said he expects that to
happen.

"They know what is required," he said. "Until it's done, I
don't expect the sanctions to be lifted. We don't want them
to be. I think that's the view of the families."

